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1. Introduction 
 
Recursion is a central issue of the biolinguistic investigation of language. This 
special issue brings together seven new contributions on recursion from several 
different perspectives: theoretical syntax, neurolinguistics, language acquisition, 
genetics, and psycholinguistics. In this introduction, we first briefly characterize 
the background on recursion that the contributions share and that led to this 
special issue of Biolinguistics. Secondly, we situate the advances of the individual 
contributions in this issue against the background of studies on recursion. 
 The notion of recursion has played a significant role in the development of 
the field of linguistics and specifically of the generative approach. The concern 
that lead to recursion is very old: Descartes (2003 [1637]: 38) hypothesized that 
the crucial difference between man and animal manifests itself most clearly in the 
fact that an animal “never […] arranges its speech in various ways […] in order 
to reply appropriately to everything that may be said in its presence, as even the 
lowest type of man can do”. In a similar vein, and two centuries later, Wilhelm 
von Humboldt (1999 [1836]: 91) pointed out the human capacity to “make infinite 
employment of finite means” in language. Recursive rules provide one solution 
to the problem of accounting for an infinite number of possible sentences by 
means of a finite memory space. However, Descartes and Humboldt didn’t yet 
talk about recursion specifically, and infinity could be produced by means other 
than recursion. In the 1950s, Noam Chomsky developed formal language theory 
as a mathematically precise model of language and, using it, specified a precise 
role of recursion within formal models of language. In fact, recursion in one 
specific way proved to be essential to set apart the phrase structure models of 
language Chomsky proposed from the behaviorist models of language prevalent 
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at the time. Chomsky, however, didn’t use the term recursion for this notion, but 
defined the notion of self-embedding as follows: 
 
(1) A language L is self-embedding (s.e.) if it contains an A 
 such that for some φ, ψ (φ ≠ I ≠ ψ), A ⇒ φAψ.       (Chomsky 1959: 148) 
 
The definition characterizes as self-embedding any language that contains a 
string A and allows the derivation from A of a string that properly contains A, 
that is, A is preceded and followed by two non-trivial strings. Over two papers, 
(Chomsky 1956, 1959) showed that the concept of self-embedding precisely sets 
apart context-free grammars from less complex models of grammar (specifically, 
finite state Markov process based models): All and only the languages produced 
by a context-free grammar that are self-embedding cannot be given an analysis 
using the less complex models. 
 Chomsky (1957) furthermore showed that English is self-embedding. In a 
nutshell, this demonstration consists of the observation that patterns such as (2) 
exist in English (slightly modified from Chomsky 1957: 22) and clearly satisfy the 
definition of self-embedding in (1). 
 
(2)  a. S ⇒ If S, then it’s true. 
 b. S ⇒ Either S or not. 
 
Finite state Markov chain models of language cannot capture the long-distance 
dependencies between if and then and either and or. Therefore, Chomsky 
established that behaviorist accounts of language were insufficient, whereas the 
phrase structure grammars Chomsky introduced could be sufficient. In this way, 
recursion was crucial for the development of phrase structure based approaches 
to language. However, subsequently recursion was not a major topic: Once 
phrase structures were established, recursion became part of the background. 
Chomsky and many other linguists proceeded to develop concrete phrase 
structure based grammars for specific languages. 
 Almost ten years ago, recursion became an active topic of research again 
due to work of Marc Hauser, Noam Chomsky, and Tecumseh Fitch. In an influ-
ential paper, Hauser et al. (2002) formulate a new hypothesis involving recursion. 
For this purpose, they differentiate between the broad and the narrow sense of 
faculty of language, drawing on the basic biolinguistic distinction between 
human traits that can be relegated to more general cognitive capacities, which, as 
Hauser et al. claim, are shared with other animals, and traits that are both human- 
and language-specific. They then hypothesize that only syntactic recursion 
belongs to the faculty of language in the narrow sense. With syntactic recursion, 
Hauser et al. seem to have in mind a general ability that underlies Chomsky’s 
(1959) notion of self-embedding language in (1): a property of languages that dis-
tinguishes between phrase structure grammars and less powerful grammars (cf. 
Fitch 2010, Tomalin 2011, Luuk & Luuk 2011). Specifically, Hauser et al. write that 
“[n]atural languages go beyond purely local structure by including a capacity for 
recursive embedding of phrases within phrases” (p. 1577). Recursion is more 
general than self-embedding, though: The natural numbers, for example, also 
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rely on recursion, though possibly recursion within a finite-state grammar. Fol-
lowing much of the subsequent psychological literature (e.g. Gentner et al. 2006, 
Friederici et al. 2006), we assume that only a grammar that can account for self-
embedding languages should be called recursive, and will use the term in this 
restricted sense in the following. 
 The hypothesis of Hauser et al. and their arguments captured the imagi-
nation of many researchers from different disciplines. Even though an enormous 
amount of progress has been made, many of the debates Hauser et al. triggered 
are still not resolved. This special issue takes up three major concerns that have 
developed since 2002. The first concern is how to test for recursion in experi-
mental psychology: Since we cannot test humans on infinite sets of sentences and 
furthermore self-embedding in the sense of (1) is difficult for humans to process, 
how can recursion best be tested for? The second major concern is the role of re-
cursion in linguistic theory: Is recursion an integral part of any syntactic structure 
building or is recursion better viewed as something on top of more basic struc-
ture building? Finally, the third major concern this issue addresses is the relation 
of recursion to the genetic and neural basis of language. Can recursion be sepa-
rated from other parts of language in the genetic and neural domain? 
 
2. Testing Recursion in Experimental Psychology 
 
Testing recursion in experimental psychology crucially rests on the Artificial 
Grammar Learning (AGL) paradigm, which goes back to Reber (1967) and 
enables psychologists to isolate fundamental mechanisms involved in natural 
language syntax in sophisticated test designs. The first AGL study interpreted to 
be relevant for understanding syntactic recursion at the behavioral level was 
carried out by Fitch & Hauser (2004). They focused on the comparison between a 
self-embedding language and one that isn’t. The two types of structures can be 
illustrated with the two English sentences in (3) and (4): 
 
(3) [The man]A [the dog]A [bit]B [comes]B. 
 
(4) [The man]A [comes]B; [the dog]A [bit the man]B. 
 
As already mentioned, a finite-state grammar cannot account for center-
embedded languages. Fitch & Hauser created stimuli that correspond to the 
artificial grammar AnBn, generating structures like (3) with n=2, and (AB)n, 
yielding for n=2 structures like (4). The actual stimuli were not created using 
English words, however, but classes of syllables. With these stimuli, Fitch & 
Hauser compared the parsing abilities of cotton-top tamarins (Saguinus oedipus) 
and humans regarding both grammar types. The result of their study was “that 
tamarins suffer from a specific and fundamental computational limitation on 
their ability to spontaneously recognize or remember hierarchically organized 
acoustic structures” (p. 380). That is, while tamarins were able to process struct-
ures generated by the (AB)n grammar, they were not capable of mastering 
structures according to the AnBn formula. Accordingly, this experimental study 
supports the hypothesis that “the acquisition of hierarchical processing ability 
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may have represented a critical juncture in the evolution of the human language 
faculty” (p. 380) and thus may be of direct relevance to the hypothesis suggested 
by Hauser et al. (2002). 
 However, a finite set of experimental materials such as that of Fitch & 
Hauser couldn’t in principle exclude all alternative explanations other than a 
recursive phrase structure grammar of the performance of the human subjects. 
For the materials of Fitch & Hauser, specifically, humans may have relied on 
counting rather than grammar building when processing the AnBn sequences or 
on additional cues specific to their stimuli. Research since has explored different 
experimental methods and formal grammars to more precisely pin down specific 
human abilities. One focus has been the fact that natural human language 
requires the ability to process sequences in which a consistent coupling of AB-
pairs is involved (cf. Perruchet & Rey 2005, de Vries et al. 2008). To visualize, the 
more exact representation of our sentence (3), according to this objection, must be 
(5), where the pairing of particular As an Bs is marked by numbers: 
 
(5) [The man]A1 [the dog]A2 [bit]B2 [comes]B1. 
 
The results for formal grammars eliciting such structures have been mixed. Given 
several methodological issues, it is now a central concern in this field of inquiry 
“that the relation between artificial language studies and natural language must 
be clarified” (Hauser et al. 2007: 127). As a consequence, experimental methods 
and insights have become more differentiated. Two contributions in this issue, 
one by de Vries et al. and one by Poletiek, advance this agenda. 
 Meinou de Vries, Morten H. Christiansen, and Karl Magnus Petersson 
argue that research focusing only on nested dependencies like (3) cannot provide 
us with a complete picture of where the boundaries of human language process-
sing lie. They show that crossed dependencies, another type of non-adjacent 
dependencies, are easier to learn than nested dependencies, if the number of 
dependencies exceeds two. In light of this finding, they argue that the different 
complexity levels formulated in the Chomsky hierarchy (cf. Chomsky 1956) and 
used by studies such as Fitch & Hauser (2004) and Gentner et al. (2006) are less 
relevant. Instead, they propose a new complexity hierarchy, which is based on 
the assumption that syntactic complexity is determined by (i) the number of de-
pendencies that need to be resolved and (ii) the specific ordering of these 
dependencies. 
 Fenna Poletiek argues that the so-called ‘staged input effect’ is relevant for 
learning an artificial grammar with center-embedded structures. Referring to 
studies that have shown that artificial grammars with center-embedded 
structures are difficult to learn by induction, Poletiek claims that participants do 
better if the input used to train human subjects is presented in an incremental 
organization, starting with the least complex and ending with the most complex 
exemplars. Crucially, this staged input effect is argued to be helpful for 
hierarchical structures only and shows no effect for learning a finite state 
grammar. Like de Vries et al., Poletiek advances the perspective that competence 
models for language complexity like the Chomsky hierarchy should care about 
performance factors such as learnability. 
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3. Locating Recursion in Linguistic Theory 
 
Syntactic theories describe generalizations at various levels of the typology of 
phrases. At the least specific level of the phrasal typology, any word or phrase 
belongs to the same type. All that can be said for this type of phrase is that two 
phrases can form a complex syntactic constituent, as is captured by the operation 
Merge in minimalist syntax. Many syntactic generalizations, however, make refer-
ence to a more articulated typology of phrases. For example, a generalization 
across several languages is that single words (heads) are distinguished from com-
plete phrases for word order phenomena: Languages can therefore be described 
as either head-initial (e.g. English) or head-final (e.g. Japanese). This supports a 
typology of phrases that distinguishes between heads (single words) and maxi-
mal projections (complete phrases). A second distinction between types of 
phrases is important within minimalist syntax: the distinction between phases 
and non-phases. Phases are special phrases that are distinct from other phrases 
by their intonational and semantic properties. 
 The debate over the appropriate typology of phrases does not directly 
relate to the formal notion of self-embedding as characterized in (1), since the 
formal notion applies to languages — not to concrete grammars. However, there 
exists also a natural notion of recursion that applies to specific structures in a 
phrase structure based syntax: A structure is recursive if there is a phrase of type 
X that contains as a proper part another phrase of type X. Recursion of a concrete 
phrase structure grammar is evidently a different notion from self-embedding as 
defined in (1). The link between the notions is the following: If a language is self-
embedding, any phrase structure grammar must be such that some strings are 
analyzed as having a recursive structure. But, importantly, the notion of self-
embedding never predicts which specific strings must receive a recursive anal-
ysis, nor is any language that can be analyzed with phrase-structure grammar 
that allows some recursive structures necessarily self-embedding in the formal 
sense. 
 The notion of recursive structure is nevertheless an important one, 
especially since for natural language other sources of evidence (for example, into-
national and semantic evidence) are available to determine the phrase structure 
of a specific sentence. Which structures are recursive, however, is closely tied the 
typology of phrases. As already mentioned, current minimalist syntax assumes 
an abstract operation Merge as the only phrase structure rule. Merge always 
structures exactly two items into one phrase. Therefore, any sentence consisting 
of three or more words must involve a recursive operation of phrase structure 
building on this view, as Nevins et al. (2009) point out. But if the typology of 
phrases assumed is richer, a smaller set of structures are analyzed as recursive. 
For example, the traditional phrase structure rules S ⇒ NP V and NP ⇒ D N 
allow the analysis of the sequence D N V without recursion. Moreover, some 
scholars committed to more ‘strong’ derivational approaches like phase theory or 
other models implying multiple points of Spell-Out have recently argued that the 
narrow structure-building operations of grammar are not recursive at all and that 
recursion might better be described as an interface phenomenon (cf. Arsenijević 
& Hinzen 2010, Surányi 2010). 
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 Jan-Wouter Zwart assumes a minimalist background and claims that 
syntactic recursion should not be defined in terms of embedding, but in terms of 
derivation layering. Comparing iterative and recursive procedures to build 
phrase structures, he argues that one cannot decide that a language is recursive 
by simply looking at its structures. Instead, one has to investigate the structure 
building procedure itself. After showing that embedding structures can also be 
generated without recursion, Zwart defines recursion in language as the 
interaction between derivation layers. He then applies these concepts to the 
analysis of the Amazonian language Pirahã. Everett (2005) claims that Pirahã 
does not exhibit recursion which has led to intense discussion on the relevance of 
this finding with respect to the status of recursion as a linguistic universal. 
According to Zwart’s approach, both complex subjects and structured lexical 
items imply recursion. Zwart then demonstrates, using uncontested data, that 
both complex subjects and structured lexical items are attested in Pirahã, and 
thus, he argues that the grammar of Pirahã allows for recursive structures. 
 Tom Roeper starts with the assumption that if variation is attested 
regarding what particular forms of recursion natural languages allow, then an 
acquisition challenge exists. In the light of acquisition evidence from adjectives, 
possessives, verbal compounds, and sentence complements, he outlines an 
acquisition path for specific forms of recursion. In particular, he distinguishes 
three mechanisms to build recursive structures: direct recursion, indirect 
recursion, and Generalized Transformations (GTs), as realized in an adaptation 
of Tree Adjoining Grammar. Since children first analyze adjacent identical struc-
tures as direct recursion with a conjunctive reading, Roeper argues that direct 
recursion is the acquisition default and can thus be viewed as the first stage in the 
acquisition of recursive structures. Assuming that children must ‘experience’ 
specific forms of recursion in order to allow them in their language, he goes on to 
discuss several evidences that may help account for the path of how to acquire 
the more complex forms of both indirect recursion and recursion in the form of 
GTs. 
 
4. Localizing Recursion in Cognitive Neuroscience and Genetics 
 
The testing of human and non-human subjects regarding their capacities to pro- 
cess artificial language grammars inspired neuropsychological studies that ask to 
what extent the core computational faculty of processing hierarchical embedded 
structure can be segregated from other brain functions. Let us briefly look at this 
field of research. 
 Friederici et al. (2006) build on the findings of Fitch & Hauser (2004) and 
hence assume that humans differ from non-human primates in their capacity to 
master sequences that are generated by the AnBn grammar. In their study, they 
ask, broadly speaking, whether the differences of processing the two grammars 
used by Fitch & Hauser are reflected in the human brain. To explore this 
question, they test human subjects by visually presenting sequences of 
consonant-vowel syllables that were modeled to represent the different grammar 
types. After having used these stimuli and after having applied several 
sophisticated testing procedures, they indeed conclude that there are differences 
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in processing in the brain. In particular, Friederici et al. report that processing of 
local transitions within a finite-state grammar is subserved by the left frontal 
operculum, whereas a specific section of Broca’s area holds responsible for the 
computation of hierarchical dependencies involved in syntactic recursion within 
a phrase structure grammar. However, like in experimental psychology, the 
testing methods have been refined in subsequent studies, which is the starting 
point for three contributions in the present volume. 
 Angela D. Friederici, Jörg Bahlmann, Roland Friedrich, and Michiru 
Makuuchi report such refinements by reviewing recent neuroimaging experi-
ments that evaluate the neural basis of processing embedded structures, which, 
as they argue, allows for conclusions regarding the localization of processing re-
cursion in the brain. Based on numerous studies, they conclude that a special 
region of Broca’s area, left Brodmann area 44, is the neural correlate of computing 
linguistic recursion. They segregated this correlate from activation of Broca’s area 
due to working memory, from activation due to the processing of visual-event 
sequences, and from areas involved in processing hierarchically structured 
mathematical formulae. Friederici et al.’s cross-study review thus suggests two 
different computational systems in the lateral prefrontal cortex dealing with hier-
archical structures, one which is domain-general and is active when processing 
complex hierarchies in non-language domains, and one which is domain-specific 
and deals with recursive language or language-like hierarchies. 
 Vasiliki Folia, Christian Forkstam, Martin Ingvar, Peter Hagoort, and 
Karl Magnus Petersson compare the brain networks engaged in processing 
grammaticality judgments and in processing preference judgments in an artificial 
grammar learning experiment. Their results show that preference and gram-
maticality classification engage virtually identical brain regions. That is, the 
subjects also engage brain regions central to natural syntax processing when they 
are not explicitly instructed or receive any information concerning the existence 
of a grammatical rule system that underlies the presented stimuli. In addition, 
Folia et al. present some initial efforts to understand the genetic basis of the capa-
city for artificial syntax acquisition by exploring the potential role of the CNT-
NAP2 gene, which is controlled by the FOXP2 transcription factor and whose 
expression is enriched in frontal brain regions in humans. 
 Eleonora Russo and Alessandro Treves ask what evolutionary changes 
have occurred in the human neocortex that allow for the crucial feature of 
recursion in human language. After having reviewed salient features of cortical 
organization, they discuss recent work that shows that the human cortex has 
more neurons (in absolute number) than any other mammal, or, more 
specifically, that the number of spines present on the dendrites of pyramidal cells 
are significantly higher in the human cortex than in any other species. They then 
argue that these quantitative differences can produce qualitative changes in the 
functionality of a neural network. Discussing the phenomenon of latching 
dynamics, that is, the ‘hopping’ of the network from one attractor state to 
another, they refer to their previous analyses of this phenomenon and sketch the 
boundary between finite and infinite latching. In particular, they claim that a 
network latches indefinitely when the memory load is above a certain critical 
value. By assuming that latching is a property that emerges when crossing 
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certain threshold, they suggest the evolutionary scenario that recursion in human 
language has evolved due to a slowly evolving quantitative increase in the 
connectivity of the cortex that has suddenly crossed a critical threshold. 
Accordingly, syntactic recursion may have emerged in a manner entirely 
unrelated to the appearance of a novel piece in the neural circuitry, that is, 
without altering the intrinsic make-up of the network. 
 
In addition to the seven research papers, a book review by David J. Lobina is 
included in this volume. Lobina reviews the recently published volume Recursion 
and Human Language, edited by Harry van der Hulst. We feel the review should 
be read in addition to the editorial to elaborate further the background for the 
research presented in this volume. 
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Language acquisition in both natural and artificial language learning 
settings crucially depends on extracting information from ordered sequen-
ces. A shared sequence learning mechanism is thus assumed to underlie 
both natural and artificial language learning. A growing body of empirical 
evidence is consistent with this hypothesis. By means of artificial language 
learning experiments, we may therefore gain more insight in this shared 
mechanism. In this paper, we review empirical evidence from artificial 
language learning and computational modeling studies, as well as natural 
language data, and suggest that there are two key factors that help deter-
mine processing complexity in sequence learning, and thus in natural lang-
uage processing. We propose that the specific ordering of non-adjacent de-
pendencies (i.e. nested or crossed), as well as the number of non-adjacent 
dependencies to be resolved simultaneously (i.e. two or three) are important 
factors in gaining more insight into the boundaries of human sequence lear-
ning; and thus, also in natural language processing. The implications for 
theories of linguistic competence are discussed. 
 
 
Keywords: artificial language learning; non-adjacent dependencies; pro-

cessing complexity; recursion 
 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
1.1. Competence versus Empirical Observations 
 

One must not make too much of the exact form of the competence theory in 
the related task of building a broader psychological theory. 

(Pylyshyn 1973: 45) 
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A theory of psychological processing typically focuses on actual and measurable 
performance. This is the perspective taken in the current paper with respect to 
structured-sequence processing in general as well as human language processing. 
From this point of view, it is natural to view the language faculty as a neurobio-
logical system. The task, then, is to characterize the representational, processing 
and acquisition properties of this system at the neurobiological and psycholo-
gical levels. In contrast, considerable work in theoretical linguistics, such as 
formal language theory, has focused on describing an idealized competence, 
comprising the knowledge of language that a speaker/hearer supposedly has. 
Instead of being grounded in experimental evidence as support, competence 
theories are mostly supported by linguistic intuitions (Pylyshyn 1973) and 
abstract computational considerations. Formal language theory might therefore 
not be the best source of information about the boundaries of human language 
processing. 
 One well-known intuition about syntactic structure is the property of 
recursion, an operation that permits a finite set of rules to generate an infinite 
number of expressions. Empirical evidence, however, has demonstrated that 
people are only able to generate and process recursive constructions to a very 
limited extent. Yet, linguists have concluded that recursion is a fundamental, 
possibly innate and unique part of the human language faculty. 
 One may ask whether we really need a competence theory that incorpo-
rates unbounded recursion (see e.g. Levelt 1974, Christiansen 1992, Petersson 
2005). We stress that empirical observations about language processing mecha-
nisms are more useful in the enterprise of understanding human language pro-
cessing than linguistic intuitions. Thus, in this paper, the focus is on empirical 
observations from a diversity of experimental techniques (e.g., behavioral experi-
ments, functional neuroimaging and computational modeling). More specifically, 
we concentrate on recursive structures involving multiple overlapping non-
adjacent dependencies, the existence of which has been suggested by generative 
linguistics to be one of the major challenges for empirically-based approaches to 
language (Tallerman et al. 2009). 
 
1.2. Non-Adjacency in Language 
 
Non-linear relationships between words are very characteristic of natural 
languages. For instance, in the sentence The dog that scared the cat ran away, we 
need to link the dog to the verb phrase further down the sentence, ran away, in 
order to understand that it was the dog that ran away. We refer to these non-
linear relationships as ‘non-adjacent dependencies’ (as opposed to ‘adjacent 
dependencies’), and they are inherent to the hierarchical nature of human 
language representations. It may be obvious that non-adjacency adds structural 
complexity to human language, and thereby processing complexity, but exactly 
how is still topic of discussion. In this review, we investigate two factors that help 
determine the processing consequences of such structural complexity in lang-
uage: (i) the way in which non-adjacent dependencies are ordered, and (ii) the 
number of non-adjacent dependencies that need to be resolved simultaneously 
(i.e. keeping multiple elements active until they are linked to their co-dependent). 
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1.2.1. The Ordering of Non-Adjacent Dependencies  
 
Across languages, non-adjacent dependencies may be instantiated in several 
different ways. One instantiation of non-adjacent dependencies involve nested 
center-embedded dependencies. Here, the dependencies are embedded within one 
another, exemplified in the structure A1A2A3B3B2B1, where Ai is the element that 
needs to be linked to element Bi. In this paper, we will refer to this type of non-
adjacent dependencies as nested dependencies. Another instantiation of non-
adjacent dependencies involves crossed-serial dependencies, where the dependen-
cies between elements cross each other, exemplified in the structure A1A2A3B1B2B3 
which we will refer to as crossed dependencies. In Figure 1, we depict both types of 
non-adjacency. It also demonstrates that non-adjacent dependencies are indeed 
exhibited differentially across languages, in this case German and Dutch, which 
are otherwise closely related. Note that both crossed and nested orderings can 
only exist if the number of dependencies is more than one; in other words: The 
existence of multiple dependencies is a sine qua non condition for the occurrence of 
crossed and nested dependencies. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1:  Different ways of expressing non-adjacent dependencies in German and Dutch 
 
1.2.2. Multiple Non-Adjacent Dependencies and the Intuition of Infinitude 
 
Figure 1 shows sentences with two and three dependencies (note that we refer to 
dependencies, not embeddings — a sentence with three dependencies contains two 
embeddings), respectively. In principle, one could keep on producing nested and 
crossed dependencies, and thus generating sentences of unbounded length. 
However, since humans possess finite brains that are constrained by (among 
other things) memory limitations, we have problems comprehending and pro-
ducing sentences with three or more nested or crossed dependencies (e.g. Wang 
1970, Hamilton & Deese 1971, Blaubergs & Braine 1974, Hakes et al. 1976, Bach et 
al. 1986). That is, people have difficulties keeping three or more elements active 
that are not yet linked to their co-dependents. Yet, the concept of infinite lingu-
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istic competence has attracted much attention in theoretical linguistics since the 
1950s. The mere existence of multiple crossed and nested dependencies may have 
led to an intuition of infinitude. Pullum & Scholz (2010) suggested that the notion 
of infinitude is due to researchers sticking to the mathematical notion that 
languages are sets: Since one can always think of a sentence that is longer than its 
precedent, and therefore the set of all sentences has to be infinite. 
 Infinitude then may be operationalized by the mathematical procedure of 
recursive definition, i.e. recursion. For example, an operation in which the same 
function is iteratively applied to its output (e.g., x → AxB and x → ∅ recursively 
defines ∅, AB, AABB, AAABBB, AAAABBBB, and so on, by rewriting or substi-
tution). Both crossed and nested dependencies can be produced by unbounded, 
but also bounded, recursive operations. Indeed, allowing such an unbounded 
operation in theoretical models of natural language renders it infinitive, as it 
enables an infinitive number of possible sentences that can be created. However, 
the inference from actual syntactic phenomena observed in real sentences to the 
assumption of infinitude is not licensed (Pullum & Scholz 2010). Yet, the 
“standard argument” (terminology from Pullum & Scholz 2010) that grammars 
of natural language must contain recursive rule sets or recursive operators, is still 
prevalent among many linguists: The operation of recursion has often been 
portrayed as an essential and unique property of human language (Lasnik 2000, 
Hauser et al. 2002). For instance, Epstein & Hornstein (2004; cited in Pullum & 
Scholz 2010) stated the following: 
 

This property of discrete infinity characterizes every human language; none 
consists of a finite set of sentences. The unchanged central goal of linguistic 
theory over the last fifty years has been and remains to give a precise, formal 
characterization of this property and then to explain how humans develop 
(or grow) and use discretely infinite linguistic systems. 

(Epstein & Hornstein 2004; cited in Pullum & Scholz 2010: 113) 
 
 Why do so many linguists believe that grammars of natural language incor-
porate unbounded recursion, one way or another, in the absence of empirical 
evidence thereof? The inference that natural language grammars have un-
bounded recursive rules is based on a simplicity account (Lasnik 2000, Perfors et 
al. 2010). Indeed, a non-recursive grammar would be large if it were to generate a 
natural language. For example, it would require additional sets of rules for each 
additional depth of recursive expansion, and thus, any evaluation metric 
favouring shorter and simpler grammars should prefer a recursive grammar 
(Perfors et al. 2010). However, this is not true for neural networks (Siegelmann 
1999), as was suggested in Elman (1991); see also Christiansen & Chater (1999). 
Here, each instantiation of a recursive construction is actually treated slightly 
different from each other, which is likely to be the case for sentence processing, as 
it unfolds in the human brain. Moreover, realistic neural networks have natural 
bounds on memory and processing precision (Petersson et al. 2010). 
 
1.3. Infinitude and Empirical Data 
 
With the advent of generative grammar and recursion becoming key to achieving 
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discrete infinity (e.g. Chomsky 1956), early psycholinguistics devoted consider-
able effort to the study of nested dependencies (i.e. constructions observed in 
natural language, see above for our explanation of the terminology). After a brief 
hiatus, recursion is once again attracting attention as a hypothesized key feature 
of the language faculty, with the suggestion that recursion may be the only 
property of core language that is both species- and domain-specific (Hauser et al. 
2002). Especially the case of nested dependencies, which will be the focus of our 
paper, has been thoroughly investigated, mainly through artificial language 
learning, and primarily with the presupposition that this paradigm taps into 
mechanisms hypothesized to be unique to humans (e.g. Fitch & Hauser 2004, 
Friederici 2004, Friederici et al. 2006), as will be discussed in further detail below. 
However, the empirical data do not match well with a grammar that contains un-
bounded recursion, in an important sense, as it would lead to serious over-
generalizations, stipulating very long sentences that are never used, and in fact, 
has never been observed (e.g. Christiansen 1992, Perfors et al. 2010). However, 
this is not a problem for bounded recursive procedures, or equivalent analogues 
(Petersson 2005, 2008). Indeed, soon after the advent of generative grammar, it 
was discovered that actual human performance on such constructions was at 
odds with the notion of infinite recursion. Recently, cross-linguistic studies have 
shown that unbounded recursion is not present in at least one natural language 
(see Everett 2005 for his work on the Pirahã language). Crucially, Pirahã is a fully 
fletched human communication system, with equal expressive power as in any 
other human language. As Everett (2005: 631) puts it, “Pirahã most certainly has 
the communicative resources to express clauses that in other languages are 
embedded.” Thus, unbounded recursion is not a necessary component of any 
given language, and probably not of any processing account for human lang-
uages in general.  
 Furthermore, it was found that English sentences with more than two 
nested dependencies (see Figure 1 for an example of a sentence with three nested 
dependencies) are read with the same intonation as a list of random words 
(Miller 1962), cannot easily be memorized (Miller & Isard 1964, Foss & Cairns 
1970), are difficult to paraphrase (Hakes & Foss 1970, Larkin & Burns 1977) and 
very difficult to comprehend (Wang 1970, Hamilton & Deese 1971, Blaubergs & 
Braine 1974, Hakes et al. 1976), and are judged to be ungrammatical (Marks 1968). 
Moreover, these limitations were soon discovered not to be unique to English but 
are also found in other European languages, such as German (Bach et al. 1986), 
French (Peterfalvi & Locatelli 1971), and Spanish (Hoover 1992) as well as in 
Hebrew (Schlesinger 1975), Japanese, and Korean (Uehara & Bradley 1996, Hag-
strom & Rhee 1997). Only recently, Karlsson (2007) wrote an extensive review 
that illustrates how important “performance” is in the debate about unbounded 
recursion. From five major data sources from different languages, he extracted 
119 sentences that contained multiple nested dependencies. From these, he 
concluded that the maximum number of nested dependencies was three (though 
this was very rare), and that in spoken language, multiple nested dependencies 
are practically absent. This suggests that “[f]ull-blown recursion creating 
multiple clausal center-embeddings is not a central design feature of language in 
use” (Karlsson 2007: 365). 
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 We contend that it may be of greater importance to investigate our ability 
to process certain types of non-adjacent dependencies, such as nested and crossed 
dependencies. More specifically, we propose that the number (e.g., two or three) 
and ordering (e.g., embedded or nested) of these dependencies, as outlined 
above, might indicate where the empirical boundaries of human language pro-
cessing lie. This is in line with Newport & Aslin (2004), who emphasized that the 
forms that non-adjacent dependencies take in natural language should be the 
focus of research: 
 

A learning mechanism additionally capable of computing and acquiring 
non-adjacent dependencies, while necessary for language learning, opens a 
computational Pandora’s box: In order to find consistent non-adjacent 
regularities, such a device might have to keep track of the probabilities 
relating all the syllables one away, two away, three away, etc. If such a 
device were to keep track of regularities among many types of elements — 
syllables, features, phonemic segments, and the like — this problem grows 
exponentially. But, as noted, non-adjacent regularities in natural languages 
take only certain forms. The problem is finding just these forms and not 
becoming overwhelmed by the other possibilities. 

(Newport & Aslin 2004: 129) 
 
 In the next section, we review experimental work that has tested the 
learnability of non-adjacent dependencies in a laboratory-based artificial language 
learning setting, both in humans and non-human species. 
 
 
2. How Can We Test the Ability to Process Non-Adjacent Dependencies? 
 
2.1. Mimicking Language Learning in the Lab 
 
One well-established way to test natural language phenomena in a laboratory-
based setting, is using an artificial language learning (henceforth ALL) paradigm. 
Arthur Reber introduced this paradigm, and his early work was the first to focus 
on artificial grammar learning (AGL) tasks (Reber 1967, 1989). In the original 
task, subjects are asked to memorize a set of letter sequences generated by a finite 
state grammar, schematically displayed in Figure 2. Examples of valid letter 
sequences are MTTV, VXVRXRM, and MVRXRRM. After this memorization, the 
participants are told that the sequences that they just saw followed the rules of a 
grammar. They are then asked to classify a set of novel sequences as grammatical 
or ungrammatical, where half of these sequences obey the rules of the grammar 
whereas the other half does not. Typically, participants can perform this classi-
fication task with accuracy reliably above chance level, despite remaining largely 
unable to verbalize the exact rules of the grammar. Because of this dissociation 
between classification performance and the ability to explicitly describe the rules 
of the grammar, Reber classified this type of learning as implicit (Cleeremans et 
al. 1998). 
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Figure 2.  A finite-state grammar used to generate stimuli for artificial grammar learning tests (cf. 
Reber & Allen 1978). 

 
 
2.2. Artificial and Natural Language Learning 
 
The ALL paradigm has been employed widely to study different aspects of 
natural language learning though originally it was implemented to investigate 
the underlying implicit sequence learning mechanism, which is presumably shared 
with natural language learning (Reber 1967), as well as with other situations in 
which new skills have to be acquired. Indeed, skill learning crucially requires 
encoding, representing and production of structured sequences, and language is 
one excellent example of a domain where humans have to extract patterns from 
structured sequences in order to learn the underlying grammar (Conway & 
Pisoni 2008). The relation between language units, such as words, syllables and 
morphemes, adhere to certain sequence structures typical of language, of which 
crossed and nested dependencies are two examples. Determining how humans 
extract and use structural information from the environment is a great challenge 
for the cognitive neurosciences (Conway & Pisoni 2008), as is establishing the un-
derlying neurobiological mechanisms of implicit sequence learning that mediates 
the acquisition of novel skills. 
 The neural correlates of implicit sequence learning as assessed by the AGL 
paradigm have been investigated by means of functional neuroimaging (e.g. 
Lieberman et al. 2004, Petersson et al. 2004, Forkstam et al. 2006; for an overview, 
see Petersson et al. 2004), brain stimulation (Uddén et al. 2008, de Vries et al. 2010), 
and special populations, such as Parkinson’s Disease patients (e.g. Knowlton & 
Squire 1996, Reber & Squire 1999), participants diagnosed with Autism Spectrum 
Disorders (Brown et al. 2010), agrammatic aphasics (Christiansen et al. 2010), and 
dyslexics (e.g. Rüsseler  et  al. 2006, Pavlidou et al. 2009; for a review, see Folia et al. 
2008), and generally involve frontal-striatal-cerebellar regions (Packard & Knowl-
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ton 2002, Ullman 2004, but note the different terminology in the studies where 
implicit learning is sometimes referred to as procedural learning, and vice versa), 
which are also involved in the acquisition of grammatical regularities (Ullman 
2004). More specifically, recent functional neuroimaging (e.g., Lieberman et al. 
2004, Petersson et al. 2004, Forkstam et al. 2006) and brain stimulation research 
(Uddén et al. 2008, de Vries et al. 2010), implementing experiments based on the 
Reber paradigm, have identified which brain regions are involved in such a task. 
They have repeatedly shown that Broca’s region, an area in the brain involved in 
syntactic processing of natural language, is also involved in artificial grammar 
processing. Indeed, breakdown of syntactic processing in agrammatic aphasia is 
associated with impairments in AGL (Christiansen et al. 2010). This supports the 
hypothesis that AGL taps into implicit sequence learning, and thus provides a 
useful way to investigate natural language processing (cf. Petersson et al. 2004). 
 The underlying implicit sequence learning mechanism appears to be rather 
domain-general, with evidence of learning in several domains (e.g., speech-like 
stimuli, tone sequences, visual scenes, geometric shapes, visuomotor sequences 
— see Conway & Pisoni 2008 for an overview). Conway & Pisoni investigated 
how implicit sequence learning in different domains contributes to language 
processing by directly linking performance of individual participants on a non-
linguistic implicit sequence learning task to performance on a spoken sentence 
perception task, in which participants had to predict the final word of each 
sentence in low and high predictability conditions. They found that, indeed, 
individual variability in implicit sequence learning correlated with language 
processing. Supportive evidence also comes from a recent study by Misyak et al. 
(2010a, 2010b), who found that individual differences in learning non-adjacent 
dependencies, assessed by a non-linguistic implicit sequence learning task, 
strongly correlate with the processing of natural language sentences containing 
complex non-adjacent dependencies. 
 In sum, there is substantial evidence that language acquisition and 
language processing in both natural and artificial settings is mediated by a more 
general implicit sequence learning mechanism. By implementing ALL experi-
ments, we thus tap into the underlying sequence learning mechanism that also 
mediates natural language acquisition, and the resulting processing system. 
Investigating the boundaries of this mechanism will therefore add to our 
understanding of human language acquisition and processing. For example, the 
empirical finding that we cannot understand sentences with more than three 
dependencies, for instance, is in accord with the fact that, as yet, no study of ALL 
has convincingly demonstrated that humans are able to do so in a well-controlled 
ALL setting (we will discuss this in more detail below). 
 In a review, Gomez & Gerken (2000) emphasize that one of the beneficial 
aspects of employing ALL paradigms, is that researchers obtain control over the 
input to which learners are exposed, and that it also controls for prior learning. 
Knowing what participants can learn, may then lead to more specific hypotheses 
about the actual mechanisms involved. Gomez & Gerken identified four aspects 
of language that successfully have been investigated through ALL tasks, in 
studies involving both infants and adults: Word segmentation, encoding and re-
membering the order in which words occur in sentences, generalization of gram-
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matical relations, and learning syntactic categories. Learning non-adjacent depen-
dencies is yet another aspect that can, and is, being tested through ALL tasks. The 
usefulness of ALL paradigms is that one can design experiments capturing such 
key features of language. According to Gomez & Gerken, if we can isolate a 
specific linguistic phenomenon experimentally, we can go on to test it using a set 
of various manipulations. These manipulations are driven by our knowledge of 
natural language acquisition. Ultimately, the proof of the ALL approach will 
depend on the extent to which it generates new ways of understanding the 
mechanisms of natural language acquisition (Gomez & Gerken 2000). 
 
2.3. Potential Pitfalls in Artificial Language Learning Settings 
 
Before discussing how non-adjacent dependencies may be tested in a laboratory 
setting, we would like to stress a few potential pitfalls in ALL settings. As 
mentioned in the previous paragraph, a common assumption in ALL research is 
that when participants are exposed to sequences generated by a specific grammar 
and subsequently are able to distinguish new grammatical items from ungram-
matical ones, then participants have in some sense “learned” the structure of the 
underlying grammar. This notion goes back to Reber’s original work, in which he 
suggested that his participants were “learning to respond to the general gramma-
tical nature of the stimuli” (Reber 1967: 855). 
 More generally, the current tendency is to (implicitly) assume that if the 
sequences were generated by a particular type of grammar, for instance a phrase-
structure grammar, and if participants show evidence of learning, then they have 
learned this particular phrase structure grammar and process the sequences 
according to the phrase-structure rules (e.g., Saffran 2001, Fitch & Hauser 2004, 
Thompson & Newport 2007, Makuuchi et al. 2009). Thus, strong claims are made 
about the formal properties of the regularities being learned even though 
performance in many of these experiments is only about 70% correct in terms of 
classifying novel items as grammatical or ungrammatical. However, none of 
these studies actually seek to determine whether the minimal computational 
machinery needed to account for the observed level of performance necessarily 
requires such a formalization of the knowledge in order to account for the results. 
In the absence of such explicit computational accounts of the experimental 
results, it is unclear whether such strong claims about the formal properties of the 
acquired knowledge are warranted. In other words, just because an experimenter 
uses a particular grammar formalism to generate the sequences to be learned, it 
does not necessarily mean that participants may not utilize a different, and 
perhaps much simpler, way of representing the knowledge acquired. As will be 
clarified in the next few paragraphs, this potential pitfall is a common mistake 
among experimenters using ALL paradigms, leading to over-interpretation of 
their results. A similar argument has very recently been put forward by Lobina 
(2011), specifically with respect to the recent ALL studies investigating recursion 
as a property of natural language. Lobina emphasizes that it is a common error in 
the ALL field to extrapolate to recursive parsing operation from the correct 
processing of structures that contain nested dependencies. 
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2.4. Learning Non-Adjacent Dependencies in the Lab 
 
Whereas the learning of adjacent dependencies has been shown in laboratory-
based settings repeatedly, both with visual, auditory and tactile stimuli, linguistic 
and non-linguistic material, and in infants, adults and non-human species (e.g. 
Saffran et al. 1996, 1999, Aslin et al. 1998, Hauser et al. 2001, Conway & Christian-
sen 2005, Perruchet & Pacton 2006, Forkstam et al. 2008, Gebhart et al. 2009), the 
learning of non-adjacent dependencies seems to be harder (Gebhart et al. 2009), 
though certainly possible to a certain extent. Gomez (2002) for instance, showed 
that the degree to which non-adjacent dependencies are learned depends on the 
relative variability of the intervening material (i.e. X in the pattern AXB, where A 
and B belong together), in both adults and 18-month-old infants. When X is 
highly invariant, that is, when X is drawn from a pool of only two alternatives, it 
is harder to learn the dependency between A and B than when X is drawn from a 
pool of 24 alternatives. In other words, the relationship between A and B stands 
out most when X is varied to a great degree, while keeping A and B relatively 
invariant. In contrast, Newport & Aslin (2004) and Onnis et al. (2005) found that 
the crucial factor for learning non-adjacent dependencies is rather the similarity 
between A and B (Perruchet & Pacton 2006).  
 However, different from the above mentioned studies, where participants 
learned to solve only one non-adjacent dependency at a time, the focus here is 
specifically on multiple overlapping non-adjacent dependencies, including 
nested dependencies, as depicted in Figure 1 for natural language, which requires 
more than one non-adjacent dependency being managed simultaneously. We will 
also discuss current findings on crossed dependencies (Figure 1), though to a 
limited extend, as findings on this type of structure are yet scarce. But we start by 
discussing recent experimental findings in both humans and non-human species 
that gave rise to such lively debate in the field. 
 
2.5. Can Animals Handle Non-Adjacent Dependencies? 
 
The finding that learning non-adjacent dependencies is considerably harder than 
learning adjacent dependencies has raised questions regarding the uniqueness of 
non-adjacent dependencies to human language processing. Hauser et al. (2001) 
had shown that adjacent dependencies are learnable by non-human primates (see 
also Heimbauer et al. 2010). Would this also be the case for non-adjacent depen-
dencies?  
 
2.5.1. Animals in Artificial Language Learning Situations 
 
Newport et al. (2004) indeed showed that, in an ALL setting, non-human pri-
mates (New World monkeys) are capable of tracking simple non-adjacent depen-
dencies, in situations where only one non-adjacent dependency needs to be 
resolved at a time. Given our assumption that there are two factors that deter-
mine processing complexity, namely (1) the number of non-adjacent dependen-
cies that need to be resolved simultaneously, and (2) the ordering of these depen-
dencies, a more relevant question is whether non-human species can resolve 
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nested and crossed dependencies (implying processing multiple dependencies 
simultaneously). Indeed, Fitch & Hauser (2004) showed that cotton-top tamarin 
monkeys, after a short training period, fail to learn structures that exhibit nested 
dependencies, though in their paper, dependencies were not indexed, such that 
simpler strategies could have been used to solve the test for nested dependencies 
(see Perruchet & Rey 2005 and de Vries et al. 2008 for criticism). A recent study by 
Gentner et al. (2006) claimed that song birds could learn such nested dependen-
cies, after extensive training. However, also here, the dependencies between the 
elements were not indexed, such that simpler strategies could have been used by 
the birds to solve the task (see Corballis 2007a and de Vries et al. 2008 for 
criticism). In a recent experiment (van Heijningen et al. 2009), zebra finches were 
tested for their ability to classify nested dependencies. Interestingly, one zebra 
finch (out of eight) was able to generalize the acquired syntactic structure to 
another stimulus set. However, additional testing showed that no strategy was 
involved that required processing nested dependencies. Also here, a simpler 
strategy was used to solve the task (van Heijningen et al. 2009). Thus, as yet, no 
non-human species has been shown to be able to learn nested dependencies, due 
to methodological flaws (as argued by Perruchet & Rey 2005, de Vries et al. 2008, 
Corballis 2007a; see also Liberman 2004a, 2004b, Hochmann et al. 2008). 
 
2.5.2. Non-Adjacent Nested Dependencies in a Natural Setting 
 
The results of these ALL experiments in non-human animals parallel those found 
in studies looking at nested organization in the natural behavior produced by non-
human primates, which possibly indicates to what extent nested dependencies 
are exhibited in non-human primates (Conway & Christiansen 2001). Two 
interesting studies describe the way in which capuchin monkeys, chimpanzees, 
bonobos (Johnson-Pynn et al. 1999), and human children (Greenfield et al. 1972) 
use strategies to combine cups, each varying in size such that the smallest cup 
could fit into the one that was larger, which in turn could fit into the next largest, 
and so on. When instructed or encouraged to nest the cups, only human children 
older than 20 months were able to use a nesting strategy, in which two or more 
cups are combined to form a single unit, which is then placed into another cup. 
Interestingly, the development of the cup-nesting strategy in children has 
parallels to the structural development of grammar and phonology in language 
(Greenfield 1991). The primates, however, were limited in their ability to perform 
the nesting cup task and did not utilize the complex nesting strategy, in which 
units are embedded within other units, but only adopted simpler strategies 
(Johnson-Pynn et al. 1999, Conway & Christiansen 2001).  
 Summarizing the above findings, it seems that non-human animals are able 
to track simple non-adjacent dependencies (as was shown in New World 
monkeys in Newport et al. 2004), but processing multiple non-adjacent depen-
dencies that are embedded within one another may be beyond even our nearest 
primate cousins. This suggests, perhaps, that processing multiple non-adjacent 
dependencies simultaneously may be a specific human ability. The question 
whether this restriction holds for crossed and/or nested dependencies cannot be 
answered, as no study in the literature so far has looked at non-human ability to 
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process crossed dependencies. In conclusion, the number of non-adjacent depen-
dencies that need to be resolved simultaneously may be a decisive factor in deter-
mining what is learnable to non-human species and what is not. 
 
2.6. Processing Nested Dependencies in Humans 
 
As in animal studies, the processing of nested dependencies in humans has been 
studied extensively, whereas only a few studies have focused on the processing 
of crossed dependencies. In the current section, we will discuss experimental 
findings regarding the processing of nested dependencies in humans. 
 Following up on the study of Fitch & Hauser (2004), Friederici et al. (2006) 
implemented a similar paradigm in an FMRI study. They set out to test the 
neural correlates of processing nested dependencies in humans. Also here, an 
ALL task was used. They found that the processing of sequences containing 
nested dependencies activated Broca’s area (BA44/45). However, participants 
may have distinguished grammatical from ungrammatical sequences by merely 
counting the number of A and B elements and checking that they matched (or 
not), which was referred to as a counting strategy (de Vries et al. 2008; see also 
Corballis 2007b). In other words, participants in Friederici et al.’s (2006) study 
were not required to resolve the nested dependencies, as was experimentally 
shown by de Vries et al. (2008). Comparing performance on testing situations 
without ruling out whether other strategies could have been applied is a common 
issue. ALL researchers should thus design their tasks carefully to be sure that 
participants cannot solve the task through strategies such as counting, repetition 
monitoring, or simply detecting an additional element that lacks a co-dependent 
in the sequence (as was the case in one of the violation types of Bahlmann et al. 
2008). Thus, in order to be able to examine the basis for the classification perfor-
mance, a careful design is required. 
 Although we do not doubt that humans can process nested dependencies in 
natural language (although to limited extent), it is difficult to mimic this in a 
laboratory-based setting. One potential way to ensure that participants learn 
nested dependencies, is to add perceptual cues to the elements that belong 
together, in order to promote learning the dependencies of interest (e.g., Müller et 
al. 2010); however, explicit problem solving may become involved as soon as the 
dependencies stand out too much. Nonetheless, Uddén et al. (2009) showed that 
implicitly learning nested dependencies might well be a matter of time: Uddén et 
al. successively trained their participants for nine days in a row with no evidence 
for explicit awareness of the relevant dependencies or the use of explicit strate-
gies. Another way to improve learnability of nested dependencies has been dem-
onstrated by Conway et al. (2003), who used a training paradigm that started 
with simpler constructions, followed by gradual increases in depth of recursive 
structure. 
 One possibility to avoid explicit problem solving when learning nested 
dependencies, may be implementing a serial reaction time (SRT) task involving 
nested dependencies, as has been done for simple non-adjacent dependencies 
(Misyak et al. 2010a, 2010b). Forthcoming results from our group show learning 
of both nested and crossed sequences using this paradigm. Remarkably, crossed 
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dependencies are learned better and faster than nested dependencies, both by 
German and Dutch participants, despite the fact that from the point of unboun-
ded recursion, the former requires context sensitive grammars and the latter only 
context-free grammars. Just the opposite of what might have been predicted 
based on the Chomsky hierarchy. This underlines the conclusion of Bach et al. 
(1986), who, in a psycholinguistic study, found that processing three crossed 
dependencies in Dutch was relatively easier than processing three center-
embedded dependencies in German (see also Figure 1). The advantage of crossed 
over nested dependencies disappears when the number of dependencies that 
need to be resolved is reduced to two. 
 
2.7. The Difference between Two and Three 
 
Based on the findings discussed above, our hypothesis is that, in sequence 
learning, and potentially also for natural language, the ordering of non-adjacent 
dependencies (crossed or nested) is an important factor only when there are three 
(or more) dependencies. In the case of two non-adjacent dependencies that need 
to be resolved simultaneously, there is no apparent difference in processing 
complexity between the nested or crossed ordering. In other words, the first 
factor that determines the demands on memory, and hence processing complexi-
ty, is the number of dependencies that need to be resolved simultaneously. If that 
number exceeds two, then the factor “ordering” becomes important. Indeed, this 
is supported by the natural language findings of Bach et al. (1986), demonstrating 
that differences in processing difficulty between Dutch and German is only 
present when the number of dependencies exceeds two. Preliminary data from 
our group further support this prediction from a more domain-general sequence 
learning perspective, using the combined AGL–SRT paradigm mentioned above 
(Misyak et al. 2010a, 2010b). Figure 3 provides a schematic overview of the sug-
gested complexity levels (from a processing perspective). 
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Figure 3:  A schematic overview of our suggested levels of processing complexity. Note that each 

level of this hierarchy denotes a decisive factor that adds to processing complexity. Thus, it 
is not the case that three nested dependencies are harder to process than, say, six crossed 
dependencies. Instead, this figure emphasizes that the presence of more than two 
dependencies is a sine qua non condition for measurable differences in processing 
complexity between nested and crossed dependencies. 

 
 
 The consequence of this reasoning is that the traditional differences 
between context-free and context-sensitive grammars, as put forward by the 
Chomsky hierarchy, is less relevant for understanding the language system of the 
human brain (see also Uddén et al. 2009, Petersson et al. 2010). This insight is of 
potential importance to the many ALL researchers who view the Chomsky 
hierarchy as uniquely informative about the human language faculty, and 
subsequently base their experiments on this assumption, for instance by directly 
comparing acquisition performance on certain sequences with grammars from 
different levels of the Chomsky hierarchy (e.g. Fitch & Hauser 2004, Friederici et 
al. 2006; for similar criticism, see Lobina 2011). Subsequently, many of these 
researchers draw conclusions about the underlying knowledge structures (i.e. 
‘competence’, e.g. Fitch & Hauser 2004) or operational processes (‘hierarchical 
processing’, e.g. Friederici et al. 2006). Instead, we suggest that the way forward is 
to focus on processing complexity and the different levels of complexity that 
sequences may take. 
 Very little work has been done on the processing of crossed dependencies, 
specifically in the field of ALL (see Uddén et al. 2009 for an exception). Yet, there 
are several arguments that support our hypothesis that crossed dependencies are 
easier than nested dependencies, if the number of dependencies exceeds two. 
Below, we will briefly discuss evidence from cross-linguistic psycholinguistic 
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experiments, computational simulations, and ALL studies. 
 
2.7.1. Cross-Linguistic and Psycholinguistic Support 
 
The only study, that directly investigated complexity differences between crossed 
and nested dependencies in natural language processing, is that of Bach et al. 
(1986). They asked native German speakers to provide comprehensibility ratings 
of German sentences containing nested dependencies and native Dutch speakers 
to rate Dutch sentences containing crossed dependencies (examples are depicted 
in Figure 1). They found no difference in processing difficulty between crossed 
and nested structures when two dependencies had to be resolved. However, 
when sentences contained three dependencies, nested dependencies (in German) 
were harder to process than crossed (in Dutch). 
 
2.7.2. Support from Computational Simulation 
 
Christiansen & MacDonald (2009) modeled the comparative difficulty of nested 
versus crossed dependencies by training a Simple Recurrent Network (SRN; 
Elman 1990) on sentences containing such dependencies. Their simulation results 
demonstrated that the SRNs exhibited the same pattern of processing difficulties 
as humans: Crossed dependencies were found easier than nested, but only when 
there were three dependencies. When there were two dependencies, no quali-
tative differences were found (see also Christiansen & Chater 1999 for similar 
results with simpler languages more akin those used in ALL). 
 
2.7.3. Support from Artificial Language Learning Settings 
 
Uddén et al. (2009) showed in an ALL study that Dutch participants performed 
better on crossed than on nested dependencies. They implemented an implicit 
AGL paradigm, extending the acquisition phase to nine days in a row for each 
participant. Their results suggested that successful performance on the two gram-
mar types differed most for the longer test sequences with three dependencies, 
although this difference did not reach significance. The question whether the 
better performance on crossed dependencies is due to the participants being 
Dutch, and hence, familiar with such structure in their native language, or if 
crossed dependencies are intrinsically easier to process is not answered in this 
study. However, forthcoming results from our group showed that, in a combined 
AGL–SRT study, learning crossed dependencies is easier than nested dependen-
cies, both in German and Dutch participants. We suggest that future research 
should focus not only on the processing differences between crossed and nested 
dependencies, but specifically on the processing differences between sequences 
with two non-adjacent dependencies and three (or more) non-adjacent dependen-
cies, both in crossed and nested order. 
 
2.7.4. Support from the Starting Small Principle 
 
More indirect support for our hypothesis that crossed dependencies are easier to 
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process than nested dependencies (if the number of dependencies exceeds two) 
comes from a study looking at the “starting small” principle (Elman 1993). 
Conway et al. (2003) showed that participants, who were being trained on nested 
dependencies, learn better if they are exposed gradually to an increased number 
of dependencies. Participants were first exposed to short sequences with only one 
dependency relation, then to sequences with two dependencies, followed by 
three dependencies. Although the benefit of starting small has not been shown 
for the acquisition of crossed dependencies (for which the effect may be smaller 
assuming that crossed dependencies are easier to learn than nested depen-
dencies), this highlights toward the importance of the number of dependencies 
that need to be processed simultaneously. Again, this is not accounted for in 
terms of the Chomsky hierarchy. 
 
2.7.5. Support from the Missing Verb Effect  
 
The importance of distinguishing between two versus three (or more) 
dependencies is further underscored by studies on the so-called “the missing 
verb effect”. Gibson & Thomas (1999) investigated the role of memory limitations 
in the processing of sentences that contained three nested dependencies. They 
found that when deleting the second VP in a sentence (‘was cleaning every week’ in 
(1a)), the resulting ungrammatical sentence (1b) was rated just as acceptable as 
the original grammatical version in an off-line rating task. This was argued to be 
caused by working memory saturation. 
 
(1) a. The apartment that the maid who the service had sent over was 

cleaning every week was well decorated. 
b.     * The apartment that the maid who the service had sent over was well 

decorated. 
 
 Testing predictions from a neural network model, Christiansen & Mac-
Donald (2009) conducted an on-line sentence processing study with the same 
materials and found that the ungrammatical (1b) was actually rated better than 
the grammatical (1a). They replicated these result using materials controlled for 
length and semantic plausibility. Interestingly, these were all native English 
participants, where nested dependencies are relatively infrequent. The missing 
verb effect has also been replicated in French (Gimenes et al. 2009). In this study, 
the effect was reduced when the third noun phrase was replaced by a pronoun, 
making the reader more sensitive to the missing second VP. Vasishth et al. (2010) 
conducted a similar study with German participants and found that they were 
not sensitive to the missing verb effect as illustrated in (1b). They suggested that 
this difference was caused by the participants’ adaptation to the specific 
grammatical properties of German: In contrast to English, German subordinate 
clauses always have the verb in clause-final position. Hence, the German 
speakers may maintain predictions about upcoming sentence parts more robustly 
compared to English speakers. This again shows that there are critical processing 
differences between two or three non-adjacent dependencies, although the 
German case may be exceptional. An interesting question is whether crossed 
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dependencies also exhibit the missing verb effect. Given our assumption that 
crossed dependencies are easier to process than nested, these structures may be 
less prone to the missing verb effect. In line with this, preliminary AGL–SRT 
results from our group suggest that this is indeed the case: It appears that the 
missing verb effect can be replicated in nested, but not in crossed dependencies, 
for both German and Dutch participants. 
 In conclusion, the number of dependencies that need to be processed 
simultaneously is an important factor in determining processing complexity. 
Given existing results, this difference is seen already between two and three 
dependencies. Natural and artificial language results (Bach et al. 1986, Uddén et 
al. 2009) and computational modeling results (Christiansen & Chater 1999, Chris-
tiansen & MacDonald 2009) support the suggestion that, when the number of 
dependencies is two or less, there is no difference in processing cost between 
crossed and nested structures. When the number of dependencies exceeds two, 
crossed dependencies are found easier to process than nested. Further studies are 
needed to precisely establish the cross-linguistic support for this suggestion. 
 
 
3. The Neural Correlates of Processing Non-Adjacent Dependencies 
 
Several functional neuroimaging studies have compared the processing of 
sequences containing non-adjacent dependencies with sequences containing adja-
cent dependencies (Friederici et al. 2006, Bahlmann et al. 2008) and the results 
show that Broca’s region is relatively more engaged in processing sequences con-
taining non-adjacent dependencies. However, Broca’s region is also engaged in 
the processing sequences generated from a simple right-linear grammars (Peters-
son et al. 2004, Forkstam et al. 2006, Petersson et al. 2010). 
 
3.1. Working Memory and Non-Adjacency 
 
These findings are not surprising, given that nested dependencies owe their 
complexity to the fact that they cannot be resolved immediately: The first element 
has to be kept activated until its referent is encountered; hence, short-term 
memory remains loaded. This is not the case in adjacent dependency resolution, 
where an element can be discharged right away without encountering 
intervening material. Interestingly, in a simple working memory task (0-back, 1-
back, 2-back, 3-back), Braver et al. (1997) showed exactly this: The activation level 
in Broca’s region increased as a linear function of the distance between the 
element and its co-dependent (in this case, detecting repetitions in the n-back 
task). Activation of Broca’s region as a result of the comparison between non-
adjacent and adjacent dependencies could therefore very plausibly have been 
caused by differences in memory load between the two tasks (see also de Vries et 
al. 2008 for a similar suggestion). After all, matching syllables (as was involved in 
the tasks by Friederici et al. 2006, Bahlmann et al. 2008) presumably is not so 
much different from matching letters (Braver et al. 1997), irrespective of whether 
test sequences are generated by an artificial language or by an n-back task. The 
relative processing complexity of sequences containing nested dependencies may 
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therefore be directly related to memory load. However, it is likely that to regard 
differences in memory load as the differentiating factor between processing non-
adjacent and adjacent dependencies is too simplistic — and not only because the 
notion of working memory is still not settled upon. In contrast, it is hard to draw 
a sharp line, on theoretical grounds, between on-line processing memory and 
representational processing itself (Minsky 1967). Instead, we want to emphasize 
that there are presumably limitations on the on-line sequence memory available 
for structured sequence processing that are determined by neurobiological 
factors, and possibly also linguistic experience, such that experience with a 
specific language might affect the ease with which multiple non-adjacent depen-
dencies are resolved (see also Christiansen & MacDonald 2009 for further discus-
sion). Future research should elaborate on this possibility. 
 
3.2. Disentangling Memory Effects and Complexity 
 
In an attempt to segregate syntactic complexity and memory effects in natural 
language processing, Makuuchi et al. (2009) implemented an event-related fMRI 
study and found that distance between syntactic elements and whether or not a 
sentence contains nested dependencies are two separate factors. The former 
involved the left inferior frontal sulcus, and the latter the left pars opercularis — 
the posterior part of Broca’s region. Petersson et al. (2010), however, have 
suggested that these sub-regions are too close in space to reliably resolve with 
standard fMRI.  
 Makuuchi et al. (2009) compared four experimental conditions that 
contained natural language sentences of different forms: (1) Hierarchy and Long 
Distance, (2) Hierarchy and Short Distance, (3) Linear and Long Distance, and (4) 
Linear and Short Distance. A potential weakness in this manipulation however, 
may be that the difference between ‘Hierarchy’ and ‘Linear’ was employed such 
that in the Hierarchy conditions, more than one non-adjacent dependency 
needed to be resolved, whereas in the Linear condition, there was only one 
(despite referring to this condition as ‘linear’, the crucial elements in those 
sentences still had to be linked to elements further away in the sentence). Thus, 
the conditions used in the study rather exemplified situations where one versus 
multiple non-adjacent dependencies has to be established. Although the authors 
claim to have segregated memory load from structural complexity, this logically 
cannot be the case: Establishing multiple non-adjacent dependencies simultane-
ously must entail more memory load than establishing only one. Furthermore, it 
also shows that disentangling structural complexity from memory is difficult, if 
at all possible. Moreover, Petersson et al. (2010) show that the sub-region identi-
fied by Makuuchi et al. (2009) as engaged in the processing of sequences with 
nested non-adjacent dependencies, is also engaged in the processing of simple 
right-linear structures, where there are no requirements to process hierarchically 
nested non-adjacent dependencies at all. Rather, we think that processing 
complexity is intrinsically tied to the memory resources required, and likely also 
relevant processing experience. Thus, our suggested complexity levels are deter-
mined in part by the intrinsic memory constraints of the underlying sequence 
learning mechanism. Finally, it is not clear from Makuuchi et al.’s study, which 
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employed natural language material, that the reported differences are related to 
sentence-level syntax and not for example sentence-level semantics. In normal 
language processing, semantics, phonology and syntax operate in close spatial 
and temporal contiguity in the human brain. Therefore, the AGL paradigm has 
been used to create a relatively uncontaminated window onto the neurobiology 
of syntax (Petersson et al. 2004, 2010). 
 
3.3. Complexity and Broca’s Region 
 
The question remains as to why the ALL studies by Petersson et al. (2004) and 
Forkstam et al. (2006), also using an event-related fMRI design, revealed a firmly 
replicated (Uddén et al. 2008, Petersson et al. 2010) activation in Broca’s region 
during the processing of sequences generated from simple right-linear grammars. 
In these studies, there was no comparison between conditions that contained 
adjacent versus non-adjacent dependencies, which was the case in the studies 
reported by Friederici et al. (2006) and Bahlmann et al. (2008). Instead, processing 
of adjacent dependencies was compared against a sensorimotor decision baseline. 
Lacking a condition that directly compared adjacent versus non-adjacent 
dependencies, only one conclusion can be drawn, namely, that the activation of 
Broca’s region is not specific to structures that entail non-adjacent dependencies. 
 In sum, the mere presence of non-adjacent dependencies adds to processing 
complexity, as does the number of to-be-established non-adjacent dependencies. 
Activation in Broca’s region however cannot be specific to those situations only, 
as is pointed out in Petersson et al. (2010). Rather these findings, in conjunction 
with functional neuroimaging data from other domains requiring sequence 
processing (for reviews see e.g., Petersson et al. 2004, 2010), suggest that Broca’s 
region is a generic on-line structured sequence processor that is activated at 
different levels depending on processing complexity. 
 
 
4. Implications for Theories of Natural Language Processing 
 
A significant and growing body of experimental evidence from a range of experi-
mental approaches (behavioral experimentation, functional neuroimaging, brain 
stimulation, brain lesion studies, computational modeling, etc.) reviewed here 
converge on the suggestion that natural and artificial language processing share 
underlying sequence learning mechanism(s). By conducting ALL experiments, 
one of the aims is to tap into this mechanism, providing additional insights in the 
boundaries on structured sequence processing, in general, and natural language 
acquisition and processing, more specifically. 
 When we acquire language (or other skills dependent on structured 
sequence processing), we need to extract regularities from input that is sequential 
in nature. Regularities exist when elements are linked in specific situations. Thus, 
identifying dependencies between input elements is a way to systematize input, 
and in conjunction with prior domain-general and domain-specific constraints, 
induce models for generalization. It is natural to suppose that we are constrained 
by memory limitations; and thus we can only extract certain patterns from the in-
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put implicitly. We think one important use of ALL paradigms is to explicitly 
characterize these boundaries on cognition in order to provide a better under-
standing of the cognitive mechanisms that enable us to extract regularities from 
the input, including natural language acquisition. 
 We agree with Lobina’s (2011) argument that a common error of ALL 
experiments is, as we ourselves have pointed out above, that sequence processing 
is often mistaken to be uniquely informative of purported underlying formal 
parsing operations. A crucial question is whether the distinction between com-
petence and performance is helpful at this stage of scientific inquiry. We suggest 
that our results speak to how processing and knowledge of language are funda-
mentally intertwined in a way not well-captured by traditional approaches in 
formal language theory. Crucially, though, our proposed levels of processing 
complexity in Figure 3 should not be interpreted as indicating that the human 
language processing system favors context-sensitive over context-free com-
petence grammars. Indeed, these concepts (and the Chomsky hierarchy from 
which they are derived) are orthogonal to the points we make. Instead, our focus 
is on performance. We suggest that the sequence processing system — and thus 
the cognitive processes that depend on it, such as natural language — may be 
constrained by (i) the number of dependencies that need to be resolved, and (ii) 
the ordering of these dependencies. The difference between nested and crossed 
dependencies becomes relevant only when the number of dependencies exceeds 
two. This may not be specific to the language domain, but a domain-general con-
straint; given that many ALL studies have been shown to be replicable with 
stimuli in different domains and modalities (though some differences do exist; 
e.g. Conway & Christiansen 2005).  
 To conclude, we have argued that processing complexity relating to struc-
tured sequence processing may be determined by (i) the number of dependencies 
that need to be resolved, and (ii) the ordering of these dependencies. Considering 
this assumption as a point of departure, several new research questions can be 
explored. To do so, artificial language learning paradigms may be implemented 
to explore the boundaries of the sequence learning mechanism shared with 
natural language. 
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What in the World Makes Recursion so Easy to 
Learn? A Statistical Account of the Staged Input 

Effect on Learning a Center-Embedded 
Structure in Artificial Grammar Learning (AGL)  

 

Fenna H. Poletiek 
 

 
In an artificial grammar learning study, Lai & Poletiek (2011) found that 
human participants could learn a center-embedded recursive grammar only 
if the input during training was presented in a staged fashion. Previous 
studies on artificial grammar learning, with randomly ordered input, failed 
to demonstrate learning of such a center-embedded structure. In the account 
proposed here, the staged input effect is explained by a fine-tuned match 
between the statistical characteristics of the incrementally organized input 
and the development of human cognitive learning over time, from low level, 
linear associative, to hierarchical processing of long distance dependencies. 
Interestingly, staged input seems to be effective only for learning hierarchi-
cal structures, and unhelpful for learning linear grammars.  
 
 
Keywords: artificial grammar learning; linguistic environment; recursion; 

staged input; statistical learning 
 
 
 
 
1. Recursion Learning in the Artificial Grammar Learning Paradigm 
 
Language acquisition is one of the most complex tasks imaginable. Young 
learners, from infancy on, are faced with a noisy, degraded, and small set of 
streams of sounds — linguistic stimuli — from which grammatical principles 
have to be induced. Though generalization from the stimuli is needed to learn the 
grammar, it is bound to complex constraints: It should not go too far, and not be 
simple and linear. It is one of the most persistent mysteries in cognitive science 
how humans achieve this goal. How does this learning proceed? 
 Infants have been observed to induce simple linear statistical structure in a 
stream of sounds (Saffran 2003). Older children, however, induce highly complex 
non-linear rules from what they hear. For example, children never erroneously 
transform a sentence like ‘The man who was here yesterday is Sam’ into the 
corresponding question ‘Was the man who here yesterday is Sam?’ by simply 
moving the first encountered subordinate clause verb was to the front rather than 
the main verb is (Gómez & Gerken 2000). Moreover, in a statement like ‘The man 
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the dog bites shouts’, the first encountered noun (subject) is associated with the 
last verb rather than with the first encountered next verb, revealing the appli-
cation of a hierarchical principle. 
 The non-linear process required for natural language seems hard to explain 
with statistical learning mechanisms. Recently (and less recently; see Gold 1967), 
it has been proposed that this type of hierarchical structures is unique for human 
language and therefore is a crucial characteristic of the human language faculty 
(Hauser et al. 2002, Fitch & Hauser 2004; see also Corballis 2007). Very little is 
known, however, about how these structures are actually learned and used, and 
to what extent general statistical learning mechanisms and the learner’s environ-
ment factor into acquiring hierarchical structures like center embedding. 
 The purpose of the present paper is to propose an explanation for a 
recently found facilitation effect of the organization of the linguistic input on 
learning a center-embedded structure (Lai & Poletiek 2011). The effect is 
accounted for in terms of the match between the statistical characteristics of the 
input and the developmental pattern of the learning process. I propose that the 
changing organization of the linguistic environment over time narrowly matches 
the synchronic development of cognitive learning mechanisms, binding formal 
language complexity to learnability.  
 Because of the extremely high complexity of natural grammars, little infor-
mation about fundamental mechanisms involved in natural grammar learning 
can be derived directly from the features of language. Therefore, a growing body 
of research on grammar learning uses artificial grammars for both simulation 
studies and empirical experimentation. A now classical paradigm is the Artificial 
Grammar Learning (AGL) procedure (Reber 1969, 1993). Reber (1969) exposed 
human participants to exemplars of a simple finite state grammar (see Figure 1a 
below) with a few ‘words’ (mostly letters). Next, participants are given a test task 
in which new strings are presented, half of which are grammatical and half are 
not. Participants give grammaticality judgments for each test string. Typically, 
participants perform significantly above chance level, indicating that the 
structure was induced during training and applied during the test phase, at least 
to some extent.  
 The artificial grammar learning paradigm can be used to perform a labora-
tory test of possible effects of environmental characteristics on the learnability of 
sequential structures, by simulating these characteristics in the experimental task 
and comparing learning behavior under experimental conditions with a matched 
control condition in which the investigated characteristics are not implemented. 
 
 
2. Staged Input Facilitates Hierarchical Processing 
 
Artificial grammars with a center-embedded rule have been shown to be ex-
tremely hard to learn by induction. Participants failed to show any knowledge of 
the hierarchical center-embedded structure after exposure to a randomly ordered 
set of exemplars (de Vries et al. 2008). In Lai & Poletiek’s (2011) study, Reber’s 
(1969) procedure was slightly adapted. Rather than presenting one learning and 
one test phase, the task was divided in twelve blocks each with a set of twelve 
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training strings followed by twelve test strings. This procedure allowed us to 
measure the development over time of grammaticality judgments performance as 
exposure increases. 
 In contrast to what de Vries et al. (2008) found, our participants performed 
well — but only if the input exemplars with which they were trained were 
presented in an incremental fashion, starting with the shortest and least complex 
exemplars without embeddings and ending with exemplars with multiple levels 
of embedding. This result suggests that the time course of exposure to hierar-
chical increasingly complex stimuli, allows cognitive learning of the hierarchical 
system. A statistical analysis of the input presented incrementally may provide 
an account of this staged input effect. Moreover, as I will argue below, this analy-
sis also provides an explanation of why hierarchical structures rather than simple 
linear finite-state structures benefit from an incrementally organized input.  
 Consider a finite-state structure (G-FS) with five elements (letters M, V, R, 
X, T) and a hierarchical recursive center-embedded structure (G-R), with the 
same five elements: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a) Finite-state system G-FS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b) Center-embedded system G-R 
 
 
Figure 1:  Schematic probabilistic Markov-representation of a) artificial finite-state grammar (G-

FS) and b) center-embedded recursive structure (G-R).  
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Both systems generate strings of elements (e.g. MXTRR for G-FS and VMXRMVX 
for G-R). For both systems, the probability of each unique element the system 
generates (p(exemplar|G)) can be calculated (van der Mude & Walker 1978, 
Charniak 1994, Poletiek & Wolters 2009). The sum of the probabilities of all 
unique strings generated by a system (i.e. the ‘full output’) is, or approximates, 
one (Poletiek & van Schijndel 2009). The probability distributions of the unique 
strings generated by both grammars differ. Indeed, it can be shown that the 
probability distribution of the exemplars generated by G-FS is more ‘even’ than 
the probability distribution of the strings generated by the recursive structure G-
R. In the recursive system, the strings without any center-embedded clause are 
much more probable than strings with embeddings. Moreover, as the number of 
levels of embedding increases, the probability of production by the system drops 
quickly to approximate zero.  
 If the exemplars of both grammars are ordered in a staged fashion, 
according to their decreasing probabilities to be produced by G-R and G-FS, then 
let us assume that learning of the grammars at any point in time may be repre-
sented by the sum of the probabilities of the exemplars a learner has been ex-
posed to up to that point in time (Lai & Poletiek 2011). For example, if this sum 
(Σ(p(exemplar|G))) is .50 after exposure to n exemplars presented in a growing 
fashion (staged input), the learner has been exposed and allowed to learn ‘half’ of 
the system. In Figure 2, the evolution over time of Σ (p(G|string) is displayed for 
both G-FS and G-R, for an input presented over time according to decreasing 
probabilities of the exemplars. Assuming that the cumulative probabilities of the 
gradually increasing set of input stimuli reflect the proportion of the full 
language (i.e. 100% of the stimuli it generates) at each stage of exposure, Figure 2 
displays the evolution of this cumulative value over time for a Finite State 
Grammar and for a Recursive Grammar. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2:  Cumulative exemplar probabilities for exemplars of the grammars G-FS and G-R ranked 

according to decreasing probabilities. 
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 Consider two learners. After exposure to the 30 most probable exemplars of 
G-FS learner A has learned 50% of that grammar (Figure 2). Likewise, learner B, 
after having been exposed to the 30 most probable exemplars of G-R would also 
have learned 50% of G-R. Thus, the two learners have seen an equal number of 
exemplars of their ‘own’ grammar, covering an equal part of the grammar gener-
ating them. The difference between the two learning situations, however, is in the 
shapes of the curves. 
 As Figure 2 shows, in the earliest stage of exposure (e.g., after having seen 
five exemplars), the proportion (Poletiek & van Schijndel 2009) of the recursive 
system G-R, covered by the exemplars, exceeds by far the proportion of G-FS 
after exposure to five exemplars of G-FS. Assuming that the cumulative probabi-
lities curve (y-values) reflects how much of the underlying system has been 
learned at each point of exposure (x-values), the lines might be considered to mo-
del learning curves of the two learners after a given amount of exposure. Figure 2 
then reveals that presenting the input in an incremental fashion strongly boosts 
the learning curve of the recursive language in the early stage of learning (see also 
Elman 1993), according to this simulation.  
 This facilitation effect of staged input for recursive grammars was verified 
by Lai & Poletiek (2011) in their AGL study. Interestingly, the incremental 
presentation of the input does not help much for learning a linear finite-state 
grammar. As can be seen in Figure 2, the non-recursive grammar produces a 
more linear learning curve, implying a weaker effect of the organization of the 
input over time for non-recursive linear systems.  
 
 
3. Artificial and Natural Grammar Learning 
 
Translating this analysis to natural grammar learning requires a mapping of the 
artificial situation displayed in Figure 2 onto a natural developing language 
learner and natural linguistic input. A number of arguments can be advanced for 
the correspondence between the artificial data analysis and natural language 
learning. First, cognitive learning generally is time-course sensitive (Pine 1994). 
Not only language is acquired most effectively in the first years of life — also 
most skills and cognitive functions are learned best when we are young. More-
over, learning mechanisms are mainly statistical and associative during early 
childhood (Saffran 2003), becoming increasingly sophisticated and covering long-
distance dependencies in later stages of learning. Accordingly, during the early 
stage of life, when the child is exposed to basic and short exemplars of the struc-
ture, cognitive processing is simple, linear, and associative, providing important 
information about the basic rules of the structure. Using this basic knowledge as 
a stepping stone, the learner’s growing cognitive capacity can process increasing-
ly complex non-linear operations which allow the detection of recursive patterns. 
 Second, the staged environment assumed in the present artificial world 
may be argued to represent the linguistic natural environment of a young learn-
er. Indeed, as studies into child-directed speech suggest (Pine 1994), linguistic 
utterances children are exposed to are simpler, shorter, and contain more fre-
quent constructions than adult language. Only later on is the system to be in-
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duced by the natural learner hierarchical and recursive — not linear. 
 In sum, the present theoretical explanation of the beneficial effect of a 
staged linguistic input on grammar induction, derived from artificial grammar 
study, suggests a well-tuned fit between the organization of the linguistic 
environment and the development of learning abilities. In addition, the model 
can explain why this facilitation occurs specifically for recursive grammars, and 
not for linear ones. Generally, as shown in this analysis, artificial grammar 
studies and statistical models of the effects they reveal are useful tools to our 
under-standing of fundamental processes underlying natural grammar learning. 
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Recursion in Language: 
A Layered-Derivation Approach  

 

Jan-Wouter Zwart 
 

 
This paper argues that recursion in language is to be understood not in terms of 
embedding, but in terms of derivational layering. A construction is recursive if 
part of its input is the output of a separate derivational layer. Complex clauses 
may be derived recursively in this sense, but also iteratively, suggesting that 
standard arguments for or against recursion in language are misdirected. More 
generally, we cannot tell that a grammar is recursive by simply looking at its 
output; we have to know about the generative procedure. Using the new defi-
nition of recursion in terms of derivational layering, we once again inspect the 
recorded data of Pirahã, arguing that there is reason to believe that the grammar 
of Pirahã is recursive after all. 
 
 
Keywords:  cyclicity; derivation; layered derivation; Pirahã; recursion 

 
 
 
 
1. Spotting Recursion 
 
A procedure is recursive if part of it involves running the entire procedure anew. 
The output of such a procedure is also called recursive. For example, the procedure 
that draws the famous Droste can picture in (1) below at some point involves calling 
the very same procedure, in order to draw that can in the picture. 
 However, one cannot tell that an object is recursive by simply looking at it: 
One has to know by what procedure it was derived. For example, the picture in (1) 
could have been generated in a non-recursive way (and it probably was), for instance 
by assigning a color to each pixel. 
 In another example, consider the situation in (2), from the comic strip ‘Calvin 
and Hobbes’, where the boy Calvin finds himself surrounded by five duplicates of 
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himself. As Calvin exclaims, the procedure bringing this situation about was 
recursive: Calvin made a duplicate of himself, and the duplicate proceeded to make 
a duplicate of himself, etc. However, Calvin could have created five duplicates by 
simply repeating the duplication process five times, yielding an iterative rather than 
a recursive procedure. 
 
 
(1)                (2)   

                                             
 
 
 In language, it is commonly taken for granted that structures involving some 
kind of embedding are recursive. Typical examples are in (3): 
 
(3) a. John thinks that Mary said that it was raining. 
 b. The height of the letters on the cover of reports from the government. 
 
The structures in (3) are recursive if they are generated by a recursive procedure, 
such as the rewrite rules of pre-minimalist generative grammar. The procedure 
generating (3a) may be paraphrased as in (4), showing recursion in that to interpret 
‘clause’ in (4b), one must run (4a) again. 
 
(4) a. clause = subject + predicate 
 b. predicate = verb + clause 
 
Similarly with the procedure in (5) generating (3b): 
 
(5) a. determiner phrase = determiner + noun phrase 
 b. noun phrase = noun + preposition phrase 
 c. preposition phrase = preposition + determiner phrase 
 
 For this reason, embedding is taken to signal recursion, underlying much of 
the debate between Everett (2005, 2009) and Nevins et al. (2009) on recursion as a 
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defining property of natural language. It will be recalled that Everett (2005) observed 
that the Amazonian language Pirahã lacks embedding, which was contested by 
Nevins et al. (2009) but upheld by Everett (2009). In the original 2005 article, the 
connection of embedding and recursion was not made (except in a comment by 
Michael Tomasello), but in his 2009 reply to Nevins et al., the absence of recursion in 
the grammar of Pirahã was made the centerpiece of Everett’s claim. At the back-
ground of this discussion is the hypothesis of Hauser et al. (2002) that recursion is the 
defining property of the faculty of language. 
 Meanwhile it should be clear that the model of grammar as understood in 
current minimalism no longer involves rewrite rules of the type in (4)/(5). Instead, 
structure is created by a single operation Merge, which Chomsky (1995) defines as 
taking two elements and combining them in a set: 
 
(6) Merge 
 i. select x 
 ii. select y 
 iii. create {x, y} 
 
Merge may be (re)written as a rewrite rule: 
 
(7) Merge 
 x, y = {x, y} 
 
 It is (mostly implicitly) understood that the next time Merge runs, it takes the 
output of the previous run as part of its input. Thus, x or y on the left-hand side in (7) 
may be {x, y}, yielding recursion. For example, if the next run combines {x, y} with z, 
the structure in (8) results. 
 
(8)    {z, {x, y}} 
   3 
 z   {x, y} 
    3 
      x      y 
 
(8) is a familiar binary branching phrase structure (where {x, y} may be written as the 
projection of x, X’, and {z, {x, y}} as the maximal projection XP). Such molecular 
structures are arguably the building blocks of all natural language phrases (in-
cluding those in (3)), suggesting that every phrase consisting of more than two 
elements is the output of a recursive procedure (Nevins et al. 2009: 366). 
 However, just like Calvin’s band of duplicates, the phrase structure in (8) may 
be generated by an iterative procedure as well. For instance, we may think of the 
structure-building process as a transfer procedure, moving elements from a resource 
(the lexicon, or a subset of the lexicon, or some other collection of elements called 
Numeration in Chomsky 1995) to a workspace (the structure under construction). 
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This procedure is spelled out in (9): 
 
(9) Transfer 
 i. Move y from the Numeration to the workspace. 
 ii. Move x from the Numeration to the workspace. 
 iii. Move z from the Numeration to the workspace. 
 
One could then define a constituent as the state of the workspace after each step. 
 An operation like Transfer is clearly iterative. It simply ticks off members of 
the resource set (the Numeration), and yet it generates the same structures as the re-
cursive procedure that yields (8), essentially because the workspace is defined as the 
list of elements ticked off, and constituents are defined derivationally as subsequent 
stages of that list. The example illustrates that we cannot take for granted that binary 
branching structure involves a recursive procedure. 
 The point of the example is not to argue that Merge does not exist or that 
Transfer is superior to Merge. The point is that Merge and Transfer are equivalent in 
important respects, and though Merge may be a useful shorthand for Transfer, 
recursion should be identified in terms of the process, not its notation. 
 More generally, we cannot decide that a language (or natural language) ‘is 
recursive’ by simply looking at its structures. We have to know about the procedure 
by which these structures are derived (see also Everett 2009: 438). 
 
 
2. Layered Derivations 
 
There is ample reason to believe that the procedure generating clauses must be 
simple. Constituency tests generally yield the result that structures are binary bran-
ching (Kayne 1994), and structure-to-order conversion is not random but more or 
less automatic (Zwart 2011). This suggests a simple, stepwise procedure involving 
no more than two elements in each step, creating structure incrementally in a way 
that can easily be tracked by interpretive components of the mind/brain. 
 I have argued elsewhere that transfer (or a similar procedure) is in fact simpler 
than Merge, in that it identifies in each step a single element to be manipulated 
(transferred), while keeping the destination of transfer constant throughout the deri-
vation (i.e. there is a single workspace). This yields binary branching structures with 
asymmetric sister pairs, essentially a nest of ordered pairs which can be linearized 
straightforwardly (along the lines of Fortuny 2008; see Zwart 2009, 2011). 
 One can think of transfer as an iterative procedure selecting (or identifying) 
one element at a time from the Numeration, creating a record of elements identified. 
As argued in Zwart (2009), this procedure can be viewed as working from the top 
down, splitting the Numeration in an element identified and a residue set. For ex-
ample, (8) can be derived by starting from the Numeration in (10), via the steps in 
(11). 
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(10) Numeration = {x, y, z} 
 
(11) Transfer 
 i. split off z yielding ⟨z, {x, y}⟩ 
 ii. split off x yielding ⟨z, ⟨x, {y}⟩⟩ 
 iii. split off y yielding ⟨z, ⟨x, ⟨y, {∅}⟩⟩⟩ 
 
 It is easy to see that transfer can yield embedding structures without recursion 
(see also Christiansen 1994, referred to in Parker 2006: 184). For example, (3a) can be 
derived from the Numeration in (12) by iterative splitting: 
 
(12) Numeration = {John, thinks, that, Mary, said, that, it, was, raining} 
 
Embedding, then, does not betray recursion if the structure building procedure is as 
simple as suggested here. 
 However, it is clear that not all sequences can be derived by iteratively split-
ting off the elements in the sequence from a Numeration containing them. Essential-
ly, every complex non-complement (e.g., a subject) must be included in the Numer-
ation as an atom. To see this, consider the derivation of (13). 
 
(13) The man kicked the ball. 
 
Constituency tests show that the man and kicked the ball in (13) are constituents 
(Chomsky 1964: 983). For example, kick the ball can be isolated in VP-fronting 
constructions like (14). 
 
(14) The man said he would kick the ball, and kick the ball he did. 
 
Likewise, the man can be isolated in the backgrounding construction in (15). 
 
(15) He kicked the ball, the man. 
 
But the sequence man kick(ed) the ball cannot be identified as a constituent by any 
known test. 
 The procedure generating (13), then, must yield a structure in which the and 
man are joined together before the man is joined with the rest of the clause. Iterative 
transfer starting from the Numeration in (16) could not yield this result, as can be 
seen after the first application of split in (17a). 
 
(16) Numeration = {the, man, kicked, the ball} 
 
(17) Transfer 
 i. split off the yielding ⟨the, {man, kicked, the ball}⟩ 
 
It must be, then, that the man is included as a single item in the Numeration under-
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lying (13): 
 
(18) Numeration = {[the man], kicked, the ball} 
 
Transfer then yields the correct result in terms of constituent structure: 
 
(19) Transfer 
 i. split off the man yielding ⟨[the man], {kicked, the, ball}⟩ 
 
 It follows that the man must have been created in a separate derivation (or deri-
vational layer), with the Numeration in (20) and the iterative transfer procedure in 
(21). 
 
(20) Numeration = {the, man} 
 
(21) Transfer 

i. split off the yielding ⟨the, {man}⟩ 
ii. split off man yielding ⟨the, ⟨man, {∅}⟩⟩ 

 
The output of this derivation is included in the Numeration for the next derivation 
(i.e. (18)). 
 It should be clear now that the derivation as a whole, including the layers (20)/ 
(21) and (18)/(19), is recursive: The output of the procedure (20)/(21) is part of the 
input (the Numeration) of the same procedure in (18)/(19). If this is the correct 
approach, recursion is not evidenced (necessarily) by embedding, but it is evidenced 
(necessarily) by left branch embedding (sometimes called ‘left-tail recursion’). (An 
alternative derivation starting from the Numeration in (16) merges the and man and 
kicked, the, and ball in two parallel derivations with outputs of the parallel derivations 
to be joined afterwards. In this alternative, a Numeration is associated with multiple 
workspaces, creating added complexity.) 
 
 
3. Center-Embedding 
 
Recursion in language is also typically illustrated by examples like (22), involving 
center-embedding. 
 
(22) The dog the cat bit barked. 
 
Here, the cat bit is a restrictive relative clause modifying the dog. The constituency of 
(22) is as indicated in (23): 
 
(23) [ [ the dog [ the cat bit ] ] barked ] 
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In (22)/(23), we again see a complex subject (the dog the cat bit) which must have been 
derived in a separate derivational layer. The structure of (22)/(23), then, is recursive 
already for the same reason that the structure of (13) is. Center-embedding reduces 
to left branch embedding (and ‘nested recursion’ is in a natural class with ‘left-tail re-
cursion’, if we are right). 
 It has been observed that center-embedding cannot be performed indefinitely, 
unlike right-branch embedding (Yngve 1961). Consider the triple embedding in (24), 
contrasting markedly with the triple embedding in (3a). 
 
(24) [ [ the dog [ the cat [ the man kicked ] bit ] ] barked ] 
 
 It seems, then, that recursion (as understood here) comes with a cost (perhaps 
in memory load, as Yngve suggested). Much better again are (25) and (26): 
 
(25) The dog that the cat bit that the man kicked barked. 
 
(26) The dog that bit the man that kicked the cat barked. 
 
The difference may be accounted for by the fact that (25) and (26) contain fewer deri-
vational layers (due to the right-branch embedding) and hence less recursion. 
 
 
4. Interface Effects between Derivational Layers 
 
If recursion in language is correctly defined as the interaction between derivational 
layers, it is easy to identify other phenomena that signal recursion in this sense. As-
suming the model of grammar entertained in minimalism, each derivation (sequence 
of operations Merge) feeds the interface components dealing with sound and 
meaning, and hence we may expect the output of a derivational layer to show idio-
syncratic sound/meaning properties. Moreover, we expect the output of a separate 
derivational layer to behave as an atom in the context of the next derivational layer: 
Constituents of the output of a separate derivation are not themselves in the numer-
ation for the next derivation, and therefore cannot be merged individually in the 
context of that next derivation. This, I believe, derives a wide range of opacity ef-
fects, as first observed in Toyoshima (1997). 
 Among the interface effects affecting derivational layer outputs are (cf. Zwart 
2009): 
 
(27) a. morphological effects (incorporation, conflation, fusion) 
 b. atomization (opacity) 
 c. idiosyncratic meaning (idioms) 
 d. linearization effects (idiosyncratic order, template effects) 
 e. categorization effects (reanalysis) 
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The effects in (27) all show a mix of syntactic and lexical properties. For instance, 
complex verbs (e.g., involving a transitivizing morpheme, possibly covert, like the 
‘little v’ of Chomsky 1995) are clearly structured, but also clearly lexical (in obeying 
lexical integrity, for instance). The mixed properties are accounted for if such ele-
ments are created in a separate derivational layer, and pass through the interface 
components before being enlisted in the Numeration for the next derivational layer. 
If this is the correct approach, then every structured lexical item that is used in a 
larger syntactic context betrays recursion in the sense understood here. 
 In view of this, I would like to define ‘lexical’ in relative terms, i.e. in the con-
text of a derivational layer, as in (28). (Note that under this definition, complex sub-
jects are lexical items.) 
 
(28) Lexical 
 x is a lexical item for derivation D of numeration N if x is included in N as a 

single item. 
 
 
5. Recursion in Pirahã 
 
The question now arises to what extent a language like Pirahã shows signs of recurs-
ion in the sense of derivational layering. I will try to answer the question, using data 
from Everett (1986) that are uncontested (and confirmed by Dan Everett, p.c.), by 
looking for (i) complex subjects and (ii) structured lexical items (in the sense of (28)) 
showing interface effects. 
 
5.1. Complex Subjects 
 
I believe it is uncontested that Pirahã does have phrases, and therefore, if Pirahã 
lacked recursion (in our sense), we would expect phrases to show up only in comple-
ment position, not in subject or adjunct position. Indeed, the large majority of the 
subjects in the examples of Everett (1986) appear to be single-word items (though 
they may be nominalizations or compounds, for which see below). But even so, seve-
ral examples of complex subjects can be found in the examples (numbers refer to the 
example numbers in Everett 1986): 
 
(29) Complex subjects in Pirahã (not including nominalizations/compounds) 
  a. Xipoógi hoáoíi hi xaagá.                (22) 
  Xipoógi shotgun 3 be 
  ‘That is Xipoógi’s shotgun.’ 
 
 b. Xoogiái  hi   xapisí biga aí big-á.              (43) 
  Xoogiái  3   arm  thick be thick-EMPH 
  ‘Xoogiái’s arm is thick (i.e. strong), very strong.’ 
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 c. giopaí  gáihi    kapióxio xigiábií.              (85) 
  dog   that    other  like 
  ‘That dog looks like another (dog).’ 
 
 d. ti xahaigí gáihi.                    (196a) 
  1 brother that 
  ‘That (one) is my brother.’ 
 
 e. kaoí xahaigí gáihi.                   (196b) 
  who brother that 
  ‘Whose brother is that?’ 
 
 f. baaí  xaíbaí  pii  ap-ái-p-i      pii  bo-ó   gai  kob-á. 

 wild pig many    water enter-ATELIC-IMPF-PROX water up-LOC DEM  see-REM 
  ‘A herd of pigs is entering the water upriver, look!’        (277) 
 
 g. Xoogiái hi  go-ó   hoasígikoí  bíib-i  híx hoasígikoí 
  Xoogiái 3  WH-OBL  lead shot   send-PROX C  lead shot 
  koab-áo-b-í-i.                     (282) 
  run.out-TELIC-PERF-PROX-EVID 

 ‘The lead shot which Xoogiái sent ran out.’ 
 
Of these, (29a,d,e) are copular constructions, which might allow another analysis in 
which the boldface noun phrase is a predicate. I have no idea about the plausibility 
of either analysis. Everett (2009: 419) comments on the copula-less type in (29d) that 
it is not a clause but just a string of nouns. But this does not affect the argument, un-
less the string looks like (30a) rather than (30b). 
 
(30) a. Me, brother, that. 
 b. [My brother], that. 
 
If it is (30b), then, assuming iterative Merge and layered derivations, my brother must 
still be the output of a separate derivation. 
 Example (29g) involves a relative clause where it looks like the boldface mater-
ial is not actually the subject, but a pre-posed topic, perhaps juxtaposed to the main 
clause. In that case, the boldface material would constitute a complex adjunct, which 
would have to be the output of a separate derivation under the assumptions enter-
tained here. 
 
5.2. Complex Lexical Items 
 
Pirahã verbal morphology is fairly complex, and described in Everett (1986: 288–289) 
as templatic, featuring 18 slots following the verb root. None of these slots are occu-
pied by inflectional morphemes. The categories represented include aspect, negation, 
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interrogativity, deixis, mood, but not tense. The complete template as proposed by 
Everett (1986) is in (31). 
 
(31) Pirahã verbal template (all following the root) 
 1.  incorporation      7.  continuative     13.  frustrative 
 2.  duration        8.  interrogative    14.  intensive 
 3.  telicity        9.  ingressive     15.  emphatic 
 4.  perfectivity     10.  deictic       16.  complementizer/nominalizer 
 5.  desiderative    11.  iterative      17.  evidential 
 6.  negation      12.  certainty      18.  result 
 
The first slot behind the root is reserved for incorporation (mainly of verb roots), “an 
extremely productive method of forming new verbs” (Everett 1986: 300–301). 
 Examples of complex verbs derived via incorporation are: 
 
(32) Pirahã incorporation 
 a. xab op                      (388a) 
  turn go 
  ‘return, arrive’ 
 
 b. xiga hoag                     (388b) 
  take come 
  ‘bring’ 
 
 c. xig ab  op                    (388c) 
  take turn go 
  ‘bring back’ 
 
As Everett (1986: 301) notes, the complex verb is treated as a single unit: Neither root 
can take any affixes, and “suffixes are added to the entire stem as one element”. I 
take this to entail that the incorporated verbs in Pirahã are prototypical structured 
lexical items as discussed above, i.e. outputs of separate derivational layers. 
 The etymology of the affixes is not generally elucidated in Everett (1986), but 
in a few cases he notes that the verbal suffixes are grammaticalized lexical items. For 
example, the evidential suffix -xáagahá ‘OBSERVATION’ is analyzed as involving xaagá 
‘be’ and –há ‘COMPLETE CERTAINTY’ (Everett 1986: 298). 
 
(33) –xáagahá    < xaagá + –há. 
   OBSERVATION  be       COMPLETE CERTAINTY 
 
This suggests that the verbal complex is the result of conflation as discussed in Hale 
& Keyser (2002), a typical syntactic process creating lexical items. 
 The complementizer/nominalizer slot 16 in (31) is occupied by –sai, a very 
productive morpheme for nominalizing verb phrases (Everett 1986: 277f.) (there is 
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also another nominalizer, si). One of its uses is quotative, affixed to a verb of saying, 
suggesting that it may be an embedding complementizer (cf. Nevins et al. 2009: 382). 
 
(34) ti  gái-sai   kó’oí hi kaháp-ií.             (Everett 2005: 629) 
 1    say-NOM   Kó’oi  3 leave-INTENTION  
 ‘I said that Kó’oí intends to leave.’ 
 
But Everett (2009: 418) takes –sai to be a marker of old information, allowing a juxta-
position rather than subordination analysis of the type in (34), where the first clause 
represents information that is familiar from the discourse setting (presumably akin 
to backgrounded quotatives in English). 
 Far more important to the discussion at hand, it seems to me, is the obser-
vation that sai turns verb phrases into nouns, the kind of process that betrays deri-
vational layering (27e). Examples abound: 
 
(35) Pirahã nominalization 
 a. kahaí  kai-sai.                   (80b) 
  arrow  make-NOM 
  ‘arrow making, arrow maker’ 
 
 b. xií kai-sai  hiaba.                 (200) 
  thing make-NOM NEG 
  ‘This is not a factory.’ 
 
 c. agaoa kait-i-sai                    (243) 
  canoe  bore-LINK-NOM 
  ‘canoe-boring-thing’ 
 
 d. tiobáhai  hóoi  ai-sai  xabahíoxoi.            (262) 
  child   bow  make-NOM incorrect 
  ‘Children’s bow making is incorrect.’ 
 
 e. ko  kab-i-si     baósaápisi   bag-áo-b-á-há.         (280) 
  eye  NEG-LINK-NOM  hammock   sell-TELIC-PERF-DIST-EVID 
  ‘The man without eyes (blind one) sold the hammock.’ 
 
 f. gahió   pi-ó   xabaip-i-sai             (288) 
  airplane  water-LOC sit-LINK-NOM 
  ‘Hydroplane’ 
 
In a layered derivation approach, nominalizations are perfectly regular syntactic 
constructions, merged with a nominalizing morpheme, and then turned over to the 
interfaces, acquiring idiosyncratic sound/meaning properties. At the interface, the 
output receives a new categorial feature (N), not transparently derived from any of 
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its constituent parts. The resulting unit can be included as a single item in the Num-
eration for a next derivational layer. 
 In this context, it is important to note that the nominalizing process is instru-
mental in creating Pirahã names: 
 

All names for people are derived from verbal constructions, animal names, 
nominal phrases, etc. In about 90% of these cases, –si occurs optionally in 
morpheme final position, as though marking a change in the basic reference or 
function. (Everett 1986: 279–280) 

 
 A final category that suggests derivational layering in the grammar of Pirahã 
involves compounds. Everett (1986) lists numerous compounds, but Everett (2009: 
423–424) appears to argue that these are not really compounds, admitting that: 
 

If there were compounding in Pirahã, this would be clear evidence for recursion. 
(Everett 2009: 423) 

 
Let us first look at the examples: 
 
(36) Compounds in Pirahã 
 a. xagí gahióo xogií ái-xi-xi    pii  xigiábií.         (86) 
  path airplane big  be-EMPH-EMPH  water  like 
  ‘The airstrip is big, like a river.’ 
 
 b. xogaogií  < xogaí  + ogií                (389) 
  big field   field  big 
 
 c. xabagisoixaoxoisai < xabagi + soixaoxoisai         (477) 
  saw       toucan  beak 
 
 d. xapaítoii    < xapaí  + toii                (478) 
  ladder    foot  handle 
 
 e. pigáía    ⟨ pi      + gáía                 (481) 
  scissors  thorn   crooked 
 
 f. kaogiái      < kao  + ogiái               (482) 
  [kind of bass]  mouth  big 
 
These all seem clear cases of compounds, in most cases acquiring the idiosyncratic 
(non-compositional or metaphoric) meaning suggestive of derivational layering. 
 Everett (1986: 322) describes his grounds for classifying formations like those 
in (36) as compounds as semantic: The non-compositional meaning suggests they are 
lexical items rather than phrases. Later, Everett (2009: 423–424) withdraws the sem-
antic argument and details the prosodic properties of the formations in (36), sug-
gesting to him that they are not compounds. With the remarks of Everett (1986: 322) 
in mind (see below), we may conclude that he considers (36) not to involve com-
pounds but (syntactic) phrases. 
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The criterion to classify the examples to follow as compound words rather than 
merely phrasal constructions is semantic. (Everett 1986: 322) 

 
In the layered derivations approach, there is no fundamental distinction between 
‘compound words’ and ‘phrasal constructions’. What is relevant is the complexity of 
the string (suggesting derivation output status) and its behavior as a single item in 
the context of a (subsequent) derivation. The idiosyncratic meaning merely provides 
an additional argument for these elements’ derivational history, regardless their 
status as words or phrases. 
 In this context we may also point to complex locatives in Pirahã, suggestive of 
the kind of fusion that we expect to occur at the interface between derivational layers 
(cf. (27a)). 
 
(37) Complex locatives in Pirahã 
 a. xoí   ‘jungle’                   (326) 
 b. xo-ó   ‘in the jungle’ 
 c. xo-ó-xio  ‘into the jungle’ 
 
 
6. Conclusion 
 
In conclusion, if recursion is identified in terms of derivational layering, as proposed 
here, then it seems clear that the grammar of Pirahã is recursive. Both complex sub-
jects and complex lexical items are attested, some in average quantity, some in abun-
dance. 
 This raises the further question what the observations in Everett (2005), sub-
stantiated in (2009), about the absence of embedding imply. Clearly, the wide-
ranging implications having to do with the nature of the faculty of language vanish, 
but the original conclusions of Everett (2005) were considerably less bold and may 
still be valuable. One suggestion to make, within the model of grammar considered 
here, is that while interaction among derivations is unaffected by whatever cultural 
constraints are at play, the size of the Numeration is. Recall from section 2 that em-
bedding structures like (3) can be derived by iterated Merge, starting from a large 
enough Numeration. Perhaps the ‘immediacy of experience principle’ that Everett 
(2005) suggested to capture the cultural constraints on Pirahã grammar (and cog-
nition) constrains the Numeration in ways that virtually preclude ordinary right-
branch embedding. 
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The Acquisition of Recursion: How Formalism 
Articulates the Child’s Path  

 

Tom Roeper 
 

 
We distinguish three kinds of recursion: Direct Recursion (which delivers 
a ‘conjunction’ reading), Indirect Recursion, and Generalized Transfor-
mations. The essential argument is that Direct Recursion captures the first 
stage of each recursive structure. Acquisition evidence will then be pro-
vided from both naturalistic data and experimentation that adjectives, 
possessives, verbal compounds, and sentence complements all point to con-
junction as the first stage. Then it will be argued that Indirect Recursion 
captures the Strong Minimalist Thesis, which allows periodic Transfer 
and interpretation. Why is recursion delayed and not immediate? It is 
argued that an interpretation of Generalized Transformations in the spirit of 
Tree Adjoining Grammar offers a route to explanation. A labeling algorithm 
combines with Generalized Transformations to provide different labels for 
recursive structures projection. Recursion is then achieved by substi-
tution of a recursive node for a simple node. One simple case is to sub-
stitute a Maximal Projection for a simple non-branching lexical node. A 
more complex case — essential to acquisition — is to substitute a category for 
a lexical string. Consequently, a computational ‘psychological reality’ can be 
attributed to explain why recursion requires an extra step for the addition of 
each recursive construction on the acquisition path. 
 
 
Keywords: direct recursion; generalized transformation; indirect recursion; 

interfaces; phases; strong minimalist thesis 
 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Why would a child who can say wagon-puller not be able to understand wagon-
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puller-maker? Why is language-specific recursion not immediate? Our goal is to 
articulate the acquisition challenge, review the relevant evidence, and imagine 
why there is an acquisition path for recursion. The evidence leads to a rather 
tight grammatical edifice, which, however, is full of theoretical and empirical 
weak points that deserve further research. Why such a strategy? It is really the 
strategy of linguistic theory in general. Weak points — like question-mark data 
— can be strengthened by other branches in a logical and empirical, hence per-
suasive, edifice once general properties are identified. If we follow the acquisition 
path of several kinds of recursion, their faint light can become a strong beam 
when seen together. 
 In a similar vein, a number of formal alternatives1 become much sharper 
when we attach them to empirical phenomena, even if the data might seem open 
to many interpretations.2 The major task at hand, ultimately, is to build trans-
parent interfaces between structure and interpretation and, as well, an interface 
between a theoretical account and the actual time course of acquisition. Yet, like 
the evolving notation of theoretical linguistics, these are proposals about how to 
build a notation that responds to both the facts of recursion and the acquisition 
path, neither of which is fully evident. Therefore we include pilot data and 
naturalistic data which might seem insufficient for traditional psychological 
experimentation, but which, in light of powerful theoretical proposals, 
become legitimate reference points in the interaction between theory and 
empirical data. This first ‘fieldwork’ stage of acquisition needs a recognized 
legitimacy as an important background to detailed work, much as rough 
awareness of language variation in unusual languages tempers broad claims 
about UG. 
 First, let us distinguish between a completely universal form of recursion, 
namely Merge, and language-specific forms. Merge is a binary recursive 
operation that is invoked as soon as more than two words are combined.3 
Therefore all languages with 3 word combinations are examples of recursion over 

                                                
    1 This is written by someone who is by no means well-trained in mathematical or formal 

notation. See Tomalin (2007) and Lobina (2010) for formal discussions that articulate some of 
the distinctions between the formal and the empirical approaches to notation. Nonetheless, 
the argument does build upon, in a broad way, the implicit biolinguistic philosophy that 
language formalism should be built straight from empirical data — much like the double-
helix model in biology — rather than adhering to theorems that logic or mathematics have 
derived within their own systems. Thus Chomsky (2010) argues, as I understand it, that 
linguistic formalism should use concepts from set theory without being built from its 
theorems. 

    2 In particular, one might seek to reduce the arguments to processing claims as proposed by 
Berwick & Weinberg (1986) and to various proposals that claim that sentences are first 
parsed as a series of conjunctions, then interpreted in a second pass by imposing dominance 
relations (see Stabler, to appear). Whatever the merit of these claims about hearer parsing, if 
the phenomena can be resolved into time-free structural grammatical representation, then 
we take this to be a superior account. Some of this structure may be a reflection of ‘external-
ization’ demands that are tighter than grammatical demands, but a unified account would 
definitely help computational efficiency at any level (see Berwick & Chomsky 2011). 

    3 It is exactly a binary, not a ternary operation, following Chomsky (2010) who argues that 
theories of sideward movement and multi-dominance constitute ternary merge, a deviation 
from this essentially biological claim about how core grammar works, but perhaps another 
reflection of Direct Recursion. 
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two binary acts of Merge. It is possible to imagine a three-term concatenation 
without a binary substructure, but empirical arguments exist to demonstrate that 
this is not the case for humans in structure-building beyond conjunctive 
relations, which we will elaborate in what follows.4 The presence of recursive 
Merge means that all languages must be recursive in a fundamental sense, just as 
Hauser et al. (2002) have claimed, which constitutes a strong biological claim. 
 Nevertheless, not only the empirical question, but also the formal question 
remains alive: Recursion may not be captured by a single formalism or be 
represented as a single object in the brain.5 In the Prism of Grammar (Roeper 2007), 
I argued that the principles of grammar are a model for how we envision other 
mental operations. If true, then other analogies should be available as well. 
Stereoscopy, the integration of information from two sources, is one concept in 
science, but it applies to both eyes and ears. Nevertheless, the purposes and 
neurology of eyes and ears are quite different, and therefore it is obvious that 
they must be separately represented in the neurology of the brain and its con-
sequent informational representations. There is no single stereoscopy center in 
the brain. It is possible that we need to look at recursion in the same manner. In 
other words, our ultimate understanding will involve coordinated 
representations in both grammatical and biolinguistic terms, which may be 
conceptually and biologically distinct from apparent forms of ‘visual’ recursion 
(see Jackendoff 2010, Berwick & Chomsky 2011).6 
 We will focus upon three representations for building recursive structure 
(defined below): Direct Merge, Indirect Merge, and Generalized Transformations 
(GTs) as realized in an adaptation of Tree-Adjoining Grammar (TAG). Direct 
Merge allows a category to generate itself, while indirect Merge introduces an 
identical category only through another non-identical one. GTs combine pre-
existing structures. Related, non-recursive forms include iterativity (as in ‘very, 
very big’) and Concord (‘I don’t want any food at any time for any reason’). It is an 
interesting question, particularly from a biological perspective , whether there 
are deep connections among recursion, iterativity, and concord — but they lie 
beyond what we can approach here. 
 A critical ingredient in our account is the interface with interpretation,7 

                                                
    4 One might, in fact, argue that Direct Recursion and conjunction constitute a non-

grammatical interface with phase-based grammar. This would explain why conjunctions 
create islands and have links to very challenging forms of across-the-board movement and 
gapping. In a sense, then, language acquisition begins when children re-analyze conjoined 
representations. Then conjunction would belong to Primary Linguistic Data representations 
(Chomsky 1965) whose representational characteristics deviate from what we find in Final 
Grammars, except in marginal constructions where they reappear. Bob Berwick (p.c.) points 
out that Miller & Chomsky’s (1963) explanation of center-embedding essentially claims that 
conjunction is the default to which the grammar returns. It is significant, then, if acquisition 
reveals the same default in a host of different constructions. 

    5 Bob Berwick (p.c.) observes that this is essentially the position of David Marr on the status 
of representations for vision in the brain. 

    6 We have no view of this matter, but Noam Chomsky (p.c.) and Bob Berwick (p.c.) argue that 
visual and mathematical abilities are parasitic on grammatical recursion. 

    7 See Roeper (2009) for discussion of the distinction between an interaction and an interface. 
Mechanical interfaces are likes cogs in a wheel, while interactions may not always have a 
principled basis. 
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which, we argue, is linked to Indirect Merge in an important, putatively innate, 
way. Ultimately the ideal notation for an interface should be transparent for both 
syntax and semantics. The critical biological claim is that there is a strict interface 
between points of recursion and points of interpretation. One could imagine that 
an organism could have both capacities, but lack the interface.8 
 
 
2. Merge and Labeling Algorithms 
 
Merge is the putative universal form of an operation that underlies any form of 
syntactic hierarchical structure, as in (1).9 Although a set may be defined without 
a label or ordering, a signal feature of Merge lies in the fact that human 
languages always assign a Label to every Merge.10 
 
(1) X merge Y        X     or      Y 
             3      3 
           X       Y        X      Y 
 
 A label must be chosen reflecting the dominance of either the right or the 
left branch — or possibly a more complex choice; see Chomsky’s (1995, 2008) 
discussion of labeling algorithms.11 Hornstein (2009) has suggested that it is the 
combination of Merge and labeling which may define human grammar as dis-
tinct from animal constructs. We take the argument one step further in arguing 
that the connection between recursion and the Strong Minimalist Thesis (SMT, 
see below), which argues that certain nodes represent ‘phases’ which carry an 
interface with interpretation. 
 
2.1. Direct and Indirect Recursion 
 
An initial distinction between direct and indirect recursion can be made in terms 

                                                
    8 Roeper (1978) argued that both hierarchy and node labels could have other origins but the 

innate property of language is to link them in a fixed way. Hauser (2008) argued that ani-
mals might have all abilities, but lack only the interfaces. In ongoing work, Ray Jackendoff 
argues that it is the connection to words that is unique to grammar. This view will reduce to 
the categorical feature that words carry and thus relate to the labeling claim. 

Left unarticulated is how to interpret the common idea that “recursion is a general 
cognitive capacity” (Ray Jackendoff’s ongoing work but also Everett, to appear). The term 
general is where we must be careful. We might say that ‘motion’ is a general capacity of all 
muscular organisms, but the claim would have little biological force since it is obvious that 
the mechanisms for motion of eyelids and legs are so differently represented in different 
organisms, or different parts of one organism. This is analogous to our argument that there 
is no Stereoscopy Center in the brain, but rather the principle is independently represented 
in eyes and ears. 

    9 See Roeper (2003) for discussion of the interaction between successive forms of Merge and 
compositionality for DP. 

    10 A question, of course, arises about how linearization occurs and whether it belongs to a pro-
cess of externalization, as Chomsky (2010) has suggested. If such a reframing occurs, the role 
of order and labeling in the definition of the externalization interface would leave these 
claims unchanged, I believe. 

    11 See Roeper & Pérez-Leroux (2010) for discussion. 
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of phrase-structure rules (Snyder & Roeper 2004). Direct recursion is where a 
category reproduces itself and characteristically produces a conjunctive reading: 
 
(2) Direct Recursion:  X → Y (X) 

NP → NP ((and) NP) 
 
This will produce potentially infinite sentences like: 
 
(3) John, Bill, Fred, and Susan arrived. 
 
It has a critical feature: There is no significant semantic ordering among the 
elements. They are parallel and interchangeable: 
 
(4) Bill, Susan, John, and Fred arrived. 
 
It is applicable to any category, even below the lexical level: 
 
(5) a. in and around and over and under the structure 

b. pre- and post-operative care 
 
but does not participate in other aspects of grammar; for instance, there are no 
movement rules that allow extraction from conjunction (see Ross 1967): 
 
(6)   * how did he go in and __ the structure → ‘around’ 
 
It is, in a sense, at the margins of grammar, but it is also a mental ability that 
characterizes the first stage — and the default grammar — of children with 
respect to every category in the grammar, as we shall illustrate. 
 Bob Berwick (p.c.) makes the interesting suggestion that conjunction means 
one simply relaxes the ‘completeness’ condition on dominance and precedence 
such that not every two phrase markers must be in a dominance (or precedence) 
relation. In terms of John, Bill, Fred, and Susan arrived, this model says that the NPs 
bear no syntactic relation to one another.12 In sum, conjunction carries no domi-
nance relations, and therefore a basic tenet of grammar is not honored. 
 Such an account matches ours, but it is worth articulating that, if the child 
assumes no grammar here, then inference must supply much of the meaning, 
including implications. Sentences like John got drunk and Bill got angry allow a 
causative inference for adults, and perhaps for children too. It can be seen as part 
of the acquisition process that a child exchanges broad and unreliable inferences 
for syntactically guided compositional meanings. 
 By contrast, indirect recursion may (or may not) involve an interpretive 
step that changes meaning, as in the way that possessives are stacked: 
                                                

12 Conjunctive and inside grammar has other subtle consequences. The default notion of 
Conjunction should not be seen as co-extensive with the grammar of and. See Munn (1999) 
for arguments on the special status of first conjuncts. and-conjunction also interacts, for 
instance, with binding theory. Nor should default conjunction be identified with its use in 
logic. It is essentially a minimal, non-syntactic association that invites all kinds of inferences, 
much like root compounds are open to inference: Elephant icebox could be an icebox for 
elephants, or one that looks like an elephant or has an elephant picture on it. 
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(7) John’s friend’s father’s student’s essay 
 
is quite different from: 
 
(8) John’s student’s father’s friend’s essay 
 
We can capture the difference by introducing the SMT (see Chomsky 2008, 2010): 
 
(9) Strong Minimalist Thesis (SMT) 
 Interpretation proceeds phase by phase. 
 
Although it remains an open question just where phases occur, good arguments 
for CP, vP, PP, and DP as phases have been made (see van Hout et al. 2011). The 
recursion is indirect because another category is present: 
 
(10) Indirect Recursion:  DP → (Determiner) NP 

Determiner → {ARTicle POSSessive} 
POSS → DP ‘s 

 
The DP is repeated inside the possessive phrase, and therefore can generate 
another ‘s for John’s friend’s essay: 
 
(11)            DP 
          3 
         POSS      NP 
         3     1 
        DP       ‘s   essay 
      3 
     POSS      NP 
   3     1 
    DP     ‘s   friend 
 @ 
   John 
 
 If interpretation occurs at each phase, the phase-assumption is critical, 
 
(12) A DP is a phase. 
 
which is a designated interpretive domain, as are CP, vPs, and PPs.13 In 
Chomsky’s phase-theoretic formulation, Transfer sends a syntactic object SO to 
the semantic component, which maps it to the C-I interface; this SO is identified 

                                                
    13 If indirect recursion occurs through an intermediate phase of a very different type, like a PP, 

it does not impose the same recursive interpretive demand: 
 

(i)  [DP the box [PP in [DP the corner]]] 
 
A PP intervenes between two DP’s. Here we are basically unaware that one Determiner (the) 
is inside another. Thus the possessive interpretation inside a possessive interpretation is 
where recursion has the effect we are after. 
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as a phase. Thus the SMT entails that “computation of expressions must be 
restricted to a single cyclic/compositional process with phases”. Or in full: 
 

As noted, iterated Merge incorporates the effects of three of the EST/Y-
model compositional cycles, while eliminating d- and s-structure. Still 
unaccounted for are the cyclic/compositional mappings to the phonetic and 
semantic interfaces. These too are incorporated, and the final internal level 
LF is eliminated, if at various stages of computation there are Transfer 
operations: one hands the SO already constructed to the phonological 
component, which maps it to the SM [sensorimotor] interface (“Spell-Out”); 
the other hands SO to the semantic component, which maps it to the C-I 
[conceptual-intentional] interface. Call these SOs phases. Thus SMT entails 
that computation of expressions must be restricted to a single cyclic/ 
compositional process with phases. In the best case, the phases will be the 
same for both Transfer operations. (Chomsky 2008: 142) 

 
As a strong constraint, it guides and constrains acquisition as well. 
 
2.2. Alternating Phase Constraint 
 
Boeckx (2009) argues for what we can call the Phase Alternation Constraint (see 
also Richards 2011 for a somewhat different implementation): 
 
(13) Phase Alternation Constraint: Interpretation must occur in alternating sequence 

Transfer takes place every other time Merge applies and yields the pattern: 
phase — non-phase — phase — non-phase 

 
 In each of the constructions above we find that this sequence is followed; 
every other time Merge applies yields the following pattern: 
 
(14) a.  {Head4  Transfer2,  {Head3,  {Head2  Transfer1,  {Head1}}}} 

b.  = [C  phase  [T  [v  phase  [V]]]] 
 
This leads to the following kinds of familiar alternations: 
 
(15) Sentence: John thinks that Bill thinks that Fred… 

VP  CP    VP  CP 
PP:    John’s knowledge of Bill’s knowledge of… 

        DP   PP   DP   PP 
 
(16) Possessive: John ‘s  friend   ‘s  father    ‘s  car 
     NP Poss NP    Poss  NP    Poss  NP 
 
 In sum, it is indirect recursion linked to the interpretive requirement (SMT) 
on phases that carries the weight of recursion as a pivotal grammatical device. 
We will now show how languages differ in where they allow indirect recursion, 
and then reveal a two-step acquisition path for each form of language-specific 
recursion. 
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2.3. Grammar Variation 
 
A broad overview of how grammars may vary in recursion will help see the 
scope of the acquisition challenge. German (and most Germanic languages) 
allows a single pronominal genitive, limited to proper nouns: 
 
(17) a. Marias Haus 
  Maria’s house 

b.   * Marias Nachbars Freundins Haus 
 Maria’s neighbor’s friend’s       house 

 
Therefore, the child needs to identify where in his language recursion occurs. In 
German we argue that the POSS directly dominates the lexical item ‘s and there-
fore does not dominate DP producing recursion.14 This is the child’s first 
assumption. 
 Among the major known recursion contrasts, where a single element but 
no recursive elements occur, we find the following: (i) single possessives, as in 
German Marias Haus ‘Maria’s house’, (ii) single double verbs, as in English come 
help, (iii) single prenominal adjectives, as in French pauvre enfant ‘poor child’, (iv) 
single compounds, as in French homme-grenouille ‘man frog’, (v) and single 
complements, as in Pirahã: 
 
(18) a.  Compounds:   Germanic languages    → recursion 

Romance languages    → no recursion 

b.  Possessives:   English →  recursive possessives (Saxon 
German →  no recursive possessives 

c.  Adjectives:    English →  recursive prenominal adjectives  
              no recursive post-nominal adjectives 

French →  no recursive prenominal adjectives 
 recursive post-nominal adjectives  

d.  Serial verbs:   Bantu →  recursion 
English →  no recursion  

e.  PP recursion:   English →  recursion  

f.  Clausal recursion: Germanic, Romance  →  recursion 
Sign Language, Pirahã →  (disputed) 
Walpiri, Teiwa   →  no recursion 

 
One important challenge is to uncover exactly where recursion occurs in less 
studied languages around the world. Each will provide an acquisition challenge. 

                                                
    14 The contrast between lexical and phrasal possessives in English may mirror the English/ 

German contrast. Lexical possessives (ii) cannot be phrasal unlike ’s (i), as in this contrast: 
 

(i)  the man next to me’s hat 
(ii)  the man next to my hat 
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For instance, examples like the following Pirahã are disputed examples of 
complementation (from Sauerland 2010): 
 

g.  Pirahã →    hi ob-áaxáí     kahaí kai-sai. 
           see/know-INTNS   arrow make-NOMLZR 
           ‘He really knows how to make arrows.’ 
 
Apparent subordination could be an effect of  coordination, nominalization, and/ 
or intonation which has led Everett (to appear) to claim it could be formed by 
parataxis, hence conjunction, although evidence seems to be mounting against 
this view.15 
 
 
3. Data for Direct Recursion: The Appearance of and 
 
Our fundamental claim about the first stage for every recursive structure is this: 
 
(19) Direct Recursion is the Acquisition Default 

A child first analyzes adjacent identical structures as Direct Recursion with 
a Conjunctive reading. 
 

The claim is distinct from but compatible with parsing claims that conjunction is 
a preferred parsing strategy.16 

The first evidence of a conjunctive interpretation arises in naturalistic data 
where and is frequent and arises where one senses that adults might normally put 
a different conjunction, although and is open to many inferences for adults too. 
There are three from Adam at age three and a half and others randomly selected 
from a CHILDES search (cf. MacWhinney 2000):  
 
(20) adam30.cha:*CHI: when I lived in a bunkhouse # and I saw a snake coming out. 

adam30.cha:*CHI: and my teeth and I bite em. 
adam29.cha:*CHI: I goin(g) to put back # and I got something for his face. 
57.cha:*CHI:   now they are a [/] awake and I open the door! 
20a.cha:*CHI:   I’m gonna do it and I can turn the page. 
16b.cha:*CHI:   I’m a bunny and I eat you. 

                                                
    15 The claim that it is not a form of conjunction is difficult to establish. However, Sauerland 

(2010) provides intricate and interesting arguments that the linking morpheme sai may be a 
subordinator, particularly when intonation variation is present. Moreover, the presence of 
verbs like know suggests strongly the subordination relation. Nonetheless, it is possible that 
the clause could be subordinated without being recursive, as Perfors et al. (2011) suggest. In 
that case, the critical evidence would be a combination of double subordination and 
semantic opacity of the kind achieved in the English experiment reported here with embed-
ded propositions whose truth the speaker does not assume. Uli Sauerland (p.c.) also has 
evidence of opacity in showing that Pirahã speakers can construe a subordinated clause as 
carrying a false belief. Thus the evidence looks strong that real subordination is present in 
complementation. The next step is to carry out the experiment reported here that shows 
recursive subordination with opacity which 6-year-olds in English can comprehend. 

    16 Pietroski (2011) argues that a form of conjunction underlies all adult semantic interpretation 
as well, but the semantic notion in logic may not coincide with the argument here. 
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 Intuitively, these instances of and feel too broad. They might be replaced by 
subordinating conjunctions with more distinctive readings. It is noteworthy that 
they appear at the root and therefore introduce clauses. Applying them to lower 
nodes may involve an open interpretive process as well.17 
 
3.1. Adjective Conjunction and Recursion 
 
One of the earliest studies, by Ed Matthei (1982) based on a suggestion by Carol 
Chomsky, showed that a conjoined interpretation was made for adjectives. 
 
(21) red    green    blue    orange   green 
     X           Y 
 
Matthei showed 3- to 4-year-old children this array of balls and said: 
 
(22) “Show me the second green ball.” 
 
More than 50% of the 3- to 4-year-olds chose (X) instead of (Y), giving a conjoined 
reading “second and green ball” (possible but dispreferred for adults):18 
 
(23)         NP 
       3 
      AP    N 
  3      1 
     A     and  A    ball 
    1       1 
 second    green 
 
 The structure they needed was essentially indirect, where an adjective 
modifies an NP, second [NP green ball], not directly modifying another adjective as 
in crystal-clear water, where crystal modifies clear, but going through another NP, 
thus becoming indirect: 
 
(24)        NP 
    3 
    Adj      NP 
    1    3 
 second    A      N 
      1     1 
    green     ball 
 
Thus the default form appears to be conjunctive. 
 

                                                
    17 One should not be misled by fixed phrases like bread‘n’butter in early data. One interesting 

question is whether children initially attribute interpretively different meanings to ’n’ and 
and. 

    18 Bryant (2006) also found evidence that children would interpret the big black balls (in 
German) as the big balls and the black balls. 
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3.2. Prepositional Phrases 
 
Naturalistic evidence from CHILDES analyzed by Chloe Gu shows that children 
will treat PP’s conjunctively and resist recursion (see Gu 2008). 
 
(25) Father: Up in the shelf in the closet 

Child: yeah 
Father: can you say that 
Child: up in the shelf in the closet  
Father: very good, up in the shelf in the closet in the kitchen, can you say that 
Child: yeah, up in the # up in the # what 
Father: up in the shelf in the closet in the kitchen 
Child: up in the shelf in the # what 
Father: closet 
Child: in the closet in the kitchen 
Father: in the jar up in the shelf? can you say that? 
Child: I can’t 
Father: you can 
Child: in the jar # say in the jar 
Child: up in the shelf in the jar in the closet in the kitchen 

 
 Note that the PPs are now conjoined (in the shelf and in the jar), rather than 
recursively embedded (the shelf is not in the jar). It would be good to gather ex-
perimental evidence on this point. The experiment is easy to see: Put a box on a 
shelf and one on the floor, and a book in each. Then ask: “Show me the book in 
the box on the shelf”. If children treat the question as conjoined, they will point to 
both the book in the box on the shelf and the one on the floor. As we will see, this 
response is found with possessives. 
 
3.3. Recursive Possessives 
 
Naturalistic acquisition data on recursive possessives suggests that they are diffi-
cult (see Roeper 2007 for more examples): 
 
(26) MOTHER:  What’s Daddy’s Daddy’s name? 

SARAH:   uh. 
MOTHER:  What’s Daddy’s Daddy’s name? 
SARAH:   uh. 
MOTHER:  What is it? 

What’d I tell you? 
Arthur! 

SARAH:   Arthur! Dat my cousin. 
MOTHER:  Oh no, not your cousin Arthur. 

Grampy’s name is Arthur.  
Daddy’s Daddy’s name is Arthur. 

 SARAH:   (very deliberately) No, dat my cousin. 
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MOTHER:  oh. 
What’s your cousin’s Mumma’s name? 
What’s Arthur’s Mumma’s name? 

MOTHER:  What’s Pebbles-’ momma’s name? 
SARAH:   Wilma.  
MOTHER:  Wilma… yeah. 

And what’s Bam+Bam’s daddy’s name? 
SARAH:   Uh, Bam+Bam! 
MOTHER:  No, what’s Bam+Bam’s daddy’s name? 
SARAH:   Fred! 
MOTHER:  No, Barney. 
SARAH:   Barney. 
MOTHER:  What’s his mumma’s name? 
SARAH:   She’s right here. 

 
Sarah is resisting a recursive understanding although all the pragmatic support 
and world-knowledge she needs is close at hand. 

A long dialogue where a father tries to get a child to simply repeat a recursive 
possessive shows that the child understands the meaning, but converts the 
possessive into a single possessive with a compound (see Roeper 2007): 
 
(27) FATHER:  How about the Dukes of Hazard’s boy’s car? 

CHILD:   Yeah. 
FATHER:  What is it called? 
CHILD:   The boy’s Dukes of Hazard car. 
FATHER:  No, not the boy’s Dukes of Hazard. 

It’s the Dukes of Hazard’s boys.   
Can you say that? Dukes of Hazard’s boy’s car? 

CHILD: The boys Dukes of Hazard car. (repeated several more times) 
 
A 6-year-old, though, produces one with ellipsis (marked by the transcriber as 
possessive and not plural based on context): 
 
(28) where’s Toto’s girl’s ____ 
 
The child initially finds any way possible to resist the interpretation that 
recursion demands. The favored move is to convert a recursive sentence into 
conjunctions as data below indicate. 
 
3.3.1. Possessives Explored 
 
In a series of explorations by various students and colleagues we began to pursue 
the question experimentally. The first step is to invent a context where several 
options are available and equally plausible. The first was invented by Sarah 
Gentile (2003), who gave a child three pictures based on familiar Sesame Street 
characters, but no story was presented (adults were tested in the next study). 
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(29) A. Picture of Cookie Monster 
B. Picture of Cookie Monster and his sister 

  C. Picture of his sister 
 “Can you show me Cookie Monster’s sister’s picture?” 
 
The results showed that about one third of the 3- to 4-year-olds took the conjunc-
tive reading (Cookie Monster’s and sister’s picture) and chose Picture B. 
 In the next experiment by Maxi Limbach, children and L2 German speakers 
whose L1 has possessives but no recursion, were given a series of stories, like this 
one, where both options are equally attractive: 
 
(30) Context story example for screen setting: 

Jane has a nice blue bike and Jane’s father Gordon has a racing bike. When they do 
a tour together, they have another bike which they can ride together. Sam has a red 
bike and his father Paul has a silver bike. 

 
After a presentation of all bikes and actors (Fig. 1), the bikes were then shown in 
separate pictures and participants chose which fit “Jane’s father’s bike”. 
 
            Bikes:   Racing   tandem  blue 
               father’s   both   Jane’s 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1:  Recursive and conjunctive options for recursive possessives 
 
 Subjects who were either native (NS) or non-native speakers (NNS) were 
involved: 25 American English-speakers and 23 German university L2 students. 
26 children were divided into three age groups — nine 3-year-olds (average age: 
3;7), eight 4-year-olds (average age: 4;5), and nine 5-year-olds (average age: 5;7). 
NNS adults gave a conjoined reading or dropped one of the possessives (38%, 
compared with 37% for the 5-year-olds). It is noteworthy that the 5-year-olds 
gave 22% conjoined readings, while the NNS adults gave only 8%, preferring 
30% of the time to drop the first or second possessive. Here are overall results 
(see Limbach & Adone 2010 for further analysis): 
 

 
Table 1:  Results 

 All Correct Middle 
drop 

First 
drop 

Random 
(unrelated) Conjunctive Confusion 

5-y.o. 32 19 (59%) 3 (9%) 2 (6%) 0 7 (22%) 1 (3%) 
4-y.o. 23 16 (70%) 1 (4%) 1 (4%) 0 4 (17%) 1 (4%) 
3-y.o. 32 18 (56%) 6 (19%) 2 (6%) 0 3 (9%) 3 (9%) 
Adult 
(NS) 109 90 (83%) 2 (2%) 11 (10%) 1 (1%) 5 (4%) 41 missing 
Adult 
(NNS) 102 63 (62%) 10 (10%) 12 (12%) 9 (8%) 8 (8%) 36 missing 
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Moreover, L2 speakers of English persistently claim that recursive possessives 
are difficult, and triple recursion virtually impossible.19  

Why should it be hard to go beyond the single possessive? We note that 
possessive is a form of case assignment20 in many grammars and it bears thematic 
roles in nominalizations that have nothing to do with possession (the enemy’s 
destruction of the city). Other thematic roles cannot expand by recursion. For 
instance we cannot expand Agent or Theme in that manner: *The wall was built by 
the company by the government meaning via the agency of the government the 
agency of the company caused the wall to be built. Recursive agency cannot 
attach to possessive agents either: *The government’s company’s building of the wall. 
Such a sentence could mean the company owned by the government but not the 
company caused by the government to build. Once again, capturing the semantic 
side of the interface is a critical challenge to both the theory and the acquisition 
process. 
 
3.3.2. Japanese 
 
Now we look at a pilot experiment on recursive possessives in Japanese where, 
for the first time, four level recursion has been explored by Fujimuri (2010). In 
Japanese we have a structure similar to English but marked by no: 
 
(31) a.  John’s brother’s car.        English 

b.  John no  otouto no  kuruma.    Japanese 
John ‘s  brother ‘s  car 

 
 A simple set-up was matched by a picture sequence that allowed the re-
lations to be easily kept in mind. 
 
(32) The story (told in Japanese): 

 This girl is Mika and this is her dog. This boy is Mika’s friend and his name is 
Kenta. This is Kenta’s dog. This is Mika’s brother and his name is Sho. And this is 
his dog. This is Sho’s friend, Yuki and this is her dog. And look, everyone is 
holding a ball. 

 
Alongside the story, the pictures of all actors were shown: 
 

                                                
    19 It is interesting that even among professional linguists for whom English is not native, who 

have intellectual understanding (by their own testimony) does not make them able to pro-
duce them in conversation. 

    20 Pointed out to me by Uli Sauerland (p.c.). 
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      Kenta   Mika 
 
 
 
 
 
           Sho  Yuki 
 
Figure 2:  Pictures for multiple possessives in Japanese 
 
(33)  single possessive questions: 

1. What color is Mika’s ball? — Orange. 
2. What color is Kenta’s flower? — Yellow. 
3. What color is Sho’s shirt? — Red. 
 double possessive questions: 
4. What color is Mika’s dog’s ball? — Black. 
5. What color are Mika’s brother’s shoes? — Yellow. 
6. What color is Sho’s friend’s ball? — White. 
 triple possessive questions: 
7. What color is Mika’s friend’s dog’s ball? — Purple. 
8. What color is Mika’s brother’s friend’s flower? — Red. 
9. What color is Sho’s friend’s dog’s tail? — Black. 
 quadruple possessive question: 
10. What color is Mika’s brother’s friend’s dog’s ball? — Yellow. 

 
Table 2 summarizes the responses of the seven children for the 10 questions: 
 

 child 1 child 2 child 3 child 4 child 5 child 6 child 7 
Age 2;5.26 3;2.1 4;3.18 4;4.8 5;2,13 5;7.18 6;0.13 
Q1 ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 
Q2 ○ × × ○ ○ ○ ○ 
Q3 ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 
Q4 × × ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ 
Q5 × × × × ○ × ○ 
Q6 × × × ○ × ○ ○ 
Q7 × × × ○ × ○ ○ 
Q8 × × × ○ × ○ ○ 
Q9 × × × × × ○ ○ 
Q10 × × × ○ × ○ ○ 
Key: O = success, X = failure 

Table 2:  Two, three, and four embedded recursive possessives for Japanese children 
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Again, the youngest children correctly get a single possessive but then fail. With 
the exception of example 5 (about shoes, not balls) and child 5 (who manages 
double but not triple recursive structures), what stands out is that those children 
who master 3-part possessives (33.7–9) and have no difficulty with 4-part 
possessives (33.10). The 2-part possessives (33.4–6) are likewise grasped almost at 
the same time as 3- and 4-part possessives by three quarters of all children, all 
below 7 years of age, clearly much younger than the L2 college students. 
 What role do the pictures play? One might observe that they give us a 
visual hook with which to keep track of all the relations. They are an additional 
cognitive guide to the meaning. While this is correct, it is not a substitute for 
grammar, as the child dialogue above, where meaning (whose car) is understood, 
but recursive expression of it is difficult. If we had the conjoined version, 
 
(34) “Show me Mika’s and brother’s and friend’s and dog’s ball.” 
 
it would call for us to point to all of their balls (which is more work) and not just 
the final one, just as our first example elicited a reference to Cookie Monster’s and 
sister’s pictures. 
 This is precisely what transpired with the younger children who failed to 
grasp the recursive sentences. When there were more than one possessive, child 
2’s answers were more than one. For example, for the question, “What color is 
Sho’s friend’s ball?”, his answer was “This and this and this”, and he pointed to 
Sho’s ball, Sho’s dog’s ball, and his friend, Yuki’s ball. Other answers among the 
younger children involved deleting one or more possessive.21 
                                                
    21 In a larger experiment just completed, 26 Japanese children (seven 3-year-olds, eight 4-year-

olds, seven 5-year-olds, and four 6-year-olds) were tested by Roeper et al. (in progress) with 
the same basic format. Similar results were obtained with intriguing further detail, but a full 
analysis must still be done. 

In brief, the children were given three pictures and asked 16 questions involving 1- to 4-
level recursion (three 1-POSS, five 2-POSS, four 3-POSS, and four 4-POSS). The sentences 
were linked to pictures where every person or animal had a hat and a balloon of a variety of 
colors, with questions like: 

 
(i)  What is the color or Shiro’s child’s friend’s dog’s balloon?   4-POSS 
(ii)  What is the color of Murasaki’s friend’s dog’s balloon?   3-POSS 
(iii)  What is the color of Orenji’s dog’s balloon?       2-POSS 

 
11 children showed mastery (80–100%) of 1- and 2-POSS and showed 50–100% correct at 3-
and 4-POSS level recursion, showing that they could in general handle recursion. Interes-
tingly, there was no difference in ability at 3- and 4-level cases. This suggests that an 
incremental parsing theory cannot account for the difference. Errors often involved deleting 
one element (which we saw with L2 speakers). This suggests that keeping track of names is 
an independent challenge beyond recursion, 4 children failed to get 1-level possessives right  
and 22 got 100% of 1-POSS correct. 4 children got 1-POSS right 100%, but only 2 out of 5 2-
POSS cases. This is exactly what the hypothesis that recursion is a separate operation pre-
dicts. 7 children get 3 out of 5 2-POSS cases right, but very low success on 3- and 4-POSS. 
This is not exactly what the hypothesis that recursion allows 2-, 3-, and 4-POSS cases equally 
would predict. Informal discussion with L2 speakers who find these difficult suggests that 
they have some ‘strategy’ to compute a second POSS, but they are unable to handle three — 
indicating that real recursion is not yet in place. 

Further observations include that relational nouns, like friend’s, might seem to be a point 
of confusion. We think that part–whole sequences may be where children first have success 
where phrasal nouns are modified: the big house’s, small porch’s, back swing’s color. The micro-
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 In sum, we have pointed out evidence that the acquisition of recursion is 
not immediate, but that once recursion is acquired, there is not a significant 
processing demand producing a difference between 3- and 4-level possessives. 
 
3.4. Verbal Compounds 
 
Snyder (1995) showed that 3- to 4-year-olds produce novel two-word compounds 
and Hiramatsu et al. (2002) showed that the ability was productive. For verbal 
compounds, Hiraga (2010) found that children at the age of 4 to 5 years were 
easily able to understand and produce a single verbal compound: When asked 
“What is someone who pulls a wagon?”, they provided the answer “Wagon-
puller”, corroborating claims in Clark (1993). Novel compounds like “I’ll be the 
lunch-bringer” occur as well at 4 years. When Hiraga sought to see if recursive 
compounds were possible, much greater difficulty was encountered. Only by the 
6- to 7-year-old range did children show clear ability to comprehend. Here is one 
of the stories and the picture that accompanied it: 
 
(35) Kitty makes a great machine. The machine pours tea into many cups at once. 

Bunny bought the machine from Kitty, so Bunny only makes tea and doesn’t have 
to pour it. The machine pours tea into five cups at once, so Bunny’s sisters and 
brothers can drink it. Doggy doesn’t have the machine, so he makes and pours tea 
himself. One of them said “I am a tea pourer maker”.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: “Which one is the tea-pourer-maker? Why?” 
 
 
 The conjunctive reading is interpreted by 6-year-olds as: “Because he 
makes and pours tea”. Examples of recursive interpretation follow: 
 
(36) a. tea pour maker (N.I. at 6;11.2): 

 “because she pours, actually, she made the machine that pours tea” 

 b. tea pourer maker (N.I. at 6;11.2): 
  “because he makes the machine that pours tea” 
                                                

conditions that provide triggering recursive environments for children are needed to see 
exactly what moves the child along the acquisition path. 
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(37) tea pourer maker (I.R. at 6;5.4): 
“because she made the machine that can pour tea” 

 
(38) tea pourer maker (P.H. at 5;11.20): 

“because he made the machine that could pour it for you” 
 
Other examples with stories included the following: 
 
(39) pencil sharpener spiller,  picture taker liker,  bottle opener breaker,  tea lover taker 
 
These examples feel intuitively more difficult for adults as well, but 9 out of 10 
adults gave 89% correct answers; only 2 out of 45 gave a conjunctive reading.22 
 A question arises: Why should this form of recursion be so much later than 
adjective recursion (second green ball)? Why does it feel more difficult to adults? 
Noun compounds [school lunch box] are much more frequent than recursive 
verbal compounds [bread-baker watching]. This means that, although just a few can 
trigger the process, their rarity could affect when they appear. This does not offer 
a full explanation of delay however. 
 We argue elsewhere that the derivational path is relevant: It is a reflection 
of leftward movement operations and Relativized Minimality (see Friedmann et 
al. 2009). In effect, in tea-pourer-maker one compound with –er must ‘cross over’ 
another –er [maker of tea-pourer → tea-pourer-maker]. Cross-over may explain part 
of why left-branch verbal compounds are especially difficult, but recursion itself 
seems to be the problem where no cross-over is present in rightward forms of 
recursion, as in adjectives and PPs and, as we now discuss, complements.  
 
3.5. Sentence Complements 
 
Finally, we add sentence complements to our overview, although they engage 
many more aspects of grammar than simply recursion. The first observation to 
make is that children appear to acquire infinitives very quickly in a recursive 
form, although they are arguably not phases, and certainly do not contain 
propositional content. A cursory search reveals recursive infinitives as early as 
age 2;4, but a careful study of their emergence would be very useful. Here are 
examples from a broad search of the database of children below 4;6 (Adam was 
between 3;6 and 4;6), although exact ages are not obtainable. 
 
(40) Naomi (2;4):  to go to sleep 

Adam 27*CHI: what you use to carve [?] it to do what? 
Adam30.cha:  l want to go to sleep and stand up 
Adam 54*CHI: here (.) we going to have to build one with another string on it. 
Anne 34b*CHI: you have to get this one to go as_well. 
stp2.cha:    here am I going to get to put the chimney 

                                                
    22 A kind of conjunctive reading (i.e. or) is possible if one takes a ‘slash’ interpretation, as in 

This is a printer/copier. When the experiment was designed, we were unaware of this option, 
and it is interesting that it was not taken more often by adults. 
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boys44.cha:   when I got bigger then I’m going to get to go 
cha:*CHI:   dad you’re suppose to try to get it on me 
e21.cha:*CHI:  Now I’m going to try to touch your knee 
aran 29*CHI:  I went to climb the house to see them. 
*CHI:     I want to get to see. 
nic34b.cha*CHI: you have to go to sleep now. 
liz22b*CHI:   this one [* 0is] going to go down to drink 

 
How come these forms emerge at such an early point? Do they really represent a 
series of phases? Evidence of this kind may fit the notion that infinitives are not 
phases, but much more argument is needed. 
 Nonetheless when we turn to tensed complements, we both find some at 
the 4- to 5-years range (from Adam, 4;5 to 4;8) just a few earlier, though a more 
thorough search would be useful: 
 
(41) Danilo 3.2    I think Daddy says he wears underpants 

adam45.cha:*CHI: he thought those guns were coming from outside him 
adam45.cha:*CHI: he thought I said something (a)bout… window 
adam52.cha:*CHI: he thought # bad people would get him 

I thought you said they gonna be warm 
 
These forms might, however, be represented by a recursive adjunct that is not 
really sentential, much like: 
 
(42) to me and for you they gonna be warm 
 
Diessel (2005) argues that the early forms of I think simply mean maybe. We must 
establish that each clause is really embedded inside the other, as we do next. 
 In fact, when we look at real comprehension, we find that children resist 
complementation. Even when the momentum of the story is clear, the children 
‘anti-pragmatically’ resist embedding. Hollebrandse et al. (2008) with 18 children 
(6;3–6;11, mean: 6;9) have shown that they have no difficulty giving single com-
plement answers for situations with sentences like: “Dad is talking to Billy about 
moving his tools. Dad tells Billy that Jane said that hammers are too heavy. What 
did Jane say?” Children easily respond “hammers are too heavy”. 
 However, when the higher verb is needed to make sense of the question, 
implying recursive subordination, correct answers fall off sharply. Thus among 
children as old as 6, only one third provide the recursive answer, although the 
meaning is very misleading if you do not in the following story. Because 
conjunction can deliver the same inference, we sought each time to find a 
meaning that guarantees embedded recursive structure: 
 
(43) Jane talks to mom. She is having a fight with Billy on the phone. Jane tells mom 

that Billy said that all sisters are stupid. What did Jane tell mom? 
 
Confronted with a drawing depicting the setting (Fig. 4), the two possible res-
ponses would be the ones given in (44): 
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(44) Single complement:   [said] “that all sisters are stupid” 
Recursive complement: [tell Mom] “that Billy said that all sisters are stupid”. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4:  Two complement sentential recursion experimental illustration 
 
 
 The experiment is constructed anti-pragmatically because if she gives a 
single complement answer (“all sisters are stupid”), then she condemns herself. 
Here are the results: 
 
(45) 23% irrelevant, 34% single, 33% recursive 
 
Thus, these children, until the age of 6, despite being invited by the momentum 
of the story to oppose the boy by mentioning that he is the speaker, offer a single 
clause or an irrelevant answer in two thirds of the answers. This leads to the clear 
conclusion that a single complement answer is not represented in the same man-
ner as a recursive complement. 

 In sum, the children allow a single possessive, single adjective, single 
complement preferentially as the first step. The second step involves a direct-
recursion conjoined response. Finally we obtain an indirect recursive response. 
 
 
4. Generalized Transformations and Tree-Adjoining Grammar 
 
Now we need to address the question squarely of what change could occur to 
shift from a conjunctive representation to a recursive one. In principle, recursion 
is an automatic consequence in a phrase-structure rule system. If one category 
contains another, then what would block the generation of recursive forms? Thus 
if I have, 
 
(46) John said S2  
 
and I realize S2 as NP – VP and choose Bill said for VP, then I automatically 
introduce another VP — and it is raining is possible, giving: 
 
(47) John said Bill said it is raining.  
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Under this formalism, we must stop this core process from occurring. 
 If the initial representation, however, were not an expandable S-node, then 
the derivation could be constrained to a single complement.23 In fact, Perfors et al. 
(2011) have suggested that children might begin with a direct subcategorization 
of complement structure that avoids recursion:24 
 
(48) NP think NP verb NP 
 
This would predict that the child’s progress to other forms would occur step by 
step, just like matrix clauses emerge step-by-step. For instance, the passive form, 
 
(49) John thinks NP was V+ed by NP 
 
would have to be separately acquired. Then at some point — a critical point in 
the biology of the organism — the list of possible structures becomes unecono-
mical and the child substitutes S or CP for the whole list. At that point recursion 
would be present and nothing could stop it: John thinks that Bill thinks that Fred 
believes… And each additional instance would not be costly. Capturing that act of 
substitution is a fundamental acquisition ability. It is not automatically represen-
ted in UG. 

This substitution approach has independent plausibility when one con-
siders, for instance, how V2 develops (and historical evolution has similarities, 
see Westergaard 2009). Children begin with locative–verb–subject (da isst er ‘there 
eats he’), then other forms, like conjunctions appear (Conj–V–subj) (nun kann ich 
‘now can I’), but only at a late stage does the child acquire full V2, allowing Obj–
verb–subj (Fleisch isst er ‘meat eats he’)25 with XP–verb–subj, where V2 is defined 
entirely in categorical terms as XP followed by V. In English, V2 exists but in 
lexical, not categorical terms. Only verbs of speaking are involved: “Nothing” 
                                                
    23 We know that in other environments recursion is blocked, as in evaluatives: 

 
(i)  John knew Bill to be a fool. 
(ii)     * John knew Fred to know Bill to be a fool. 

 
Evaluatives involve personal experience, as in: 

 
(iii)  John knew Fred to be a liar. 

 
which contrast with propositional complements which allow recursion: 

 
(iv)  John knew that Fred was a liar. 
(v)  John knew that Bill knew that Fred was a liar. 

 
Therefore, the grammar must have a method to block recursion for evaluative comple-

ments. This happens automatically if we turn the logic around: the grammar should not 
allow recursion unless there is an explicit example. 

    24 Tenenbaum and colleagues see this form of incrementalism as linked to data-processing 
procedures derived from general learning psychological theories. The critical moment of 
substitution suggests the opposite from my perspective: the move to a higher order category 
like Sentence, or CP, or any category that covers a superficially heterogeneous set of strings 
into a single higher category node label only succeeds by positing an organism with an in-
nate bias toward specific abstract categories like CP. It would be a mistake to put all pheno-
mena into one generalization: think [X]. Then: He thinks quickly and He thinks he is sleeping 
would lead to a generalization that had quickly and He is sleeping as one (sentence?) category. 

    25 See Roeper (1999), Yang (2002); also Wexler (to appear), de Villiers & Roeper (to appear). 
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screamed Bill. Notably, it does not allow recursion: *””nothing” screamed Bill” 
screamed John. Non-recursion follows if we generalize a local notion of subcatego-
rization, allowing lexically specific or low-level categories to be locally generated. 
This is what allows idioms and very limited clausal subcategorization to exist in 
adult language: 
 
(50) a. you were supposed to do that 

b.   * I supposed you to do that. 
 
where suppose only allows the passivized form to take a complement. Such 
lexically restrictions never extend into recursive domains and no category exists 
that could expand into recursion. 

TAG develops a notion of substitution where a non-recursive node is 
substituted for by a recursive node. However, this operation of substitution in 
acquisition is not identical to those in TAG because the criterion of Label Identity 
is not met: “[T]he substitution operation imposes a requirement of label identity 
between the root of the substituted elementary tree and the substitution site” 
(Frank 2006: 149). 

It is, though, a fundamental aspect of microscopic steps in acquisition 
growth. Therefore we have to have a more powerful method for the acquisition 
device to establish equivalence between a string and a higher category: 
 
(51) Acquisition Substitution Algorithm 

Substitute a UG Category for a set of strings 
 
This is where innate UG assumptions are needed to make acquisition efficient. 
We need a substantive notion of S(entence) allowing the projection of a higher 
category from a set of possible strings with T(ense) and VP at the core: NP T VP 
→ S. This question is really the acquisition version of how we develop a Labeling 
Algorithm, which Chomsky (2008) has proposed, but which remains largely 
unarticulated. This challenge reaches to the heart of linguistic theory because the 
system must not allow a nominalization, for instance, to be analyzed as a 
sentence. If it did, then the child would generalize John eats Bill’s cooking into eat 
(S) which would incorrectly allow the generation of *John eats Bill cooks. 
 TAG proposes a more general form of substitution that may be useful for 
other cases:  

I will adopt the two operations of the Tree Adjoining Grammar (TAG) 
formalism: substitution and adjoining […]. Given two independently derived 
pieces of structure, the substitution operation inserts one along the peri-
phery (or frontier) of the other at a node, called the substitution site. One can 
think of substitution as an operation which rewrites a node along the fron-
tier of one structure as another piece of structure (called an elementary tree).  

(Frank 2006: 149)  
This approach obeys a principle of Label Identity: 
 

I assume the Condition on Elementary Tree Minimality (CETM), according 
to which the heads in an elementary tree must form part of the extended 
projection of a single lexical head, following the notion of extended pro-
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jection of Grimshaw (2000). As a result, the lexical array underlying an ele-
mentary tree must include a lexical head and may include any number of 
functional heads that are associated with that lexical head.  (Frank 2006: 151)  

We suggest that a simple form of projecting a Maximal Projection instead of a 
single lexical category is a natural projection of this substitution: 
 
(52)     NP 
   3 
 POSS       N 
 
and we now make POSS into an MP with a SPEC position: 
 
(53)        DP 
      3 
 POSS-P    NP 
          3 
      Spec      POSS 
       1        1 
       DP          ‘s 
 
And this will automatically allow in principle a recursive projection. If [Spec, 
POSS-P] carries a feature that allows D projection, a DP can be projected and re-
cursion is launched. Thus a specific operation would be present to accomplish 
this goal. 
 We argue in effect that the addition of new projections both allows 
recursion and reflects a distinct computational act along the acquisition path. 
Once introduced into the grammar, however, each further instance will be 
automatic and therefore we do not predict that the shift from two to three to four 
embeddings will cause a serious online increase in difficulty. Under classic 
Generalized Transformations, each time a complex POSS phrase is added, a 
substitution must occur, which if translated into a processing account, would 
predict incremental difficulties. Longer sentences always produce some parsing 
complexity, but our evidence suggests that additional possessives do not 
complicate matters. Therefore, in this case, the acquisition substitution into the 
equivalent of rewriting rules is sufficient. 
 
4.1. Relative Clause Substitution 
 
Frank’s account of relative clause attachment is similar: 
 
(54) S → DP1 VP ⇒  John like 

VP → V DP2 ⇒  John liked the cat. 
 
 However, independent of this form we have a second rule: 
 
(55) DP3 → NP S 
 
which carries a branching node and a meaning that allows the relative clause to 
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restrict the range of reference, therefore to participate in the interpretation of the 
DP. Thus TAG allows the generation of two forms: 
 
(56) Sentence: DP1 [the rat] VP [hit] DP2 [the cat] 

DP3 [the cat] Sentence [that I like] 
 
and the second tree is inserted by substitution of DP3 for DP2 into the first: 
 
(57)         S 
       4 
   DP       VP 
 #      4 
    the cat      hit          DP       DP 
          #    3 
             the rat      D       NP 
                1     3 
                 the  N    S 
                    1   %  
                     rat that pushed the bear 
 
Without the substitution, the relative clause automatically attaches as an adjunct 
to the Root node and we have exactly conjunction as we found in the examples 
above and as Goodluck (1981) argued, who said that was treated as and: 
 
(58)      S    (that) and      S 
 %      %  
 the cat hit the rat      pushed the bear 
 
Predictably, as the earliest results showed (Tavakolian 1981), the relative clause is 
typically interpreted with reference to the subject the cat instead of the rat by 
children in the 3- to 4-year-old range.26 
 
4.2. Labeling Algorithm 
 
The notion of substitution of a complex form interacts with the current lively 
question of how labels are determined. If our proposal is carried forth, it will 
require that the Labeling Algorithm be one that fits this move (see Chomsky 
2008). Capturing the acquisition path might in fact be an important criterion to 
evaluate the formulation of a labeling algorithm. In effect it would be a method 
whereby recursive nodes could look different from non-recursive ones which in 
turn would fit the claim we make that the acquisition path for recursion involves 
a critical step beyond recognition of the basic syntactic category. The acquisition 
path should reflect upon the notational choices made in linguistic theory. 
 
 

                                                
    26 Many grammars (Keenan & Comrie 1977) allow a final relative clause, attached to the root, 

to be interpreted either with the subject or the object. 
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5. The Experience of Recursion 
 
We are now in a position to answer the question raised by William Snyder and 
me in a series of papers examining the appearance in naturalistic data of 
recursive compounds, possessives, adjectives, and serial verbs. We advanced the 
hypothesis that children must ‘experience’ recursion in order to allow it in their 
language (Roeper & Snyder 2004, 2005). We had no statement about what impact 
the experience of recursion would cause. 
 This hypothesis followed from the observations above, that single instances 
of possessives, adjectives, and compounds in a language did not guarantee 
recursion.27 If we now argue that recursive nodes are discernibly different from 
non-recursive nodes, then the argument that experience is necessary is clearly 
justified. A consequence, of course, is that such triggers are rare, and hence we 
can predict that they may arise late or in a non-uniform fashion among children. 
The number of times one hears coffee-maker in comparison to coffee-maker-maker is 
obviously small. If recursion is the primary form of productivity in grammar, the 
rare evidence for recursion becomes a powerful demonstration that frequency is 
not a primary factor in advancing productive powers in grammar. In fact, child-
ren occasionally spontaneously create recursion in new environments, but not 
often, suggesting that the experience requirement is correct.28 
 This leads to the question whether language-specific recursion is a margi-
nal phenomenon — as much of the public controversy would suggest (Everett, to 
appear) — or whether recursion is the fundamental pivot, the axis which forces 
productivity and allows an efficient flow of thoughts into language. 
 It is not simply an abstract question. A close look supports the latter view. 
Recursive operations operate upon hierarchical structures. Those labeled hierar-
chical structures represent a range of abstractions that allow some productivity. 
Identifying a node with an NP allows any NP to occupy that node. As we have 
seen, subcategorization (which applies to verbs but also to other lexical items) 
allows the hierarchy to be overruled by lexically specific information. Thus, the 
verb crane allows only necks as an object; you cannot *crane your elbow. Recursion, 
once recognized by the child, never allows this constraint: It operates only on 
grammatical categories. A single complement may be an idiom: John knows what’s 
what. It is not possible for know to project such an idiom into a recursive domain, 
that is, over another clause: *John knows Bill thought what’s what. 
 The recognition of recursion is an automatic liberation from searching for 
idiomatic subcategorizations. And it relegates exceptional constructions to sec-
ondary grammars. Under the Multiple Grammars approach (see Roeper 1999), a 
signal feature of the presence of a sub-grammar is the absence of recursion. An 
example again is V2 in English, discussed above, which applies to quotations 
(“Nothing” said Bill) and stylistic inversion (In the room ran John) — but notably 
neither allows recursion. 
 This bifurcation between recursive and non-recursive rules gives the child 
                                                
    27 The idea originated with the observation about productivity from Namiki (1994) that only 

those grammars with recursive compounds had productive compounds. 
    28 For example, a 4-year-old said Here is another another box, where adults would say ‘yet 

another box’. See my Prism of Grammar (Roeper 2007) for a few other examples. 
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a means to assemble his core grammar and exclude marginal exceptions. Before 
specific nodes, entailing recursion are recognized, it is commonly suggested 
(Roeper 1992, Tomasello 2003) that there is a great deal of lexical specificity that 
blocks or limits easy overgeneralizations. To return to our possessive example, 
the child may first represent possessives in both English and German with a con-
straint on human or animate possession. Independently assembling examples of 
early possessives, from Galasso (1999), here is what we find: 
 
(59) a. i.  I want me bottle. Where me Q-car? That me car. Have me show. Me 

turn. Me cat. Me pen. (2;6–2;8) 
 ii. No you train. It’s you pen. It’s you kite. It you house? (3;2) 
 iii. I want to go in him house. Him bike is broken. It’s him house. 
b. Lexical 
 i.  Mine banana. Mine bottle. Mine car. Mine apple. Mine pasta (2;4) 
 ii. My car. (3x at 2;4) My pasta. I want my key. It is my t.v. 
 

(60) Single Poss 
[whose hat is that] “Mrs. Wood’s” (2.7) 

Jensen & Thornton (2007) 
 
They are all human possessors (no cases like the car’s tire) and, of course, none are 
recursive. Therefore at Stage 1, the English and German child may have the same 
grammar. When the child re-analyzes the possessive to allow recursion, as we 
saw above, then the grammars diverge, and lexical constraints on the nature of 
the NP are dropped. Thus we suggest that it is exactly recursion which enables 
the child to generate a grammar where English and German diverge. 
 
 
6. Conclusion 
 
Our focus has been various language-particular forms of recursion. We have seen 
a variety of evidence of a default conjunctive interpretation that can be captured 
by Direct Recursion: the included possessives, PPs, adjectives, and complements. 
 We claimed that the core analysis lies in a combination of Indirect Recur-
sion and SMT, the Strong Minimalist Thesis. Finally, we sought to explain why 
recursion is not immediate via the proposal that Generalized Transformations 
cause the definition of recursive nodes to be distinct from non-recursive ones 
such that an operation of Substitution is necessary, as proposed in TAG: 
 Implicit in the study are several broader claims: 
 
A. If variation exists in where languages allow recursion, then an acquisition 

challenge exists. 

B. The grammar, not simply processing, can be engaged in formally specific 
ways to capture this acquisition path which, moreover, provide insights 
into the formalisms themselves. 
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C. The time-course of each form of recursion may be a function of how much 
exposure is involved, the nature of the derivation, the intersection with 
morphology, and other factors. 

D. The representation of recursion critically involves an interface with 
interpretation — via phases and the SMT — which we take to be an innate 
interface. 

E. Our mode of argumentation, given the obscurity of the process and the 
evidence, is to include small amounts of suggestive evidence if they point 
in the same direction and contribute to a deeper generalization, or acquisi-
tion hypothesis. This then invites a more thorough program of research. 

 
 In sum, we argue that the child seeks many kinds of recursion as the core of 
syntactic productivity. 
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Language is a faculty specific to humans. It is characterized by hierarchical, 
recursive structures. The processing of hierarchically complex sentences is 
known to recruit Broca’s area. Comparisons across brain imaging studies 
investigating similar hierarchical structures in different domains revealed 
that complex hierarchical structures that mimic those of natural languages 
mainly activate Broca’s area, that is, left Brodmann area (BA) 44/45, whereas 
hierarchically structured mathematical formulae, moreover, strongly recruit 
more anteriorly located region BA 47. The present results call for a model of 
the prefrontal cortex assuming two systems of processing complex hierar-
chy: one system determined by cognitive control for which the posterior-to-
anterior gradient applies active in the case of processing hierarchically struc-
tured mathematical formulae, and one system which is confined to the post-
erior parts of the prefrontal cortex processing complex syntactic hierarchies 
in language efficiently. 
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1. Introduction 
 
In the long-standing discussion of what it means to be human, language has 
always been considered a major component. Recently, the debate has clustered 
around the question to what extent recursion can be considered as the crucial 
part of language distinguishing human language from other communicative 
systems (Hauser et al. 2002, Jackendoff & Pinker 2005). 
 In the context of this discussion, a number of empirical studies on grammar 
processing have been conducted both in humans and non-human animals. A 
number of these have used very similar grammar types inviting a comparison 
between the different animals and cognitive domains. One of the studies directly 
compared grammar learning in humans and non-human primates, that is, cotton-
top tamarins, and reported that non-human primates can learn a simple probabi-
listic grammar (AB)n, called Finite State Grammar, but not a more complex gram-
                                                
   The research reported here was supported by The German Ministry of Education and 

Research (BMBF) (Grant Nr. 01GW0773). 
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mar AnBn, called Phrase Structure Grammar. 
 The recursive structure AnBn is derived from the two rewriting rules below. 
 
(1) a. Rule 1 S → AB 
 b. Rule 2 S → ASB (a rule for recursion), 
  where S is a non-terminal symbol, and A and B are terminal symbols. 
 
AnBn is derived for example as in (2): 
 
(2) S → (with rule 1) ASB → (with rule 2) AASBB → … (repeating the rule 2) … 

→ An-1SBn-1 → (with rule 1) AnBn 
 
 Humans instead easily learned both types of grammar after short training 
periods (Fitch & Hauser 2004). Interestingly, songbirds were also shown to be 
able to learn both grammar types, but only after extensive training (Gentner et al. 
2006). This finding suggests that different species may used different brain 
systems to solve the same task. The AnBn grammar used in these two studies was 
not declared to be a test for recursion, but it has been taken to be so by some sci-
entists (Perruchet & Rey 2005, Gentner et al. 2006). A recent paper, tries to clarify 
this issue by defining the term ‘recursion’ as a rule “which has the property of 
self-embedding, that is, in which the same phrase type appears on both sides of a 
phrase structure rewrite rule” (Fitch 2010: 78)  
 When considering the biological basis of recursion, one has to take this de-
finition into account. Thus it appears that whether an AnBn grammar is recursive 
depends on the underlying structure. An AnBn grammar could be described as 
recursive, but does not have to. Fitch (2010) discusses that in the latter case, the 
assumed processing mechanism, however, must go beyond a finite-state 
grammar process as it requires “some additional memory mechanism(s) to keep 
track of ‘n’” (p. 87). We will keep this in mind when reporting some recent neuro-
imaging studies in humans which have tried to evaluate the neural basis of pro-
cessing different types of grammar, including embedded structures which unam-
biguously qualify as a test for recursion. These studies used similar syntactic 
structures in artificial grammar, natural language and non-language domains. 
 
 
2. Finite-State vs. Phrase Structure Grammar 
 
In the first neuroimaging experiment referred to here (Friederici et al. 2006a), we 
investigated the neural basis of grammar processing in humans for the two types 
of grammar originally used in the behavioural study by Fitch & Hauser (2004) 
with human and non-human primates, namely an AnBn and an (AB)n grammar 
(see Figure 1). 
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Figure 1:  Processing hierarchy in Artificial Grammar I. Structure of sequences is given in the up-
per row. Category A syllables and Category B syllables used in the sequences as well as ex-
amples of an (AB)n sequence (left) and an AnBn sequence (right) are given in the lower row. 

 
 In this functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) experiment, category 
membership was coded by a particular combination of consonants and vowels, 
and not by pitch information as it was done in the original experiment. Stimulus 
sequences were presented visually syllable-by-syllable (for details see Friederici 
et al. 2006a). The two grammars were learned by different groups of participants 
to prevent possible confusion between the two grammars in the participants. Du-
ring learning, feedback was given. Learning took place two days before scanning. 
 In the scanning session, grammatically correct and incorrect sequences 
were presented. The two grammar types led to different activation patterns. The 
comparison of incorrect versus correct sequences led to activation in the frontal 
operculum for the (AB)n grammar, whereas the comparison of incorrect versus 
correct sequences for the AnBn grammar revealed activation in Broca’s area (BA 
44) in addition to activation in the frontal operculum. This difference was con-
sidered interesting in its own right, but, moreover, to be of special phylogenetic 
importance, since the frontal operculum is considered a phylogenetically older 
cortex than the more laterally located Broca’s area (Sanides 1962). 
 Thus, it appears that the processing of the more complex artificial grammar 
with the AnBn structure recruits the phylogenetically younger cortex, namely 
Broca’s area stronger than the processing of the less complex grammar. Broca’s 
area is known to support syntactic processes in natural language comprehension 
as evidenced in several studies across different languages (for reviews, see 
Friederici 2004, Grodzinksy & Friederici 2006, Vigneau et al. 2006). The sentences 
used in the different studies reviewed in these articles include a broad variety of 
complex syntactic structures such as cleft sentences, passive sentences, scrambled 
sentences and others, thereby suggesting that Broca’s area is involved in the 
processing of complex hierarchically structured sequences. 
 From the data reported in Friederici et al. (2006a), however, it is not clear 
whether participants in this experiment did reconstruct a hierarchical embedded 
structure while processing the AnBn sequences, or whether the AnBn sequences 
were processed by a simple counting mechanism. For example, counting the 
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number of A elements which then have to be followed by the same number of B 
elements. Such a mechanism has been claimed to account for the successful 
processing of the sequences used by Fitch & Hauser (2004) and by Friederici et al. 
(2006a) (see Perruchet & Rey 2005, de Vries et al. 2008). 
 This point is well taken, but given the available literature on syntactic pro-
cessing which systematically shows an involvement of Broca’s area, the observed 
activation in Broca’s area in the present fMRI experiment may suggest that parti-
cipants did build a hierarchical structure on the basis of which the violation was 
detected. But this had to be shown in an additional experiment. Moreover, it had 
to be considered, that the activation in Broca’s area could be due to memory pro-
cesses which are more demanding for the processing of AnBn sequences than for 
the (AB)n sequences used in this study, since the A and B elements were always 
adjacent in the latter sequences, but not in the former. These open issues were ad-
dressed in two subsequent experiments.  
 
 
3. Processing Syntactic Hierarchy 
 
In order to answer the question about the nature of the underlying processes 
when dealing with (AB)n structures, a second fMRI experiment (Bahlmann et al. 
2008) was conducted in which the sequences were build such that hierarchical 
processing for the AnBn structures was induced, e.g., [A1[A2[A3 B3]B2]B1]. Each 
subcategory (e.g., A1, A2, etc.) had more than one member to prevent item-based 
learning. The crucial relations between the dependent elements in the structure 
were coded by phonological parameters of the respective syllables (see Figure 2).  

 

 

Figure 2:  Processing hierarchy in Artificial Grammar II. Structure of sequences is given in the 
upper row. Category A syllables and Category B syllables used in the sequences as well as 
examples of an (AB)n sequence (left) and an AnBn sequence (right) are given in the lower 
row. Each subcategory (i.e. A1, A2, etc.) comprised two syllables. Note that the relation be-
tween An–Bn is defined by the voice-unvoiced dimension of the consonant of the respective 
syllable.  
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 In this experiment, both grammar types were learned by the same 
participants to allow a direct comparison of the two grammar types in a within-
subject design. This also enabled us to conduct analyses for the correct sequences 
only in order to evaluate to what extent the observed activations are triggered by 
grammar processing rather than by the detection grammatical incorrectness. 
 The direct comparison of brain activation for the two grammar types 
indicated activation of Broca’s area (BA 44), both when collapsed over incorrect 
and correct sequences, and also when comparing only the correct sequences of 
the two grammar types (see Table 1 and Figure 4, below). This finding was taken 
to indicate that the processing of complex hierarchical structures in an artificial 
grammar involves Broca’s area. The result provides support for the interpretation 
that the processing of the AnBn structures in the experiment by Friederici et al. 
(2006a) reported above was based on hierarchy building rather than on counting 
plus memory processes needed to keep track of ‘n’. 
 
 
4. Syntactic Hierarchy and Working Memory 
 
As a second open issue in the interpretation of our initial results, was the 
question to what extent the observed brain activation was due to working 
memory involved in the processing of embedded structures, rather than to the 
syntactic structures as such. 
 This question is of particular relevance since verbal working memory is 
known to activate the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex including Broca’s area 
(Jonides et al. 1998, Smith & Jonides 1998, 1999), and since it has been claimed 
that working memory and syntax interact in Broca’s area when syntactically 
complex sentences are processed (Cooke et al. 2001, Santi & Grodzinksy 2007). 
And indeed working memory needs to be considered, as the (AB)n and the AnBn 
structure sequences tested here not only differ in their underlying structure, but 
moreover in the distance between the dependent A-elements and B-elements. In 
the studies reported so far the (AB)n structure, the distance was always short, 
since A and B are adjacent, whereas this was not the case for the AnBn structure 
sequences. Thus, the issue of a possible involvement of memory processes is still 
unresolved by the prior experiments.  
 In a further fMRI study (Makuuchi et al. 2009, Friederici et al. 2009), we 
investigated to what extent activation in Broca’s area is a response to processes of 
syntactic hierarchy or to working memory. Moreover, we wanted to see to what 
extent the brain activation pattern observed for artificial grammar processing 
generalizes to natural language. 
 The study used German as the testing ground as it allows the construction 
of sentences with multiple embeddings similar to the previous artificial grammar 
experiment, e.g., [A1[A2[A3 B3]B2]B1] in the form of subject–verb dependencies, 
e.g., [S1[S2[S3 V3]V2]V1] (Figure 3). In order to disentangle the possible confound of 
the factor syntactic hierarchy and the working memory resources required when 
dealing with long distance dependencies (e.g., A3–B3), we designed a sentence 
reading study in a 2x2 factorial design, with the factors syntactic hierarchy (num-
ber of embeddings) and verbal working memory (distance of dependent elements). 
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Figure 3: 
    (a) Processing hierarchy in Natural Grammar. Top: Schematic view of the different conditions. 

Bottom: Examples of stimulus items for each condition and schematic view of relation bet-
ween subjects (S) and verbs (V) of (embedded) sentences. Dependent items are color-coded 
(red, green, blue). 

    (b) The linguistic description of a sentence used in the natural grammar study (Makuuchi et 
al., in press). This sentence represents the most complex condition (Hierarchical Structure, 
long-distance dependency; compare Figure 2). 

  Key: ADV = adverb, AUX = auxiliary, C = clause, COMP = complementizer, INFL = 
inflection, IP = inflectional phrase, N = noun, NP = noun phrase, PAST = past tense, REL 
= relative pronoun, S = sentence, V = verb, VP = verb phrase. 

 
Syntactic hierarchy, as defined by the number of embeddings, activated Broca’s 
area in the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG). In addition, the left superior temporal 
gyrus (STG) and the superior temporal sulci (STS) indicating that these regions 
are part of the language network (Friederici et al. 2009). A region of interest anal-
ysis of the IFG (Makuuchi et al. 2009) revealed that the main effect of hierarchy 
was located in BA 44 as defined cytoarchitechtonically according to Amunts et al. 
(1999). In contrast, working memory operationalized by the factor distance 
between the dependent elements activated the left inferior frontal sulcus located 
dorsally to Broca’s area (see Table 1 and Figure 4). A functional connectivity an-
alysis revealed that these two areas strongly interact during processing multiple 
embedded sentences. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4:  Schematic view of activation pattern for the main effect of hierarchy in the language do-
main. For Artificial Grammar I and II, the main effect of hierarchy was found in Broca’s 
area (BA 44/45) (Friederici et al. 2006, Bahlmann et al. 2008). For the natural grammar, 
the main effect of hierarchy was located in BA 44 (Makuuchi et al. 2009) and in the post-
erior superior temporal gyrus (pSTG) extending into the superior temporal sulcus (Friede-
rici et al. 2009). 

  Key: BA = Brodmann Area; CS central sulcus; IFS = inferior frontal sulcus; preSMA = pre-
supplementary motor area; STG = superior temporal gyrus. 
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This locus of activation in Broca’s area for the embedded structures coincides 
with the view that Broca’s area supports the processing of syntax in general 
(Grodzinsky & Friederici 2006). Most recently, a subdivision of syntactic compu-
tations within Broca’s area for complex syntactic structures has been demon-
strated with BA 44 activated for center-embedding and for sentences involving 
movement, and BA 45 selectively adapted to movement (Santi & Grodzinksy 
2010). This finding is in line with the results reported by Makuuchi et al. (2009) 
for embedding and by Santi & Grodzinsky (2007) for movement.1 
 In the study by Makuuchi et al. (2009), working memory was neurally seg-
regated from processing center-embedding. The latter recruited BA 44, whereas 
working memory necessary to bind the respective A and B elements during pro-
cessing recruited the inferior frontal sulcus located dorsally to Broca’s area. This 
is in line with studies that report phonological processes and phonologically-
based working memory processes to activate “the dorsal aspect of the inferior 
frontal gyrus near the inferior frontal sulcus” (Poldrack et al. 1999; see also Vig-
neau et al. 2006). 
 Thus, the activation data reported here point towards a functional sub-
division in the inferior frontal cortex with respect to different computational sub-
components necessary to deal with syntactically complex recursive structures.  
 
 
5. Processing Complex Hierarchy in a Non-Language Domain I: 

Visual-Spatial Event Sequences 
 
When considering Broca’s area as a brain region supporting the processing of 
complex structural hierarchies, the question arises whether this function is 
domain-specific or not. A direct way to approach this question is to investigate 
the processing of a hierarchical structure which matches that of the artificial 
grammars on syllable processing in a non-language domain. 
 We therefore conducted an fMRI study on the processing of hierarchical 
structures in a non-language domain (Bahlmann et al. 2009) using sequence struc-
tures just like those in the prior language studies. Category A and B elements 
were abstract visual stimuli whose membership was indicated by shape and 
texture. The dependency between A and B elements was encoded by rotation of 
the respective nonsense shape (see Figure 5).  
 

                                                
    1 Note, that the statement that Broca’s area supports the processing of complex hierarchical 

structures does not speak against the claim that Broca’s area may also subserve the pro-
cessing of non-hierarchical sequences (Petersson et al. 2010). Except for the first study 
reviewed here all findings stem from a direct comparison between a complex hierarchical 
condition with a condition which involves a dependency between adjacent elements. Thus 
Broca’s area is shown to increase its activity as a function of increasing hierarchical com-
plexity. 
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Figure 5:  Processing of hierarchy in visuo-spatial event sequences. Top: Schematic view of the two 

structures. Bottom: Examples of stimuli. The relation between dependent elements is 
defined by rotation (B item has the identical shape as A item, but is spatially rotated). 
Dependency is color-coded (red, green, blue). 

 
 Processing of visual event-sequences in general (adjacent and hierarchical 
dependencies) activated the bilateral parietal lobe. A main effect of hierarchy was 
found for a whole brain analysis in the left pre-central gyrus (BA 6), the right pre-
supplementary motor area and the right caudate. A hypothesis-driven region of 
interest analysis in BA 44 defined by a cytoarchitectonic probability map of area 
44 (Amunts et al. 1999), however, revealed an increase of activation in BA 44 as a 
function of structural hierarchy (see Table 1 below and Figure 4 above). These 
data suggest that parts of the parietal cortex and pre-SMA together with BA 6 
and BA 44 constitute the processing network for structured visual event sequen-
ces, and that BA 44/6 are involved when processing hierarchical dependencies. 
 From the present experiment in conjunction with those reported above, we 
may conclude that Broca’s area receives its domain-specificity as a part of a parti-
cular neural network which differs from domain to domain. For example, Broca’s 
area in a network together with the posterior superior temporal cortex subserves 
the processing of hierarchically complex natural language sentences, whereas 
Broca’s area as part of a larger network involving the pre-motor cortex, the pre-
SMA and parietal regions subserves the processing of non-linguistic visual-
spatial event sequences. 
 The natural language experiment by Makuuchi et al. (2009) most directly 
indicates the BA 44 is part of the neural basis of linguistic recursion. The left 
posterior superior and middle temporal cortex seem to come into play when pro-
cessing natural language sentences which require the assignment of thematic and 
semantic relations (Bornkessel et al. 2005, Snijders et al. 2009, Newman et al. 2010). 
 The present results for the non-language domain indicate that the view that 
Broca’s area supports the processing of syntactic hierarchy in language does not 
preclude the involvement of Broca’s area in other processing domains, be it the 
processing of visual-event sequences (Bahlmann et al. 2009), the processing of 
action sequences (e.g., Pulvermüller & Fadiga 2010), the processing of abstract 
action rules (e.g., Badre et al. 2010), or the processing of hierarchically ordered 
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control signals (e.g., Koechlin & Summerfield 2007). In these cases, however, Bro-
ca’s area is part of a different neural network than the one observed for language 
processing. The view that Broca’s area receives its specificity for syntactic pro-
cesses as part of a specific network has previously been discussed in the literature 
(Friederici 2002, Marcus et al. 2003, Friederici 2006, Petersson et al. 2010). 
 
 
6. Processing Complex Hierarchy in a Non-Language Domain II: 

Mathematical Formulae 
 

Before a general conclusion with respect to the relation between Broca’s area and 
the processing of complex structural hierarchy can be drawn, consideration 
needs to be given to whether the assumed relation also hold for hierarchies that 
do not mimic as the embedded structure used in the previous study. It has been 
proposed that recursion as assumed for language might also underlie mathe-
matics and the processing of mathematical formulae (Hauser et al. 2002, Fitch 
2010).  
 The goal of the next experiment was to see whether Broca’s area is involved 
in the processing of structural hierarchy in mathematical formulae (Friedrich & 
Friederici 2009). There is no doubt that in mathematics, a person familiar with the 
respective rules can make grammaticality judgements such as evaluating the cor-
rectness of a recursive structure. This experiment was, therefore, conducted with 
mathematicians. The formulae used in this experiment had either a hierarchical 
structure or a “linear” structure (see Figure 6). The hierarchical structure of these 
formulae was not primarily determined by embeddedness, but by the number of 
levels in the tree structure.  
 

 
Figure 6:  Processing of mathematical formulae. Top: Schematic view of the two structures. Nodes 

(circled) indicate the operator. Bottom: Examples of stimulus items. 
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 It should be noted that hierarchy in mathematical formulae tends to differ 
from hierarchy in natural languages. Language structures are usually asymmetric 
whereas mathematical structures need not necessarily be so, as exemplified in 
Figures 3b and 6. While Figure 3b displays the linguistic description of a center-
embedded sentence used in the natural language study (Makuuchi et al. 2009), 
Figure 6 shows the structure of mathematical formulae used in the mathematical 
study (Friedrich & Friederici 2009). Crucially, the nodes in the mathematical 
formulae (circled in Figure 6) contain an operator indicating the operation 
between the respective elements, i.e. = means ‘equals’, < means ‘larger than’, etc. 
These operators require that the two elements under the respective node must be 
put into a logical relation. This may require the activation of additional or even 
different brain regions than those observed in the processing of the hierarchical 
structures in the previous experiments. 
 The formulae used as stimuli in the mathematical study did not contain 
numbers, in order to abstract from the issue of numerosity and related number-
based calculation processes. The formulae presented in the fMRI experiment 
were either correct or incorrect. Participants were students of mathematics and 
physics and were therefore highly familiar with mathematical formula pro-
cessing. They were required to make judgements regarding the correctness of the 
visually presented formulae. Whole head analysis of the brain imaging data for 
the processing of these mathematical formulae revealed a clear effect of hierarchy 
in left BA 47 bordering BA 45 and in parietal regions, as well as the right 
precuneus (see Table 1 below and Figure 7). 
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Figure 7:  Schematic view of the activation pattern for the main effect of hierarchy in the language 
and non-language domains. For, explanation of activation for grammar studies, see Figure 
4. For the visuo-spatial event sequence study, the main effect of hierarchy was found in the 
precentral gyrus (BA 6/4); a main effect of hierarchy in Broca’s are (BA 44/45) was only 
found in a region of interest analysis (Bahlmann et al. 2009). For the mathematical 
formulae study, the main effect of hierarchy was found in BA 47 bordering BA 45 as well as 
in the medial frontal gyri (BA 10) and the most dorsal part of middle frontal gyrus (BA 6) 
(not depicted in the figure). In addition, a hierarchy effect was found in the parietal lobule 
bilaterally. For details, see Friedrich & Friederici (2009). 

  Key: BA = Brodmann Area; CS central sulcus; IFS = inferior frontal sulcus; preSMA = pre-
supplementary motor area; STG = superior temporal gyrus. 

 

 Given the previous analyses conducted by Bahlmann et al. (2009), which 
revealed an involvement of Broca’s area for the processing of hierarchical 
structures in the visuo-spatial domain only in a region of interest analysis, we 
computed a similar analysis for the mathematical domain for the present article. 
This region of interest analysis for the voxels defined by the cytoarchitectonic 
probability map of area 44 by Amunts et al. (1999) revealed an effect of hierarchy 
for the correct formulae (p< .05) (see Table 1 below). Thus, BA 44 partly supports 
the processing of hierarchy in mathematical formulae, although the crucial area 
which most strongly subserves this process in the prefrontal region is located 
more anteriorly, namely BA 47 bordering on BA 45. 
 The obvious difference between hierarchical structures used in the mathe-
matical formulae processing study (Friedrich & Friederici 2009) and the embed-
ded structures used in the other studies (Bahlmann et al. 2008, 2009, Makuuchi et 
al. 2009) is that in the former, the nodes in the syntactic tree are operators calling 
for logical processes. Thus one of the crucial aspects in the comparison of hierar-
chically structured and linear mathematical formulae may be that for a successful 
judgment of the logical relations indicated by the operators, increased logical-
semantic processes are necessary, recruiting BA 47 bordering on BA 45. This 
interpretation is in line with the view that BA 47 (and the anterior part of 45) 
mainly supports semantic processes, whereas the more posterior region, namely 
BA 44 (and the posterior part of BA 45) mainly subserves syntactic processes 
during language processing (see Bookheimer 2002, Friederici 2002, Hagoort 2005, 
Vigneau et al. 2006)2. 
 In the context of cognitive control models of the prefrontal cortex (PFC), 
which assume a posterior-to-anterior gradient with a recruitment of more anter-
ior portions of the PFC as hierarchies become more complex (for a recent review, 
see Botvinick 2008), the present data could make an interesting contribution. 
 
 
7. Hierarchy in the Prefrontal Cortex  
 
In order to see how far the present set of studies can be interpreted in the context 
of a general model of the PFC for the processing of hierarchies we compare the 
                                                
    2 Note that a novel receptorarchitectonic study suggests a neuroanatomical subdivision of BA 

45 into an anterior (area 45a) and a posterior (area 45p) part (Amunts et al. 2010). It seems 
likely that the receptorarchitectonic division of BA 45 is also functionally relevant. 
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different studies and the receptive activation in the PFC directly. Please note that 
the first Artificial Grammar Study I (Friederici et al. 2006a) is not included, as a 
direct test for the hierarchy effect was not possible due to the fact that the two 
grammar types (complex vs. simple) was a between-group factor. The other 
studies, with their location of the main effect of hierarchy, are listed in Table 1. 
The second artificial grammar study (Bahlmann et al. 2008) and the natural 
language study (Friederici et al. 2009, Makuuchi et al. 2009) revealed a main effect 
of hierarchy in BA 44. For the two non-language studies, a main effect of hier-
archy in BA 44 was only seen in a ROI analysis. In the whole brain analysis for 
the visuo-spatial event sequences, a main effect of hierarchy was observed in the 
left precentral gyrus, the right pre-SMA and the right caudate, and for mathe-
matical formulae in BA 47 and 45a. 
 

Study BA X Y Z 
Artificial Grammar II 
Bahlmann et al. (2009) 
WH 

44 –46 5 16 

Natural Grammar 
Friederici et al. (2009) 
WH 

44 –45 6 21 

Makuuchi et al. (2009) 
ROI BA 44 44 n.a. 

Visuo-spatial sequence 
Bahlmann et al. (2009) 
WH 

6/4 –50 –8 33 

ROI BA 44 44 n.a. 
45 –47 19 6 
47 –38 52 –3 

Mathematical Formulae 
Friedrich & Friederici (2009) 
WH 10 –38 52 –3 
ROI BA 44 (conducted for the 
present article) 44 n.a. 

 
Table 1:  Anatomical areas, Brodmann Areas (BA) mean Talairach coordinates (X, Y, Z) for signi-

ficant effect of hierarchy in left prefrontal cortex, WH = whole head analysis, ROI = region 
of interest analysis based on cytoarchitectonic definition of BA 44 with a probability of 30% 
(Amunts et al. 1999), for which Talairach coordinates are not applicable (n.a.). 

 

 Current models of the prefrontal cortex (PFC) assume a posterior-to-
anterior gradient as the neural basis of hierarchically organized behavior. The 
posterior-to-anterior dimension in the lateral PFC has been considered a key in 
the temporal integration of behavior (Fuster 1990). Alternative models proposed 
a posterior-to-anterior functional gradient for executive control in action selection 
(Koechlin et al. 2003, Koechlin & Summerfield 2007, Badre 2008, Badre et al. 2010). 
The posterior-to-anterior gradient goes from the premotor cortex (BA 6) located 
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in the posterior PFC, over the posterior dorsal lateral PFC (BA 44/45) to the 
anterior dorsolateral PFC (BA 46/47) and further to the polar portion of the PFC 
(BA 10), with more abstract, hierarchically structured processes recruiting more 
anterior regions (Koechlin & Jubault 2006, Badre 2008). It should be noted that 
both these latter theories lay no direct claim as to whether the models hold for the 
processing of hierarchical sequences in the language domain (but see Koechlin & 
Jubault 2006). If they did, these theories would be compatible with the studies 
discussed here only under a view assuming that the processing of mathematical 
formulae requires more executive control than the processing of linguistic struc-
tures. If, however, the crucial parameter according to which the prefrontal cortex 
is functionally organized is ‘complexity of hierarchy’ of a given stimulus, the pre-
sent data are not fully compatible with such theories, since the ‘complexity of 
hierarchy’ of the stimulus does not fully determine the localization of the acti-
vation in the prefrontal cortex. 
 It seems that the posterior-to-anterior gradient correlates with qualitatively 
different computations required. The computation of mathematical formulae, 
which include logical operations indicated by operators at the structural nodes, 
relies on the more anterior ventral part of the IFG, namely BA 47/45a, whereas 
the computation of hierarchical structures in natural language is localized in 
more posterior regions of the IFG, namely in BA 44/45p. Complexity of hierarchy 
of a given sequence does not fully determine the localization in the prefrontal 
cortex, as the structures tested in the natural language experiment are quite 
complex (for a linguistic description of such a sentence see Figure 3b). These 
linguistic structures, however, only recruit areas located in the most posterior 
part of the IFG, i.e. BA 44, which, according to the models above, are responsible 
for the processing of less complex hierarchies. Note, that other studies in the 
literature often report syntax-related activation in BA 45 (Ben-Shachar et al. 2004, 
Bornkessel et al. 2005, Santi & Grodzinsky 2007, 2010, Snijders et al. 2009, Pallier et 
al. 2011). It remains to be determined whether the cytoarchitectonically different 
regions BA 44 and BA 45 can be functionally separated or whether the receptor-
architectonic separation between the more anterior portion of the IFG covering 
area 47/45a and the more posterior portion covering area 44/45p and is functi-
onally relevant. Independent of this fine grained neuroanatomical distinction the 
present data show that highly hierarchically complex language structures can be 
dealt with by the posterior IFG, whereas the processing of hierarchical mathema-
tical formulae requiring logical reasoning recruits more anterior brain regions.3 
 One important aspect of the processing of mathematical formulae as 
compared to language processing may be that even for mathematicians, the 
processing of mathematical formulae could be less automatic, requiring more 
cognitive control than the processing of language hierarchies. The data available 
do not allow us to ultimately decide to what extent the observed differences in 
the PFC activation are driven by the difference in the processing domains, as it is 
conceivable that familiarity with language structures is considerably greater than 
with mathematical formulae even in mathematicians. 

                                                
    3 For a discussion of the function of Broca’s in language and its role in Broca’s aphasia, see 

Grodzinsky & Amunts (2006) and the contributions therein. 
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 If valid, this interpretation would call upon a view suggesting two parallel 
systems dealing with hierarchical structures, one which following the posterior-
to-anterior gradient is determined by the degree of cognitive control leading to 
activation in the anterior PFC (BA 47/45a and 10) for highly complex sequences 
in different domains, and one which is confined to the posterior IFG (BA 44/45p) 
and which in the adult brain efficiently deals with highly complex hierarchically 
structured language sequences. When language processes are less automatic as 
during first and second language acquisition more anterior regions of the PFC 
have to be recruited even for processing local phrase structure hierarchies (Rü-
schemeyer et al. 2005, Brauer & Friederici 2007).  
 
 
8. Conclusions 
 
Language processing in adults is highly automatic and does not appear to be 
very challenging for the brain, even when the sequences to be processed are hier-
archically complex. One intriguing conclusion is that humans are predetermined 
to compute linguistic recursion, with BA 44/45p being the neural correlate of this 
showing its functional primacy in the adult brain after long language exposure. 
Based on the studies discussed here, we propose that there are two different com-
putational systems in the lateral PFC dealing with hierarchical structures: one 
system determined by cognitive control that follows the posterior-to-anterior gra-
dient and one system confined to Broca’s area which is able to process complex 
hierarchies in language efficiently. 
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The first objective of this study was to compare the brain network engaged 
by preference classification and the standard grammaticality classification 
after implicit artificial syntax acquisition by re-analyzing previously repor-
ted event-related fMRI data. The results show that preference and gramma-
ticality classification engage virtually identical brain networks, including 
Broca’s region, consistent with previous behavioral findings. Moreover, the 
results showed that the effects related to artificial syntax in Broca’s region 
were essentially the same when masked with variability related to natural 
syntax processing in the same participants. The second objective was to 
explore CNTNAP2-related effects in implicit artificial syntax learning by 
analyzing behavioral and event-related fMRI data from a subsample. The 
CNTNAP2 gene has been linked to specific language impairment and is con-
trolled by the FOXP2 transcription factor. CNTNAP2 is expressed in lang-
uage related brain networks in the developing human brain and the FOXP2–
CNTNAP2 pathway provides a mechanistic link between clinically distinct 
syndromes involving disrupted language. Finally, we discuss the impli-
cation of taking natural language to be a neurobiological system in terms of 
bounded recursion and suggest that the left inferior frontal region is a 
generic on-line sequence processor that unifies information from various 
sources in an incremental and recursive manner. 
 
 
Keywords: artificial grammar learning; artificial language; Broca’s region; 

CNTNAP2; fMRI; FOXP2; genes, grammaticality classification; 
natural language; preference classification; syntax 

 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Human languages are characterized by universal “design features” (Hockett 
1963, 1987): discreteness, arbitrariness, productivity, and the duality of patterning 
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(i.e. elements at one level are combined to construct elements at another). Some-
how these properties arise from the way the human brain processes, develops, 
and learns, in interaction with its environment. The human capacity for language 
and communication is subserved by a network of brain regions that collectively 
instantiate the phonological, syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic operations neces-
sary for adequate language production and comprehension. During normal lang-
uage processing, phonology, syntax, and semantics operate in close temporal and 
spatial contiguity in the human brain. Therefore the artificial grammar learning 
(AGL) paradigm has been used to create a relatively uncontaminated window 
onto the neurobiology of syntax. Artificial syntax learning paradigms thus makes 
it possible to investigate structured sequence processing relatively independent 
of, for example, semantics and phonology (Petersson et al. 2004, 2010). In ad-
dition, artificial syntax learning has been used for cross-species comparisons in 
an attempt to establish the uniquely human component of the language faculty 
(Hauser et al. 2002, Fitch & Hauser 2004, O’Donnell et al. 2005, Gentner et al. 2006, 
Saffran et al. 2008). 
 Artificial syntax learning paradigms have been widely employed to study 
different aspects of natural language acquisition (Gómez & Gerken 2000, Folia et 
al. 2010), though it was originally implemented to investigate the underlying 
implicit sequence learning mechanism, which is presumably shared with natural 
language learning (Reber 1967) as well as other situations in which new skills are 
acquired (e.g. Misyak et al. 2009, 2010a, 2010b). The neurobiology of implicit seq-
uence learning as assessed by artificial syntax acquisition have been investigated 
by means of functional neuroimaging (e.g. Petersson et al. 2004, 2010, Forkstam et 
al. 2006), brain stimulation (Uddén et al. 2008, 2011, de Vries et al. 2010), and 
agrammatic aphasics (Christiansen et al. 2010), and generally involve fronto-
striatal circuits (Packard & Knowlton 2002, Ullman 2004; note that implicit 
learning is sometimes referred to as procedural learning, and vice versa), which 
are also involved in the acquisition of natural syntax (Ullman 2004). More speci-
fically, recent functional neuroimaging (e.g. Petersson et al. 2004, 2010, Forkstam 
et al. 2006) and brain stimulation research (Uddén et al. 2008, 2011, de Vries et al. 
2010), have identified some of the brain regions involved, including repeatedly 
showing that Broca’s region, a brain region involved in natural syntax process-
sing, is also involved in artificial syntax processing. Indeed, the breakdown of 
syntax processing in agrammatic aphasia is associated with impairments in arti-
ficial syntax learning (Christiansen et al. 2010). Moreover, Conway & Pisoni 
(2008) found that individual variability in implicit sequence learning correlated 
with language processing. Supportive evidence also comes from a recent study 
by Misyak et al. (2010a), who found that individual differences in learning non-
adjacent dependencies, assessed by non-linguistic implicit sequence learning, 
correlate with the processing of natural language sentences containing complex 
non-adjacent dependencies. This supports the hypothesis that artificial grammar 
learning paradigm taps into implicit structured sequence learning and artificial 
syntax processing, and thus provides a useful way to investigate aspects of 
natural language processing. Thus, there is a growing body of evidence that 
language acquisition and language processing, both a natural and artificial set-
ting, is mediated by implicit sequence learning and structured sequence proces-
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sing mechanisms, respectively. 
 The implicit artificial syntax learning paradigm allows for a systematic 
investigation of aspects of structural acquisition from grammatical examples 
without providing explicit feedback, teaching instruction, or engaging the 
subjects in explicit problem solving (Forkstam et al. 2006, 2008, Folia et al. 2008). 
These acquisition conditions resemble, in certain important respects, those found 
in natural-language development with respect to syntax acquisition (Chomsky & 
Miller 1963: 275–276). Generally, artificial grammar learning paradigms consist of 
acquisition and test phases. In the acquisition phase, participants are exposed to 
an acquisition sample generated from a formal grammar. In the standard version, 
subjects are informed that the sequences were generated according to a complex 
set of rules after acquisition, and are asked to classify novel sequences as gram-
matical or not, based on their immediate intuitive impression (i.e. guessing based 
on gut-feeling). A well-replicated and robust finding in this paradigm is that 
subjects perform well above chance after several days of implicit acquisition; they 
do so on regular (e.g. Stadler & Frensch 1998, Folia et al. 2008, Forkstam et al. 
2008) as well as non-regular grammars, including those that generate context-free 
and context-sensitive non-adjacent dependencies (Uddén et al. 2009). 
 In this study, we investigate an implicit preference AGL paradigm with 
several days of acquisition. During the implicit acquisition period, participants 
were exposed to grammatical sequences only in a cover task based on the 
structural mere-exposure effect (Zajonc 1968, Zizak & Reber 2004, Folia et al. 2008, 
Forkstam et al. 2008). The structural mere-exposure effect refers to the finding 
that repeated exposure to a stimulus created by a certain rule system, induces an 
increased preference for novel stimuli conforming to the same underlying system 
(Zizak & Reber 2004). To this end, we exposed the participants to a simple right-
linear unification grammar — a grammar that generates right-linear phrase 
structures (Vosse & Kempen 2000, Hagoort 2005, Petersson et al. 2010). During 
the acquisition period, spanning five days, subjects were exposed to syntactically 
well-formed consonant sequences and no performance feedback was provided. 
On the last day a preference classification test was administered in which new 
sequences were presented. Previously, the implicit preference AGL paradigm has 
been characterized exclusively in behavioural terms (e.g. Manza & Bornstein 
1995, Zizak & Reber 2004, Folia et al. 2008, Forkstam et al. 2008). Here we first 
review the outcome of implicit artificial syntax acquisition from an event-related 
fMRI study (Folia et al. 2011). Then we compare the brain network engaged by 
preference classification and the standard grammaticality classification after 
implicit artificial syntax acquisition from a previously reported event-related 
fMRI results on the standard grammaticality classification paradigm in the same 
subjects (Petersson et al. 2010). In addition, we investigate the common overlap 
between artificial and natural syntax processing by masking the non-grammatical 
(NG) vs. grammatical (G) effect observed in preference classification with the 
natural-syntax-related variability in the same subjects (Folia et al. 2009). 
Consistent with the hypothesis of implicit utilization of acquired structural 
knowledge as well as previous behavioral results (Forkstam et al. 2008), which 
showed that subjects perform qualitatively identical on preference and gram-
maticality classification, we found that the brain network subserving preference 
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classification during artificial syntax processing engaged Broca’s region cantered 
on Brodmann’s areas (BA) 44 and 45, and did not differ from those observed 
during grammaticality classification. This strengthens the notion that preference 
and grammaticality classification in the implicit artificial syntax learning are 
essentially equivalent (Forkstam et al. 2008). Finally, based on these event-related 
fMRI data (Petersson et al. 2010, Folia et al. 2011), we took advantage of the fact 
that a subsample of our participants was part of the Brain Imaging Genetics (BIG) 
project at the Donders Centre for Cognitive Neuroimaging and the Department 
of Human Genetics of the Radboud University Nij-megen. This allowed us to 
explore the potential role of the CNTNAP2 gene in artificial syntax acquisition/ 
processing at the behavioral as well as the brain level. 
 Relatively recently, language research has started to investigate the role of 
genes in language (Enard et al. 2002, Vargha-Khadem et al. 2005, Bishop 2009, 
Konopka et al. 2009). For example, mutations in the FOXP2 gene result in a com-
plex symptomatology, called developmental verbal dyspraxia, which includes 
difficulties with learning and producing sequences of oral movements relevant 
for speech, as well as impairments in morphosyntactic aspects of language 
processing (Lai et al. 2001, Watkins et al. 2002, MacDermot et al. 2005). FOXP2 is a 
gene that codes for the transcription factor (a protein) foxp2 which regulates gene 
expression during development. This means that foxp2 controls the production 
of other proteins coded for by other genes. Transcription factors and their genes 
make up complex gene regulatory networks, which control many complex 
biological processes, including ontogenetic development (Davidson et al. 2002, 
Davidson 2006, Alberts et al. 2007). Moreover, functional neuroimaging studies of 
the KE family (with a protein-truncating FOXP2 mutation; Lai et al. 2001), have 
demonstrated structural and functional abnormalities in brain regions related to 
language (Vargha-Khadem et al. 2005). The CNTNAP2 gene has been linked to 
specific language impairment (SLI) and the FOXP2–CNTNAP2 pathway provides 
a mechanistic link between clinically distinct syndromes involving disrupted 
language (Vernes et al. 2008). The CNTNAP2 gene is controlled (down-regulated) 
by the foxp2 transcription factor (Vernes et al. 2008). CNTNAP2 codes for a 
neural trans-membrane protein, which belongs to neurexin superfamily (Poliak et 
al. 1999) and it has been shown that, in the developing human brain, the expres-
sion of CNTNAP2 is relatively increased in fronto-temporal-subcortical brain net-
works (Alarcón et al. 2008). In particular, the CNTNAP2 expression is enriched in 
frontal brain regions in humans, but not in mice or rats (Abrahams et al. 2007). A 
recent study investigated the effects of a common single nucleotide poly-
morphism (SNP) RS7794745 in the CNTNAP2 gene on the brain response during 
language comprehension (Snijders et al. 2011). This study found both structural 
and functional brain differences in language comprehension related to the same 
SNP sub-grouping used in this study. 
 Finally, we note that an artificial grammar represents a formal specification 
of the mechanism that generates, for example, specific structural or sequence 
regularities (e.g., various types of local or non-adjacent dependencies). From this 
point of view, an artificial syntax is a formal language (Davis et al. 1994) and 
artificial syntax learning is an experimental model to investigate various (any) 
generative mechanism independent of other aspects of a language (cf. the 
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introduction of Petersson et al. 2004). As noted above, artificial syntax learning 
can be used as an experimental tool to investigate the processing properties of 
Broca’s region, a central node in the brain network for natural syntax processing. 
In this context, we take the view that natural and artificial syntax processing 
share a common abstraction — structured sequence processing. Clearly, any par-
ticular artificial grammar cannot instantiate all phenomena found in natural 
syntax. Rather, in experimental work it is necessary to focus on some particular 
aspect of syntax, which is also the case for experimental work on natural lang-
uage syntax. Artificial syntax learning thus provides a window onto the neuro-
biology of syntax, in the sense that artificial syntax learning allows us to investi-
gate the computational properties of Broca’s region. In the Discussion section, we 
return to some issues related to the present the Chomsky hierarchy and recursive 
processing from the point of view that natural language is a neurobiological 
system. 
 
 
2. Materials and Methods 
 
2.1. Participants 
 
Here we briefly describe the relevant background of the material and methods 
used by Vasiliki Folia and colleagues (Folia et al. 2008, 2011, Petersson et al. 2010) 
as they apply to this study. Thirty-two healthy right-handed Dutch university 
students were recruited in the study (16 females, mean age ± SD = 22 ± 3 years; 
mean years of education ± SD = 16 ± 2). None of the subjects used any medi-
cation, had a history of drug abuse, head trauma, neurological or psychiatric ill-
ness, or a family history of neurological or psychiatric illness. All subjects had 
normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Written informed consent was obtained 
from all participants according to the Declaration of Helsinki as well as from the 
local medical ethics committee. Of the thirty-two participants, twelve were 
already included in the BIG database at the Donders Centre for Cognitive Neuro-
imaging and the Department of Human Genetics of the Radboud University 
Nijmegen (5 females, mean age ± SD = 22 ± 2 years; mean years of education ± SD 
= 16 ± 2) and typed for the single nucleotide poly-morphism (SNP) RS7794745 
(with a breakdown on AA:AT:TT of 4:6:2). Because of the few TT-carriers, we 
pooled all T-carriers into one group of TT- and AT-carriers and analyzed the data 
in the T (N = 8) and nonT (N = 4) groups. 

 
2.2. Stimulus Material 
 
We used a simple right-linear unification grammar (Petersson et al. 2010) with the 
following vocabulary of terminal symbols (M, S, V, R, X) and lexicon of primitive 
trees (treelets) {[s1, [M, s2]], [s2, [S, s2]], [s2, [V, s4]], [s3, [X, s2]], [s3, [X, s5]], [s4, [R, s3]], 
[s4, [S, s6]], [s4, #], [s5, [R, s5]], [s5, [M, s6]], [s5, #], [s6, #]}. For a given lexical item 
(e.g., [sj, [T, sk]]), sj, sk can be interpreted as syntactic control features and T as a 
surface feature. Within the unification framework (Vosse & Kempen 2000, Hagoort 
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2005, Petersson et al. 2010), an incoming sequence of surface symbols (e.g., MSV) 
initiates the retrieval of lexical items from the mental lexicon. As a result, they en-
ter a unification space for on-line processing: [s1, [M, s2]], [s2, [S, s2]], [s2, [V, s4]]…, 
where two lexical items (e.g., [si, [R, sj]], [sk, [Q, sl]]) unify (i.e. combine or merge) 
through a unification operation U if and only if sj = sk, or sl = si. This process is 
incremental and recursive. For example, if the structure U([s1, [M, s2]], [s2, [S, s2]]) = 
[s1, [M, [s2, [S, s2]]]] is already present in the unification space when the lexical 
item [s2, [V, s4]] is retrieved, a larger combinatorial structure can be formed by the 
unification operation U([s1, [M, [s2, [S, s2]]]], [s2, [V, s4]]) = [s1, [M, [s2, [S, [s2, [V, 
s4]]]]]], and so on. The Unification operator works in the same way in all 
unification grammars. However, the structures generated by the Unification 
operator depend on the structure of the lexical items in any given grammar. In 
the present case, our grammar yields right-linear structures. 
 Folia et al. (2011) used a 2 x 2 x 2 factorial design including the factors 
instruction type (preference/grammaticality instruction), grammaticality status 
(grammatically correct/incorrect), and local subsequence familiarity (high/low 
ACS). The local subsequence familiarity (cf. Knowlton & Squire 1996, Meulemans 
& van der Linden 1997, Forkstam et al. 2006 for technical descriptions) is an asso-
ciative measure of the superficial resemblance between classification sequences 
and the sequences in the acquisition set. The classification sequences with high 
ACS contain subsequences (bigrams and trigrams) that appear frequently in the 
acquisition set, while sequences with low ACS contain subsequences with a low 
frequency in the acquisition set. In total, 569 G sequences from the grammar, with 
a sequence length ranging from 5 to 12, were generated. For each item the 
frequency distribution of 2 and 3 letter chunks for both terminal and complete 
sequence positions was calculated. In this way, the associative chunk strength 
(ACS) was calculated for each item (cf. Knowlton & Squire 1996, Meulemans & 
van der Linden 1997, Forkstam et al. 2006). Next, for the acquisition set, 100 
sequences representative, in terms of letter chunks, for the complete sequence set 
were randomly selected in an iterative way. In the next step, the NG sequences 
were created, derived from non-selected G sequences, by switching letters in two 
non-terminal positions. The NG sequences matched the G sequences in terms of 
both terminal and complete-sequence ACS (Forkstam et al. 2006, 2008). Finally, in 
an iterative procedure, we randomly selected two sets of 56 sequences each from 
the remaining G sequences, to serve as classification sets. The classification sets 
thus consisted of 25% grammatical/high ACS (HG); 25% grammatical/low ACS 
(LG); 25% non-grammatical/high ACS (HNG); and 25% non-grammatical/low 
ACS (LNG) sequences. See Appendix A below for example stimuli. 
 
2.3. Experimental Procedures 
 
During the acquisition sessions, subjects were presented with the 100 acquisition 
sequences (presentation order randomized for each acquisition session) and the 
task was an immediate short-term memory task serving as a cover task. Each 
sequence was centrally presented letter-by-letter on a computer screen (3–7 s 
corresponding to 5–12 terminal symbols; 300 ms presentation, 300 ms inter-
symbol-interval) using the Presentation software (http://nbs.neuro-bs.com). 
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When the last letter in a sequence disappeared, subjects were instructed to recon-
struct the sequence from memory and type it on a keyboard. No performance 
feedback was given, and only grammatical sequences were presented. The acqui-
sition phase lasted approximately 20–40 minutes and took place over five conse-
cutive days. 
 After the acquisition session on the last (5th) day of the experiment, 
subjects participated in a preference and then a grammaticality classification 
session. During preference classification, subjects were presented with new 
sequences, which they have not seen before. They were instructed to classify the 
new sequences according to their immediate intuitive preference (i.e. guessing 
whether they liked the sequence, or not, based on gut-feeling; preference 
instruction). Subsequently, they were informed about the existence of a 
generating set of rules and the subjects were asked to classify new sequences as 
grammatical or not based on their gut-feeling (grammaticality instruction). fMRI 
data were acquired during both preference and grammaticality classification 
(Petersson et al. 2010, Folia et al. 2011). 
 The classification sequences were presented via an LCD-projector on semi-
transparent screen that the subject comfortably viewed through a mirror 
mounted on the head-coil. The classification sessions were split in two parts, in 
order to balance response finger within subjects (subjects indicated their decision 
by pushing the corresponding response key with their left/right index finger). 
Each part lasted approximately 20 minutes. After a 1 s pre-stimulus period, the 
sequences were presented sequentially, followed by a 3 s response window. A 
low-level baseline condition was also included; a sensorimotor decision task in 
which sequences of letters P or L (matched for sequence length to the classifi-
cation set) were presented in the same fashion as the classification sequences and 
subjects responded by pressing the right or left index finger, respectively. The 
different sequence types were presented in random order. 
 
 
3. Data Acquisition and Statistical Analysis 
 
Behavioral data were analyzed with repeated measures ANOVAs (SPSS 15.0) 
with non-sphericity correction. A significance level of P < .05 was used through-
out. Data analysis was carried out for the whole group and the sub-sample for 
which CNTNAP2 (SNP RS7794745) data were available (T-group: AT/TA/TT 
allele; nonT-group: AA allele). 
 
3.1. MR Data Acquisition 
 
Whole head T2*-weighted functional echo planar blood oxygenation level depen-
dent (EPI-BOLD) fMRI data were acquired with a Siemens Avanto 1.5T scanner 
using an ascending slice acquisition sequence (volume TR = 2.6s, TE = 40 ms, 90 
degree flip-angle, 33 axial slices, slice-matrix size = 64x64, slice thickness = 3 mm, 
slice gap = .5 mm, FOV = 224 mm, isotropic voxel size = 3.5x3.5x3.5 mm3) in a 
randomized event related fashion. For the structural MR image volume, a high-
resolution T1-weighted magnetization-prepared rapid gradient-echo pulse 
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sequence was used (MP-RAGE; volume TR = 2250 ms, TE = 3.93 ms, 15 degree 
flip-angle, 176 axial slices, slice-matrix size = 256x256, slice thickness = 1 mm, 
field of view = 256 mm, isotropic voxel-size = 1.0x1.0x1.0 mm3). 
 
3.2. MR Image Pre-Processing and Statistical analysis 
 
We used the SPM5 software for image pre-processing and statistical analysis. The 
EPI-BOLD volumes were re-aligned to correct for individual subject movement 
and were corrected for differences in slice acquisition time. The subject-mean 
EPI-BOLD images were subsequently spatially normalized to the functional EPI 
template provided by SPM5. The normalization transformations were generated 
from the subject-mean EPI-BOLD volumes and applied to the corresponding 
functional volumes. The functional EPI-BOLD volumes were transformed into 
the MNI space, an approximate Talairach space (Talairach & Tournoux 1988), 
defined by the SPM5 template, and spatially filtered with an isotropic 3D spatial 
Gaussian kernel (FWHM = 10 mm). The fMRI data were analyzed statistically, 
using the general linear model framework and statistical parametric mapping in 
a two-step random-effects summary-statistics procedure (Friston et al. 2007). We 
included the realignment parameters for movement artifact correction and a tem-
poral high-pass filter (cycle cut-off at 128 s), to account for various low-frequency 
effects. 
 At the first-level, single-subject analyses were conducted. The linear model 
included explanatory regressors modeling the sequence presentation period from 
the position of the anomaly in the HNG and LNG conditions and their correct 
counterparts in the HG and LG conditions. This was done separately for correct 
and incorrect responses. The initial part of the sequences was modeled sepa-
rately, as was the baseline and the inter-sequence-interval. The explanatory 
variables were temporally convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response 
function provided by SPM5. At the second-level, we generated single-subject 
contrast images for the correctly classified HG, LG, HNG, and LNG sequences, 
relative to the sensorimotor decision baseline. These were analyzed in a random-
effects repeated-measure ANOVA with non-sphericity correction for repeated 
measures and unequal variance between conditions. Statistical inference was 
based on the cluster-size test-statistic from the relevant second-level SPM[T] 
maps thresholded at P = .005 (uncorrected). Only clusters significant at PFWE < .05 
family-wise error (FWE) corrected for multiple non-independent comparisons, 
based on smooth random field theory (Adler 1981, Worsley et al. 1996, Adler & 
Taylor 2007, Friston et al. 2007) are described. In addition, we list the coordinates 
of local maxima and their corresponding P-values corrected for the false dis-
covery rate (Genovese et al. 2002) for descriptive purposes. 
 
 
4. Results 
 
4.1. Behavioural Results 
 
Here we start by giving a brief summary of the most important behavioral results 
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for the whole group reported in Folia et al. (2008) and then focus on the specifics 
for the sub-sample for which CNTNAP2 (SNP RS7794745) data were available. 
As in previous studies (Forkstam et al. 2008), the classification performance of the 
whole group was well above chance for both instruction types (preference 
classification: P < .001; grammaticality classification: P < .001). Standard signal 
detection analysis showed a robust d-prime effect in discriminating between G 
and NG sequences (preference: P < .001; grammaticality: P < .001). No significant 
response bias was found (preference and grammaticality classification P > .6). 
Participants did not discriminate between high and low ACS sequences (pre-
ference: P > .22; grammaticality: P > .66), and there was no significant response 
bias (preference P > .98; grammaticality: P > .8). 
 We then analyzed the performance data in terms of endorsement rate (i.e. 
item classified as grammatical independent of their actual grammaticality status). 
In other words, if the subjects acquire significant aspects of the grammar, then 
they should endorse grammatical items more often than non-grammatical items. 
Both grammaticality status and local subsequence familiarity influenced the 
endorsement rate. The endorsement rate was significantly affected by grammati-
cality status (preference: P < .001; grammaticality: P < .001), and by local sub-
sequence familiarity (preference: P < .001; grammaticality: P < .001), while the 
interaction between grammaticality status and local subsequence familiarity was 
non-significant (preference: P = .06; grammaticality: P = .11). These results show 
that grammaticality status is used for structural generalization in classifying no-
vel sequences and thus provide support for the notion that grammatical structure 
instead of subsequence, or fragment features, determine classification (Folia et al. 
2008). 
 The critical measure in the behavioral results was the preference of the par-
ticipants for grammatical, and relative aversion of non-grammatical, sequences. 
The participants only need to indicate whether they like or dislike a given 
sequence and therefore we do not need to inform them about the presence of a 
complex rule system before classification (or at any other point of the experi-
ment), which is the case in standard versions of the AGL paradigm, which uses 
grammaticality instead of preference classification. Therefore, from the subject’s 
point of view, there is no such thing as a correct or incorrect response and the 
motivation to use explicit strategies is thus minimized. The participants were also 
strongly encouraged to trust their gut-feeling in making their decisions. 
Consistent with this, the subjective reports from the structured post-experimental 
interview showed that the participants did not utilize an explicit strategy but that 
their classification decisions were based on gut-feeling. Moreover, the subjective 
ratings of perceived performance did not correlate with the actual classification 
performance (Folia et al. 2008). 
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Figure 1:  Grammaticality classification and CNTNAP2. The endorsement rates for grammatical 

and non-grammatical sequences in the T- and nonT-group. The interaction between 
grammaticality status and local subsequence familiarity was significant for the nonT-group 
(AA carriers) and not the T-group. The nonT-group thus shows greater dependence on 
local subsequence familiarity in making the grammaticality judgments than the T-group, 
despite the fact that local subsequence familiarity is not predictive for grammaticality 
status. Error bars corresponds to standard error of the mean. 

 
 Overall, the sub-sample for which CNTNAP2 data were available was 
found to behave essentially identical to the whole group and here we focus on 
their grammaticality classification performance. On the last day, the correct 
classification performance was well above chance on grammaticality classify-
cation (78 ± 19% correct, T(11) = 5.36, P < .001). Both grammaticality status and 
local subsequence familiarity influenced the endorsement rate. Repeated 
measures ANOVA showed significant main effects of grammaticality status 
(F(1,11) = 13.2, P = .004) and local subsequence familiarity (F(1,11) = 21.0, P = 
.001). We then analyzed the data with a repeated measure ANOVA with gram-
maticality status and local subsequence familiarity (ACS) as within-subject 
variables and allele (T/nonT) as between factors. Post-hoc analysis was con-
ducted where relevant. The correct classification performance was significantly 
greater than chance in both groups (T-group: T(7) = 3.34, P = .01; nonT-group: 
T(3) = 8.25, P = .004). For grammaticality classification, the three-way interaction 
between grammaticality status, local subsequence familiarity, and allele group 
was significant (F(1,10) = 4.86, P < .05) as well as the main effect of grammati-
cality status (F(1,10) = 20.5, P = .001) and local subsequence familiarity (F(1,10) = 
23.4, P = .001). No other interaction reached significance. Post-hoc analysis in the 
nonT-group revealed a main effect of grammaticality status (F(1,3) = 17.5, P = 
.02), and a significant interaction between grammaticality status and local sub-
sequence familiarity (F(1,3) = 22.6, P = .01). In the T-group, a significant main 
effect was found for both grammaticality status (F(1,7) = 11.66, P = .01) and local 
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subsequence familiarity (F(1,7) = 17.9, P = .004), while no interaction was signify-
cant (Figure 1). 
 These results show that the T- and the nonT-group behave similarly to the 
whole sample, including the development of a preference for grammaticality 
(Folia et al. 2008, Forkstam et al. 2008). However, the grammaticality classification 
performance of the T-group was independent of local subsequence familiarity 
(Figure 1), while this was not the case for the nonT-group. Thus, the absence of a 
T nucleotide in the CNTNAP2 SNP RS7794745 might be associated with a greater 
reliance on local subsequence familiarity (ACS) during classification. This, 
despite the fact that the grammaticality status is independent of local sub-
sequence familiarity, by the construction of the stimulus material, and therefore 
ACS has little, if any, predictive value with respect to grammaticality status. 
 
4.2. fMRI Results 
 
Here we briefly summarize the results reported in Folia et al. (2011). Preference 
classification compared to the sensorimotor decision baseline (Figure 2) activated 
a set of brain regions (cluster PFWE < .001) very similar to what has been observed 
in previous studies of grammaticality classification (Petersson et al. 2004, 2010, 
Forkstam et al. 2006). These activations included the inferior and middle frontal 
regions bilaterally (BA 44/45), extending into surrounding cortical regions, fron-
tal operculum, and the anterior insula. Additional prefrontal activations included 
the anterior cingulate and surrounding cortex. Bilateral posterior activations in-
cluded the inferior parietal cortex (BA 39/40, extending into the posterior superi-
or temporal (BA 22), bilaterally. Bilateral occipital activations were centered on 
the middle and inferior occipital gyri and extended into the fusiform and the pos-
terior mid-inferior temporal regions, as well as the cerebellum. Significant 
activations were also observed in the basal ganglia bilaterally, including the 
caudate nucleus, globus pallidus, and putamen. The results were similar for 
‘correctly’ preferred HG- and LG sequences (Figure 2). Large, and highly signi-
ficant, deactivations were found in the bilateral medial temporal lobe memory 
system, including the hippocampus proper (cluster PFWE < .001), replicating 
previous results for grammaticality classification (Petersson et al. 2010). 
 

 
Figure 2:  Preference classification. Brain regions engaged during ‘correct’ preference classification 

of grammatical sequences with high (HG) and low (LG) subsequence familiarity (ACS) 
relative the sensorimotor decision baseline. Adapted from Folia et al. (2011). 

HG LG 
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Figure 3:  Preference classification. Brain regions engaged by artificial syntactic anomalies (NG > 

G). Adapted from Folia et al. (2011). 
 
 In preference classification (Folia et al. 2011), as in previous studies of gram-
maticality classification (Petersson et al. 2004, 2010, Forkstam et al. 2006), artificial 
syntactic anomalies (NG > G; Figure 3) engaged a network of brain regions, 
including the left inferior and right inferior-middle frontal gyrus (left and right 
cluster PFWE < .001) centered on Broca’s region (BA 44/45). In the reverse contrast 
(G > NG), we observed no significant differences. There was no significant effect 
of local subsequence familiarity (cluster PFWE > .98), neither were there any signi-
ficant interaction (cluster PFWE > .83), consistent with our behavioral findings 
(Folia et al. 2008). 
 

 
Figure 4:  Brain regions engaged during both preference and grammaticality classification. Left: 

The NG > G effect of Folia et al. (2011) masked with the related effect observed in Petersson 
et al. (2010). Right: The overlap of the NG > G effect in preference classification (Folia et al. 
2011) masked with natural syntax related variability in the same subjects observed in 
(Folia et al. 2009). 

 
 Here, we examined the overlap between preference and grammaticality 
classification by masking the preference classification contrast (NG vs. G effect) 
from Folia et al. (2011) with the same contrast of grammaticality classification 
from Petersson et al. (2010; Figure 4 and Appendix B). We found a common 
overlap in the inferior frontal regions, centered on Broca’s region (BA 44/45) and 
extending into the frontal operculum/anterior insula, bilaterally, as well as the 
right middle frontal region (LIFG cluster PFWE = .003; RI/MFG cluster PFWE < .001). 
In addition, the anterior cingulate/supplementary motor regions were found to 
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be active in both the tasks (ACC/SMA cluster PFWE = .001; see Appendix B for 
details). Reversing the order of masking yielded identical results (LIFG cluster: 
PFWE = .003; RI/MFG cluster: PFWE < .001; ACC/SMA cluster PFWE = .001). More-
over, there was no significant difference between preference and grammaticality 
classification in any contrast, including the main effects of grammaticality status 
and local subsequence familiarity. Thus, artificial syntax processing engaged the 
same brain regions during preference and grammaticality classification, although 
there was a tendency that grammaticality classification yielded somewhat more 
robust results, highly consistent with the behavioral results (Folia et al. 2008, see 
also Forkstam et al. 2008). The same conclusion is reached when we examined the 
common overlap between artificial and natural syntax processing by masking the 
NG vs. G effect observed for preference classification with the natural-syntax-
related variability in the same subjects (Figure 4; LIFG cluster: PFWE = .001; RI/ 
MFG cluster: PFWE = .008; ACC/SMA cluster PFWE = .001), that is, the main effect 
of syntax in the 2x2 natural language experiment of Folia et al. (2009). 
 

 
Figure 5:  Brain regions differentiating the T- and the nonT-groups. Left: Group differences related 

to grammaticality classification (nonT > T). Right: Group differences related to grammati-
cal sequences of high local subsequence familiarity (nonT > T). 

 
 Finally, we explored the fMRI results of Petersson et al. (2010; Figure 4) 
with respect to differences between the T- and nonT-group. The results showed 
significantly greater activity for the nonT-group compared to the T-group in the 
left inferior frontal gyrus (BA 44/45, PFWE = .002), the left fronto-polar region (BA 
10, PFWE = .012), and the left ventral occipito-temporal region (BA 37, PFWE = .003) 
during grammaticality classification. The group difference found in Broca’s 
region was mainly related to differences between the T- and nonT-group when 
processing grammatical sequences, in particular grammatical sequences of high 
local subsequence familiarity (BA 44/45 centered on [–48, 16, –2], PFWE = .024; 
Figure 5). The results were almost identical for the preference classification data 
of Folia et al. (2011). 
 
 
5. Discussion 
 
One of the main objectives of this study was to compare the brain networks en-
gaged by preference classification and the standard grammaticality classification 
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task after implicit artificial syntax acquisition. The results show that preference 
and grammaticality classification engage virtually identical brain regions, 
consistent with previously reported behavioral findings (Folia et al. 2008, Fork-
stam et al. 2008). The theoretical advantage of preference compared to grammati-
cality classification is that there is no correct or incorrect response from the pers-
pective of the participant and at no point is there a need to inform the participant 
about the existence of an underlying generative grammar, as is the case of the 
standard grammaticality classification. Nevertheless, the results show that pre-
ference and grammaticality classification are (qualitatively) equivalent both at the 
behavioral and brain levels. In particular, Broca’s region, the left inferior frontal 
gyrus centred on BA 44/45, is active during the artificial syntax processing of 
well-formed (grammatical) sequence independent of local subsequence famili-
arity. Moreover, this region is engaged to a greater extent when a syntactic ano-
maly is present and the unification of structural treelets becomes difficult or im-
possible. The behavioral results of Folia et al. (2008) show that subjects implicitly 
acquired significant knowledge from being exposed to only grammatical 
examples and without receiving performance feedback at any stage of the experi-
ment. Moreover, the behavioral results show that participants apply implicitly 
acquired structural knowledge (independent of subsequence familiarity) and the 
corresponding fMRI results show that brain regions central to natural syntax 
processing are engaged (Folia et al. 2011), also when they are not explicitly 
instructed or receives any information concerning the existence of a generative 
grammar. The results of this study show that the participants do so at levels com-
parable to grammaticality classification. Thus, the structural mere-exposure effect 
is a robust phenomenon at the behavioral (Folia et al. 2008, Forkstam et al. 2008) 
and brain level (Folia et al. 2011). In other words, the effects related to artificial 
syntax processing in the left inferior frontal region (BA 44/45) were essentially 
identical when we masked these with activity related to grammatical classify-
cation in the same subjects, as well as when masked with activity related to 
natural syntax processing in the same participants. Our results are also highly 
consistent with functional localization of natural language syntax in the left 
inferior frontal gyrus (Bookheimer 2002, Petersson et al. 2004, Hagoort 2005). 
 We used a simple right-linear unification grammar with a finite vocabulary 
of terminal symbols and a finite lexicon of primitive trees (treelets, i.e. structured 
lexical items; see materials and methods section for details). From an abstract 
point of view, unification (Vosse & Kempen 2000) is a way to implement compu-
tational control in lexicalist grammars (Forkstam & Petersson 2005, Petersson et 
al. 2005). More specifically, for a given lexical item of the grammar used in this 
study, for example [sj, [T, sk]], the features sj, sk can be interpreted as control feat-
ures and T as a surface feature. Here, two lexical items, [si, [R, sj]] and [sk, [Q, sl]], 
unify (i.e. combine or merge) through a unification operation U if and only if sj = sk, 
or sl = si, a process which is incremental and recursive. For example, if the 
structure [s1, [M, [s2, [S, s2]]]] is already present in the unification space when the 
lexical item [s2, [V, s4]] is retrieved, a larger combinatorial structure can be formed 
by unification U([s1, [M, [s2, [S, s2]]]], [s2, [V, s4]]) = [s1, [M, [s2, [S, [s2, [V, s4]]]]]], 
and so on. We note that the control features have acquired a particular functional 
role in this picture, which can be described in terms of governing the unification 
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process based on selecting the structural arrangement that can be integrated. In a 
certain sense therefore, the finite-state control has been distributed over the 
lexicon among the lexical items in terms of control features. In essence, this re-
traces a major trend in theoretical linguistics in which more of the grammar is 
shifted into the lexicon and the distinction between lexical items and grammatical 
rules is beginning to vanish (cf. Joshi & Schabes 1997, Vosse & Kempen 2000, 
Jackendoff 2002, 2007). In this context, Broca’s region can be considered as a brain 
region that gradually controls the outcome of parsing or generation. A related, 
but different proposal has recently been put forward by Bornkessel-Schlesewsky 
et al. (2010), who argue that argue that the left inferior frontal region, including 
Broca’s region, can be described as a brain region that controls the outcome of 
different processes from general to specific along the anterior-posterior direction. 
Bornkessel-Schlesewsky et al. note that their proposal is partly compatible with 
Hagoort’s (2005) assumption of a unification gradient within the left inferior 
frontal gyrus. 
 
5.1. A Genetic Basis for Implicit Acquisition of Structured Sequence Knowledge 
 
Two facts about language learning seem indisputable: (i) only humans acquire 
language, no other species, and thus there must be some biological element that 
accounts for this ability; (ii) it is also clear that no matter how much of a head 
start the learner gains through innate constraints, language is learned. Both 
innate endowment and learning contribute to language acquisition, the result of 
which is a complex and sophisticated body of linguistic knowledge (Chomsky 
1963, Chomsky & Miller 1963). It is clear that unless restrictions are placed on the 
available “space of possible languages” (i.e. the model space) and/or the charac-
teristics of the acquisition mechanism (i.e. the learning dynamics), “learning” 
would simply reduce to storing experience (Petersson 2005a, Folia et al. 2010). 
Much of the current discussion of language acquisition concerning the nature of 
innate constraints is focused on whether these are linguistically specific or not 
(e.g. Chomsky 1986, 2005; however, see Nowak et al. 2002, Chomsky 2007, Chris-
tiansen & Chater 2008, Hornstein 2009). We think this is an empirical issue — 
however, what is clear is that no interesting, complex form of learning is possible 
without constraints (Vapnik 1998, Jain et al. 1999). In this context, Yang (2004) 
cites an interesting insight by Jerry Fodor (2001: 107–108), “Chomsky can with 
perfect coherence claim that innate, domain specific [constraints] mediate lang-
uage acquisition, while remaining entirely agnostic about the domain specificity 
of language acquisition mechanisms”. What can this possibly mean? Folia et al. 
(2010) outline several possibilities. For instance, the learning/developmental 
dynamics might be domain-general in form, but in the context of language 
acquisition, operate on a model space that is restricted by innate, language-
specific constraints. By language-specific constraints we mean constraints which 
play no role in cognition outside the language faculty. No one doubts the 
existence of innate constraints, rather the issue is whether the innate constraints 
are specific to language or not. In fact, Folia et al. argue that in order to rule out 
innate, language-specific constraints completely, it is necessary to establish that 
none of the following candidates carry such constraints: (1) the initial state of the 
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learner; (2) the model space; (3) the learning/developmental dynamics; (4) the re-
presentational space; or (5) the representational dynamics — a difficult empirical 
task. Alternatively, if sufficient non-language-specific constraints for language 
acquisition are discovered, the necessity of language-specific constraints recedes. 
 In this fMRI study we took advantage of the fact that a subsample of our 
participants (Petersson et al. 2010, Folia et al. 2011) was part of the BIG project at 
the Donders Centre for Cognitive Neuroimaging and the Department of Human 
Genetics of the Radboud University Nijmegen. This allowed us to explore the 
potential role of the CNTNAP2 gene in artificial syntax acquisition at both the 
behavioural and the brain level. This small scale investigation of possible 
CNTNAP2 related effects (more precisely, effects related to the common poly-
morphism observed at the single nucleotide polymorphism RS7794745) in the 
context of artificial syntax acquisition and structured sequence processing 
suggests that the T-group (AT- and TT-carriers) was sensitive to the grammati-
cality status of the sequences independent of local subsequence familiarity. This 
might mean that individuals with this genotype acquire structural knowledge 
more rapidly, utilize the acquired knowledge more effectively, or are better able 
to ignore cues related to local subsequence familiarity in comparison to the nonT-
group (AA carriers). This suggests differences in the implicit acquisition process 
between the two groups. Another possibility is that, if the two groups eventually 
achieve the same level of successful overall classification at the end acquisition, 
the nature of sequence processing might be different, since only the nonT-group 
is sensitive to local subsequence familiarity (which is not predictive of the gram-
maticality status). In contrast, the T-group relies only (or at least to a greater 
extent) on their implicitly acquired structural knowledge, which they successfully 
generalize to novel items. This suggests a qualitative, rather than a quantitative, 
processing difference between groups. Parallel to these behavioral findings, we 
observed significantly greater activation in Broca’s region centered on the left BA 
44/45 as well as the left frontopolar region (BA 10) in the nonT- compared to the 
T-group. The meaning of these fMRI differences between the two groups is un-
clear and requires further research for a full understanding. Nevertheless, these 
initial efforts suggest that it is worthwhile to investigate the genetic basis of the 
capacity for structured sequence processing in large-scale studies by investi-
gating the relevant biological pathway(s) (Konopka & Geschwind 2010, Newbury 
& Monaco 2010, Pezawas & Meyer-Lindenberg 2010, and references therein). 
However, given that CNTNAP2 has been linked to specific language impairment 
(SLI) and provides a mechanistic link between clinically distinct syndromes in-
volving disrupted language (Vernes et al. 2008), and assuming that the structured 
sequence learning mechanism investigated by artificial grammar learning is 
shared between artificial and natural syntax acquisition, the present behavioral 
and fMRI results might suggest that the FOXP2–CNTNAP2 pathway is somehow 
related to the acquisition of structured sequence knowledge as well as individual 
differences in artificial and natural syntax acquisition. 
 
5.2. Language as a Neurobiological System and Bounded Recursion 
 
Cognitive neuroscience approaches the brain as a computational system — a sys-
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tem conceptualized in terms of information processing. This entails the idea that 
a subclass of its physical states is viewed as representations and that transitions 
between states can be understood as a process implementing operations on the 
corresponding representational structures. It is uncontroversial that any 
physically realizable computational system is necessarily finite with respect to its 
memory organization and that it processes information with finite precision (e.g., 
due to the presence of internal noise or architectural imprecision; Turing 1936a, 
1936b, Minsky 1967, Savage 1998, Koch 1999). We have previously indicated why 
this state of affairs renders the Chomsky hierarchy for classical cognitive models 
(i.e. Church–Turing computational models) less relevant to neurobiological 
systems from a neurobiological processing perspective (Petersson 2005a, 2005b, 
2008, Petersson et al. 2010). The Chomsky hierarchy is in essence a memory 
hierarchy and it distinguishes between (a few) complexity classes (and corres-
ponding grammar classes) in the context of infinite (unbounded) memory. If we 
view the faculty of language as a neurobiological system, given its finite storage 
capacity and finite precision computation, the Chomsky hierarchy is less relevant 
— it does not make the relevant distinctions. However, bounded versions of the 
different memory architectures entailed by the hierarchy might be relevant 
(although we think these should not be taken too seriously). For example, the 
unbound push-down stack is a memory architecture corresponding to the class of 
context-free grammars, and it is conceivable that a bounded push-down stack is 
used in language processing, as suggested by Levelt (1974) as one possibility. Of 
course, this does not imply that the Chomsky hierarchy is irrelevant for compu-
tational theory (Davis et al. 1994, Pullum & Scholz 2010) or competence grammars 
in theoretical linguistics (Chomsky 1963). However, we note that modern com-
plexity theory, which is more closely related to processing complexity rather than 
the Chomsky hierarchy, makes fine-grained distinctions (Cutland 1980, Papadi-
mitriou 1993, Savage 1998, Hopcroft et al. 2000, Arora & Barak 2009) and might, 
perhaps, be useful from a neurobiological processing perspective (although this 
is unclear). 
 With the advent of generative grammar, recursion became key to achieving 
discrete infinity (e.g. Chomsky 1956, 1963). Accordingly, early psycholinguistics 
devoted considerable effort to the study of complex recursive constructions, 
especially in the form context-free or more general grammars (Chomsky 1963, 
Levelt 1974). However, it was theoretically suggested (e.g. Chomsky 1963: 329–
333, 390), and soon empirically confirmed, that unbound (i.e. infinite) recursive 
capacity is not realizable in human performance (~actual cognitive processing). 
Thus, it was found that sentences with more than two center-embeddings are 
read with the same intonation as a list of random words (Miller 1962), cannot 
easily be memorized (Miller & Isard 1964, Foss & Cairns 1970), are difficult to 
paraphrase (Hakes & Cairns 1970, Larkin & Burns 1977) and comprehend (Wang 
1970, Hamilton & Deese 1971, Blaubergs & Braine 1974, Hakes et al. 1976), and 
are, paradoxically, judged to be ungrammatical (Marks 1968). 
 Recursion is once again attracting attention as an hypothesized key feature 
of the language faculty, with the suggestion that unbounded recursion may be 
the only property of the language faculty that is both species-specific and 
domain-specific (Hauser et al. 2002). Nevertheless, in order to preserve the essen-
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tial feature of the notion of discrete infinity (unbounded “human creativity”), 
Chomsky introduced the notion of a competence grammar, “a device that enu-
merates […] an infinite class of sentences with structural descriptions” (Chomsky 
1963: 329–330, device A in Fig. 1). The competence grammar is distinct from the 
language acquisition and processing (“performance”) system (Chomsky 1963: 
329–330, devices C and B, respectively, in Fig. 1). One consequence of grammars 
or computational models that support unbounded recursion (and infinite 
precision processing), is that they overgeneralize, by generating arbitrarily long 
sequences (and correspondingly complex sequence structures) that are never 
used, and in fact, has never been observed. This might or might not be a problem, 
depending on ones perspective on these issues. However, this is not a problem 
for bounded recursive procedures (or equivalent analogues, Petersson 2005b, 
2008). As previously noted, one uncontroversial limitation on actual neurobio-
logical systems is their finiteness, both in terms of memory and processing 
precision. For instance, Chomsky remarks that both language processing and 
language acquisition, “which represents actual performance, must necessarily be 
strictly finite”, that is, a finite-state machine (Chomsky 1963: 331–333); and 
continues: “Nevertheless, the performance of the speaker or hearer must be 
representable by a finite automaton of some sort” (p. 390). However, he further 
argued that “any interesting realization of B [i.e. a finite-state processing system] 
that is not completely ad hoc will incorporate A [i.e. a competence grammar] as a 
fundamental component”. One example of this idea is a (e.g., universal) Turing 
machine with finite tape-memory (Petersson et al. 2010: fn. 3). Another example is 
a (e.g., universal) register machine with a finite number of registers (Petersson 
2005b). In both cases, it could be argued that the finite-state control unit, in a 
certain sense, represents unbounded ‘knowledge’ (or competence grammar) as 
well as unbounded recursive potential. However, this knowledge cannot be fully 
expressed, and the recursive potential not fully realized, because of memory 
limitations. But it could be argued, as Chomsky (1963) does, that if we imagine 
that hardware constraints can be disregarded (abstracted away), then the system 
instantiates the equivalent of a competence grammar, and thus unbounded 
‘knowledge’, in this sense. Perhaps one way to interpret this idea, when applied 
to the language faculty, is in analogy with frictionless mechanics in physics — it 
retains instrumental value, but is not a correct description of the underlying 
reality (e.g., a correct model of friction is an atomic, mainly electromagnetic phe-
nomenon). 
 Finite-state and finite-precision computation devices, including real neural 
networks, are sufficient to handle bounded recursion of general type, so there is 
no real problem here from the point of view of language processing 
(‘performance’). We think this opens the possibility for lateral thinking on 
matters related to the knowledge of language (‘competence’). We argue that more 
realistic neural models provide natural bounds on memory and on processing as 
well as architectural precision, and therefore, on the specification of the language 
faculty viewed as a neurobiological system (cf. Petersson et al. 2010). Generally, 
analog dynamical systems provide a non-classical information processing alter-
native to classical computational architectures (Siegelmann & Fishman 1998). In 
particular, network approaches offer possibilities to model cognition within a 
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non-classical dynamical systems framework that is natural from a neurobiolo-
gical perspective. It is known theoretically, that under the assumption of infinite 
precision processing, Church-Turing computable processes can be embedded in 
dynamical systems instantiated by neural networks (e.g. Siegelmann 1999). For 
example, the discrete-time recurrent network can be viewed as a simple network 
analogue of the finite-state architecture (Petersson 2005b, Petersson et al. 2005). In 
general, the recurrent neural network architecture can be viewed as an archi-
tecture with a finite number of dynamic, analog registers (e.g., the “membrane 
potential”) that processes information interactively. In the simplest case, compu-
tations are determined by the network topology and by the transfer functions of 
the processing units, as well as the set of dynamical variables associated with 
these processing units. Moreover, important aspects of both short-term and long-
term memory are co-localized with processing infrastructure (Petersson 2005a, 
Petersson et al. 2009). From a neurobiological perspective, therefore, it seems 
natural to try to understand language acquisition and language processing in 
terms of adaptive dynamical systems (Petersson 2005a, Petersson et al. 2009, 
2010). Thus, an important challenge in the neurobiology of syntax is to under-
stand syntax processing in terms of noisy spiking network processors. Similar, 
independent, accounts have been put forward by Culicover & Nowak (2003) in 
their Dynamical Grammar as well as others (Christiansen & Chater 1999, Rodri-
guez et al. 1999, Rodriguez 2001,). 
 What are the implications of this for theoretical models of language and 
grammar? The Chomsky hierarchy only has theoretical meaning in the context of 
infinite memory resources. Rather than giving unbounded recursion the centre 
stage, some of the important issues in the neurobiology of syntax, and language 
more generally, are related to the nature of the neural code (i.e. representation), 
the character of human on-line processing memory, and noisy neural finite 
precision computation (Koch 1999, Trappenberg 2010). Recurrent connectivity is 
a generic feature of brain network topology (Nieuwenhuys et al. 1988). Thus, 
recursive processing is a latent capacity in almost any neurobiological system and 
it would be surprising, indeed, if this feature would be unique to the faculty of 
language. We noted that one relevant issue from the point of view of natural 
language is the human capacity to process patterns of non-adjacent dependencies 
— not arbitrarily ‘long’ non-adjacent dependencies — there is a definite natural 
upper-bound set by the brain and its underlying neurophysiology. We can thus 
choose to work with any fruitful formal syntax framework as long as this serves 
its purpose, for example, to capture the presence of bounded relational patterns 
between lexical items in compositionally constructed sentences, to elaborate para-
meterized model of language acquisition or, if we are not interested in hardware 
constraints and implementation issues, abstract away the implementation level 
and explore ‘frictionless’ models of the language faculty. 
 
 
6. Conclusion 
 
One of the objectives of this study was to compare the brain networks engaged 
by artificial syntax processing during preference and grammaticality classifi-
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cation after implicit artificial syntax acquisition. The results show that preference 
and grammaticality classification engage virtually identical brain regions, consis-
tent with previously reported behavioral findings. In particular, the left inferior 
frontal region centered on BA 44/45 (Broca’s region) is active during artificial 
syntax processing of well-formed sequences independent of local subsequence 
familiarity. The effects related to artificial syntax in the left inferior frontal region 
(BA 44/45) were essentially identical when masked with activity related to 
natural syntax obtained in the same subjects. Thus, the current fMRI results show 
that artificial syntax processing engages brain regions central to natural syntax 
processing. We suggest, therefore, that the left inferior frontal region is a generic 
on-line sequence processor that unifies information from various sources in an 
incremental and recursive manner. Finally, we explored CNTNAP2 related 
effects in artificial syntax acquisition and structured sequence processing. The 
results suggest that AT- and TT-carriers (at the CNTNAP2 SNP RS7794745) were 
sensitive to the grammaticality status independent of local subsequence 
familiarity, while AA-carriers were sensitive to local subsequence familiarity. We 
observed significantly greater activation in Broca’s region and the left frontopolar 
region (BA 10) in the AA-carriers compared to AT- and TT-carriers. The meaning 
of these behavioural and fMRI findings is unclear and requires further investi-
gation. Nevertheless, these initial efforts suggest that it is worthwhile to try to 
understand the genetic basis for language as well as the capacity for structured 
sequence processing in large-scale studies by investigating the relevant biological 
pathway(s). 
 
 
 
 
Appendix A:  Example stimuli used for preference and grammaticality 

classification 
 

Stimulus Categories Classification Items 
High Grammatical (HG) VXVRXSVS 

MSSSVRXSV 
VXSSVRXVRXSV 
MVRXSSSSVS 

Low Grammatical (LG) VXSVS 
MSSSSSV 
VXSVRXRRRR 
MSSSVRXRRRRM 

High Non-Grammatical (HNG) VRVRXSSS 
MRXSSSV 
VRXRXSVRXRM 
MVXSVRXVRXRM 

Low Non-Grammatical (LNG) VRXRXRM 
VXVRXVXRM 
MSVRXSXRRM 
MSSVRSSSVS 
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Appendix B: Overlap between preference and grammaticality classification 
 
Anatomical region Brodmann’s area [x y z] Z-score P-value 
Left Inferior Frontal Cluster    .003 
L inferior frontal gyrus BA 44 –54 14 2 4.07 .013 
 BA 44/45 –60 20 16 3.90 .016 
 BA 44/45 –52 18 22 3.81 .019 
 BA 45 –60 20 10 3.54 .028 
 BA 45 –46 22 22 3.35 .039 
 BA 45/47 –56 18 2 4.02 .014 
 BA 47 –42 20 –10 3.90 .016 
L frontal operculum/anterior insula BA 49/13/15 –38 18 –10 4.02 .010 
Right Inferior-Middle Frontal Cluster    < .001 
R inferior frontal gyrus BA 44/45 50 24 18 3.65 .023 
 BA 45 56 30 12 3.54 .028 
 BA 45/47 58 32 0 3.42 .035 
 BA 47 46 32 –4 5.08 .010 
 BA 47/11 48 44 –14 3.58 .026 
R mid-anterior insula BA 13/15 40 20 –6 4.15 .011 
R frontal operculum/anterior insula BA 49/15 36 20 –10 3.87 .017 
 BA 49/13/15 32 26 0 3.57 .027 
R inferior-middle frontal gyrus BA 45/46 46 34 12 3.41 .036 
 BA 45/46 48 30 16 3.39 .037 
 BA 45/46 58 34 16 3.37 .038 
 BA 45/46 58 34 8 3.23 .047 
 BA 46 52 40 18 3.27 .044 
Medial Prefrontal-Frontopolar Cluster    .001 
Anterior cingulate/supplementary motor BA 8 0 26 52 4.41 .010 
 BA 8/32 6 30 44 4.60 .010 
 BA 8/32 14 16 48 3.38 .037 
 BA 6/8/32 –6 14 54 4.04 .013 
Anterior cingulate cortex BA 32 8 34 38 4.53 .010 
 BA 32 10 32 24 4.27 .010 
 
Local maxima observed for correctly classified non-grammatical vs. grammatical items. Cluster P-

values are family-wise error corrected and P-values of local maxima are corrected based on 
the false-discovery rate. 
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An Uncouth Approach to Language Recursivity 
 

Eleonora Russo  &  Alessandro Treves 
 

 
A simple-minded view is presented here on the problem of the origin of 
language, which dismisses any relation with hitherto unobserved specific 
language microcircuits in the cortex as well as with gross connectional 
hierarchies which are seen also in other mammals. In this view, language 
arises out of a capacity for spontaneous latching dynamics, which emerges 
when the connectivity of an extensive cortical network, which need not be 
hierarchical, crosses a critical phase-transition threshold. 
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1. Cortical vs. Cognitive Organization 
 
Neuroanatomy, proceeding slowly but surely at the tranquil pace of a descriptive 
science, would have the authority to inform a basic understanding of the neural 
mechanisms subserving higher cognitive capacities. For the faculty of language, 
this has not happened. There is a fundamental mismatch between the conceptual 
structures invoked to describe the complexity of language — parsing trees, hier-
archies of grammars, principles and parameters — and those emerging from the 
observation of the articulation of the human nervous system. Neuroanatomical 
dynamics unfold over evolutionary time scales of millions of years, and their 
main organizational principles have been scholarly described for about a 
hundred years (e.g., Lorente de Nó 1938). Language dynamics, even though in 
the most stable parametric aspects may stretch over several thousand years 
(Longobardi & Guardiano 2009), unleash their astonishing power in the rapid 
acquisition of a language by a child — in a few years. 
 As a result, linguists tend to ignore taking stock of the stable organization 
apparent in the human brain, and at times nurture the mistaken expectation that 
a sudden discovery from the world of biology, like that of the structure of DNA, 
will at some point revolutionize the relation between language and the brain, and 
crack the neural codes for syntax. The Language Acquisition Device (LAD), a re-
markable abstract construct (Briscoe 2000), might then acquire the semblance of a 
neuronal apparatus, taken to be hiding, like the Holy Grail, perhaps in one of the 
frontal sulci, disguised to non-believers as standard cortical circuitry. While the 
quest for the LAD goes on, allured by reports of quantitative differences and 
asymmetries in area 44 or 45 (Uylings et al. 2006, Amunts et al. 2010), it may be 
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useful to briefly review salient features of cortical organization. 
 
1.1. Origin and Evolution of the Cerebral Neocortex 
 
Higher mental processes in the human species massively involve the cerebral 
cortex — though, it should be noted, not to the exclusion of other structures such 
as the cerebellum or the basal ganglia. The cerebral cortex derives from a 
structure, the pallium or dorsal component of each hemisphere, as it bulges out 
of the fore-brain behind each olfactory bulb, that was presumably common also 
to the ancestors of reptiles and birds, and whose ancient amniotic phenotype is 
thought to resemble most closely the cortex of modern reptiles. In the evolution 
of mammalian lineages, the two dramatic events that separated them from other 
amniotes were the lamination of the dorsal cortex and the reorganization of the 
medial cortex into the modern mammalian hippocampus. These two events likely 
occurred between three and two hundred million years ago, with outcomes that 
are anatomically clear and functionally obscure, but in any case are very much 
with us to this day. No further major reorganization has occurred since, common 
to all mammalian species, and differences in the organization of specific radiati-
ons, such as the incomplete granulation of cetacean cortex (Huggenberger 2008), 
are more in the way of amendments than bright new ideas. 
 The two remarkably stable traits of a 3-fold differentiated hippocampus 
and a 3-fold laminated cortex (Fig. 1) seem to us to express the fundamental 
mammalian geist, and the crucial challenge for theories of mammalian neural 
computation to try and explain; yet we feel rather isolated in our interest for 
these two phase transitions (Treves 2003, 2004). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1:  In mammals, the dorsal cortex is laminated (left) and the medial cortex is reorganized 

into the hippocampus, differentiated into 3 main sub-regions (right). In both structures the 
essential mammalian innovation is the insertion of an input layer of granule cells (orange) 
feeding into the pyramidal cells (yellow). Both these traits are common to all mammals, and 
neither has anything to do with the faculty of language. 
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Be it as it may, it is hard to identify further qualitative jumps in the structure of 
our nervous system, beyond these that we underwent together with other mam-
mals. Although the simple-minded notion of cortical uniformity (Rockel et al. 
1980) has been fiercely criticized (Herculano-Houzel et al. 2008, Rakic 2008), mod-
ifications and specializations on the basic mammalian design are prevailingly 
quantitative (Krubitzer 1995, Semendeferi et al. 2010). Particularly in relation to 
the language faculty, they come nowhere close to drawing a boundary, for 
example, between our brain and that of non-speaking apes, as sharp as can be 
drawn between, say, bats (mammals) and starlings (birds) — however startlingly 
recursive starlings may be (Gentner et al. 2006). 
 The dominant neuronal constituents of the cerebral cortex are the pyra-
midal cells, which are defined by a long axis oriented perpendicular to the corti-
cal sheet. The main new element which sets the mammalian neocortex apart from 
the reptilian paleocortex is the insertion of a layer of granule cells, layer IV, 
where many afferent inputs terminate, and which separates infragranular from 
supragranular pyramidal layers (Fig. 1, left). It is thought that the new arrange-
ment facilitates a precise point-to-point afferent connectivity, enabling the for-
mation, in part by self-organizing processes, of fine topographical maps (Treves 
2003). This occurs throughout the expanse of the so-called isocortex, although 
layer IV is more prominent in sensory cortices, consistent with its role in setting 
up orderly sensory representations, which become progressively fuzzier in more 
advanced areas. In frontal cortex, layer IV may remain undifferentiated, sug-
gesting that the cognitive enhancement that accompanied, in the most advanced 
mammals, the quantitative expansion of the frontal lobes, is not picking up on the 
technological advance of a laminated cortex. In particular, the faculty of lang-
uage, which arises recently and only in the human species, appears unrelated to 
lamination, which emerged hundreds of millions of years ago, in all mammals. It 
seems doubtful, therefore, to ascribe special significance to limited differences in 
the exact density of distinct cortical layers (Amunts et al. 2004). The concurrent 
differentiation of the medial cortex into the regions DG, CA3 and CA1 of the 
hippocampus (Fig. 1, right), with their strikingly idiosyncratic circuitry (Treves et 
al. 2008), is likewise common to all mammals and entirely unrelated to language.  
 
1.2. Cortical Hierarchies  
 
In the reptilian cortex, one distinguishes a lateral, a dorsal and a medial portion, 
and the olfactory origin of this most anterior component of the brain remains 
engraved in a clear direction of olfactory information flow, from lateral through 
dorsal to medial, leading to the old-fashioned but phylogenetically correct inter-
pretation of the hippocampus as the motor division of the olfactory sensory-
motor circuit. Even in those mammals, in which lateral olfactory cortex is re-
duced to little more than a residual, olfactory information from the bulb accesses 
it directly, a reminder of its former primacy. The other modalities, notably vision, 
audition and somatic sensation, which long ago penetrated and colonized the 
cortex from their more posterior original stations, send afferent inputs not 
directly but through the thalamus to the dorsal cortex, and there join the flow to-
wards the medial component. In more complex mammals these new ‘settlers’ are 
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seen to have established an increasing number of visual, auditory and somato-
sensory maps, leading to the great expansion of the dorsal cortex. Such maps, 
including advanced processing areas in which topography has become so vague 
as to have been erstwhile overlooked (Kaas 1997), are laid out in a hierarchy from 
peripheral (primary sensory) towards central/medial. The hierarchy finds unam-
biguous expression in the arrangement of the cortico-cortical connections: Lower 
(more peripheral) areas send inputs mainly from their supragranular layers 
towards the layer IV (whether or not populated by granular cells) of higher areas, 
which send, mainly from their infragranular layers, back projections to lower 
areas, which terminate there in layer I. This connectivity pattern allows neuro-
anatomists to determine which of two areas is higher up in the hierarchy. 
 Originally the pallium, like the dorsal aspect of the spinal chord, is sensory. 
The motor cortex is thought to have differentiated relatively late, with mammals, 
from parts of the somatosensory cortex. Does the motor cortex, which has no 
layer IV, sit on top of the cortical hierarchy defined by cortico-cortical connec-
tivity? Hardly so. It is the hippocampus, and other limbic components adjacent to 
it, that the laminar origin and termination of the projections elect as their sup-
reme leaders (Barbas 1986). In fact, both in the temporal and in the frontal lobes it 
is the more lateral areas, which are more laminated, that project axons that termi-
nate deep into the medial temporal or caudal orbitofrontal cortices respectively, 
which therefore are higher order in the connectional sense (Rempel-Clower & 
Barbas 2000). Information flows towards the limbic system, towards establishing 
memories, whereas the stream leading to motor cortex and the expression of 
overt behavior is more of a diverted back projection towards the periphery. It 
should be noted that these connectivity patterns are not rigorous rules but rather 
statistical trends, and that they may just reflect fossil functionalities, simply 
because no more modern organizational principle has come to supersede them. 
Even in this perspective, that is a connectional hierarchy we certainly have. 
 What are the changes that have then occurred in our neocortex, over this 
last couple of hundred million years? The most striking one, across several mam-
malian species, is in size, accompanied however by the parcellation of the cortical 
expanse into an increasing number of areas, in what is known as the process of 
arealization. Areas are defined by sometimes very subtle differences in cellular 
composition or laminar organization, that make the cortex resemble a patchwork 
of tonalities of the same hue, more than a blanket with continuously shaded 
colors. In sensory regions it appears very clearly that boundaries between areas 
are determined by the edges of topographic sensory representations, whether or 
not salient histological differences are seen with the neighboring area. In so-
called simple mammals, a sensory modality may be represented by one or two 
topographic maps, before information is fully mixed with that from other modali-
ties; in complex and more arealized mammals like ourselves, tens of distinct 
areas, each a complete map of sensory space, may represent a single modality. 
Several areas present further granular or quasi-granular structures, such as the 
mini-column, hyper-columns and pinwheels of cat and monkey visual cortex or 
the barrels of rat somatosensory cortex (Kaas 1997). These traits, sometimes 
popularized as evidence for a generic columnar organization principle, appear 
instead to be specializations that, in certain areas and in certain species, refine ad 
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hoc the common design expressed by laminated neocortex (Rakic 2008); the 
proliferation of distinct areas, in contrast, appears as a universal option available 
across species and modalities, and utilized more by some and less by others. 
 What keeps cortical areas together? Cortico-cortical connections. Unlike 
local connections, comprised by axons that never leave the gray matter or by the 
early departing collateral branches of those that do, cortico-cortical connections 
travel through the white matter, linking together areas that may sit at different 
levels of the periphero-hippocampal hierarchy, or at about the same level. Since 
cortico-cortical connections linking areas at about the same level, as well as local 
connections, are not hierarchical, and local and non-local connections are esti-
mated to come in roughly equivalent numbers, it is likely that strictly hierarchical 
connections are a minority, unlike what is assumed in certain neural network 
models. The cortex is largely democratic, and a given unit can usually find itself, 
depending on the circumstances of life, pre-synaptic or postsynaptic to another 
unit, or both. Causal reasoning, which informs many conceptual models of cog-
nitive processes, is manifestly inadequate to capture the web of potentially reci-
procal influences that cortical neurons (and cortical areas) exert on one another. 
 Whereas a democratic arrangement of all cortical neurons on the same 
footing is unique, many distinct ways can be conceived of ordering them in a 
strict or loose hierarchical arrangement (Fuster 2009). There are, in fact, at least 
two more ways to define a connectional hierarchy, beyond that based on the 
laminar pattern of connections between areas. One is to focus on the number of 
synaptic contacts on the basal dendrites of pyramidal cells, that Guy Elston (2000) 
has estimated to increase dramatically going from occipital to temporal and then 
frontal cortex. Basal dendrites receive mainly local recurrent excitation, so the 
observation suggests a posterior-frontal gradient from more input-driven to more 
recurrent circuits. Another way is to focus on the density of terminals of neuro-
modulators, in particular dopamine, which is particularly high in prefrontal 
cortex. This indicates a shift from a more rigid, operationally stable processing 
mode in posterior cortex to something more subject to multiple modulating 
influences in the front. Note that a dopamine gradient is seen also in birds, in the 
near absence of a full-fledged (and in any case mono-layer) cortex. These connec-
tional/anatomical hierarchies therefore partially overlap with each other, but 
only in a loose sense, and there is no evidence that they are evolutionarily re-
lated, or geared towards a common functional purpose. 
 
1.3. Task Switches and Prefrontal Cortex 
 
The scientific study of animal behavior has been in part based on the experi-
mental paradigm of classical conditioning, whereby, since Pavlovian times, an 
animal is exposed to stimulus x followed, in rapid temporal succession, by an-
other stimulus y. In its ‘operant’ variant the animal learns instead that to stimulus 
x it must respond y, to get reward z (or to avoid a punishment). In their crude 
simplicity such paradigms lend themselves to quantitative measures, more than 
ecological behavior, and have been extended in several directions. A trivial ex-
tension is to increase the number of stimulus-response associations, for example, 
to x1 the subject should respond y1 to get z, whereas to x2 the subject should res-
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pond y2, to x3, y3 and so on. Another type of extension, also increasingly used with 
human subjects, involves the combinatorial articulation of contingencies, for 
example, in context w1, to x1 one should respond y1, and to x2, y2, whereas in 
context w2, to x1 one should respond y2, and to x2, y1. The paradigm can obviously 
be complexified by expanding the number of associations, but also by adding 
levels, for example, in task v1 when in context w1, to x1 respond y1, while in w2, to 
x1 respond y2, and vice versa in task v2. Obviously, if elements v, w, x are purely 
labels, their complete configuration can be recapitulated in a compositional 
variable, say u, where, for example, u1 denotes ‘molecular’ configuration (v1, w1, 
x1), u2 denotes configuration (v1, w2, x1), etc. If, however, elements v, w, x are 
presumed to have a life of their own, both in the real world and as represented in 
the brain of subjects, it is convenient to maintain an atomic notation, to point out 
that a certain stimulus–response association, for example, x1 – y1, is correct in task 
v1 and in context w1, but not in situation (v2, w1). The experimenter can add levels 
of contingency n, n+1, n+2, ad libitum, making the paradigm progressively more 
complex.  
 A recurring observation from the analysis of brain lesioned patients and 
from neuroimaging studies is that the most anterior portions of the cortex appear 
to be involved in the correct learning and execution of the higher contingency 
levels, with perhaps the frontal pole necessary for the maximum complexity level 
nmax, in a particular type of paradigm, that normal human subjects are able to deal 
with. While there is no evidence that nmax is universal across different paradigms, 
the review of neuroimaging data and the ad hoc experiments designed by Badre & 
D’Esposito (2007) indicate that nmax can be higher than 3, in the sense that they 
can distinguish at least 4 hierarchical levels of contingency processing in a series 
of paradigms of increasing complexity.  
 One may represent such paradigms as a tree, where each variable is a 
branch generating at the end node the various thinner branches it can lead to. For 
example, branch w1 ‘generates’ x1, x2 e x3, which in turn ‘generate’ y5 and y8. The 
tree representation misses out the combinatorial nature of the process, because if 
a branch represents x1 generated by w1, a distinct branch shall represent x1 gener-
ated by w2, and yet another x1 generated by v1: The tree structure does not allow 
for multiple parents. Branches must then multiply, and more branches be 
assigned to the same event when produced by distinct ‘causes’. The apparent 
complication is counter-balanced by the logical clarity of the tree structure, which 
allows analyzing contingencies as in a chess game. Also in chess, the same move 
may follow distinct moves by the other player, or one’s own, but a mental tree 
representation may facilitate an assessment of the current situation, at the price of 
some redundancy. When mentally climbing on a branch that corresponds to ex-
actly the same situation of the pieces as another already visited branch, we only 
need to identify the two and retrieve the configuration of thinner branches, and 
leaves, already explored.  
 Inconsistencies may arise if, following Badre & D’Esposito, to the branches 
of a tree representation, conceived as descriptive of a mental process, one wishes 
to associate neuronal activity in certain cortical areas so that, for example, value 
x1 of variable x implies specific activity by a particular group of neurons. And one 
insists on a generically valid correspondence, so that those neurons ‘code’ for x1. 
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Then either the distinct branches corresponding to x1 when generated by distinct 
causes are represented by the activity of distinct groups of neurons, and then the 
tree hierarchy is clear but the coding is confusing and highly redundant, or they 
are all represented by the same group, in which case the coding is clear but the 
hierarchy loses much of its general significance, beyond the individual experi-
mental design, and the simple-minded logical tree of contingencies grows into a 
mangrove of multi-factorial events, eventually sublimating into a web of inter-
actions of surreal complexity — a cortical network, obviously. 
 
1.4. Syntactic Trees and Hierarchical Processing in Language 
 
A domain in which tree representations have been developed to more powerful 
sophistication and have offered what seems like an essential contribution is, of 
course, in the description of syntax in natural languages. Such phenomenolo-
gically observed syntax is often interpreted, in the various streams of formal ling-
uistics, as the imperfect biological manifestation of an exact underlying structure, 
which takes the form of an (upside-down) parsing tree. The terminal branches, or 
leaves, are associated roughly to individual words w, x, y, z of a natural language, 
while the non-terminal branches are associated to grammatical constructs A, B, C 
that do not appear overtly in natural language, but which are usually construed 
to have a neuronal representation of some form in our brain. From a start symbol 
S one generates a sentence by following not a single branch at each node, as in the 
complexified conditioning paradigms mentioned above, but multiple branches, as 
specified by certain rewrite or production rules. The corpus of sentences, gener-
ated by all possible ways of following each production rule, coincides conceptu-
ally with the language and can be represented by a gigantic tree, but even a 
single sentence corresponds to a tree that has as many leaves as, roughly, words 
— in contrast to single chess games and individual conditioning trials, which do 
not correspond to flourishing trees, but rather to destitute trees that have lost all 
leaves but one. There is thus a hierarchy of levels of analysis implicit in each 
sentence, if described by a parsing tree, which does not necessarily match the 
hierarchies necessary to parse other sentences, even within the same formal 
framework. 
 Chomsky (1955) has famously shown that such frameworks can be 
classified in a further, abstract hierarchy of frameworks, from unrestricted to 
context-sensitive to context-free to regular grammars. This was a beautiful 
achievement, fertile with insightful connections to then-developing computer 
science. Strictly speaking, it is more of an ordered set of inclusion relations than a 
bona fide hierarchy. (It does not befit a group of oligarchs to be much more num-
erous than the populace they rule over — if it is unrestricted grammars that are 
considered to be on top; and it does not belong to the rulers to be simpler-minded 
and less powerful than their subjects — if vice versa it is regular grammars that 
are considered to be on top.) In any case, the hierarchy of grammars has not been 
associated to hierarchical structures in the brain, except perhaps by some funda-
mentalists who have reputed simpler brains (which they might unwittingly 
ascribe to non-human primates, or to other mammals) to be capable of cognitive 
processes equivalent to regular grammars.  
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 Parsing hierarchies, instead, have been associated, in one of the most 
striking results of applying linguistic theories, with an orderly progression in the 
severity of the deficits in aphasic patients with different patterns of agrammatism 
(Friedmann 2001). In particular, among three groups of agrammatic patients, the 
one most impaired patient could be described as being able to access only the 
leaves and the thinnest branches of the syntactic tree expressing the structure of a 
Complementizer Phrase (CP), which, in the usual upside-down scheme, has the 
CP node at the top and the leaves dropping down at various levels on the left. 13 
severely impaired individuals could be described as being able to climb up two 
more levels, and 5 mildly impaired ones to climb two further levels up, getting 
almost within sight of the CP node, as it were. These intriguing observations sug-
gest the psychological reality of parsing trees, as ways to order syntactic struc-
tures in terms of relative complexity; they do not however, point to a correspon-
dence between those trees and connectional hierarchies in the cortex, even 
though one is tempted to make that inference, given the long standing neuro-
psychological association between specific brain lesions and specific behavioral 
impairments.  
 The relation between agrammatic impairment and brain lesion is made 
problematic by the possibility, in general, that the same production rule be repre-
sented, in different derivations (in the parsing of different sentences) at different 
levels of the tree. Then, if different levels of the parsing tree are forced to cor-
respond to different levels in one of the connectional hierarchies of the cortex, 
either one assumes that a given production rule be potentially expressed by the 
operation of several different cortical areas, or else one has to assume that the 
anatomo-functional correspondence is itself variable, from sentence to sentence, 
with maybe only the initial symbol S, which generates the whole sentence, repre-
sented in a stable manner in a mythical spring, somewhere in the frontal lobes, 
out of which every sentence gushes forth. Neither option is particularly appeal-
ing, once made explicit, but in implicit form they may guide our thinking, how-
ever unwilling we are to acknowledge it.  
 
 
2. Recursion and Recurrence 
 
Recursion, in whatever form, makes any attempt to impose a rigid hierarchical 
processing scheme on the cortex even more difficult, in the same plain sense in 
which social mobility disrupts rigid social hierarchies. Recursion in a weak form 
arises immediately when one conceives of a natural language as being satisfac-
torily approximated by the corpus generated by a finite set of production rules, in 
the sense that the same set of rules is applied at each step k in the generation of a 
sentence, however long, and potentially the same terminals (the leaves) can be 
attached at different steps. This might be dismissed as trivial recursion, but 
modelers who take seriously the challenge of identifying neuronal mechanisms 
apt to implement syntactic operators, for example, in terms of fillers and roles 
(beimGraben et al. 2008; Borensztajn et al. 2009; Battaglia & Pennartz, in press; see 
also Namikawa & Hashimoto 2004), devote much of their creativity to dealing 
with such ‘trivia’, and appropriately so. This form of recursion can stretch out 
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across very many steps, especially when syntactic dependences are considered to 
extend, as they do in real life, beyond individual sentences. It is, to all intents and 
purposes, infinite recursion. 
 Recursion takes a stronger form when the set of rules allows for choosing 
the very same individual rule at different steps, as necessary to model simple 
complementizer sentences like ‘John reports that Mary says that…’ or, as in 
Dante’s 13th canto of the Inferno, ‘Cred' ïo ch'ei credette ch'io credesse che tante 
voci uscisser, tra quei bronchi…’. 
 Yet more complicated forms of recursion occur when instead of a linear 
chain, that, for example, includes two non-terminal elements A e B (Verb Phrases 
and Noun Phrases, say), which take terminal values a1b1a2b2a3b3, one has an 
embedded structure like a1a2a3b1b2b3 or even a1a2a3b3b2b1. Formal grammars that 
admit these structures are the less restricted ones, but it seems obvious that such 
structures are needed in order to model natural language without having to 
resort to byzantine constructs. The design of artificial systems that produce 
language-like strings endowed with such embedded structures is difficult, and it 
has been suggested that non-human primates cannot speak because they cannot 
manage the embedded type of recursion (Fitch & Hauser 2004). Yet there is no 
convincing evidence that non-human primates can acquire, and speak fluently, 
natural languages even without embedded structures (Hauser et al. 2002). And 
from the point of view of messing up the correspondence between processing 
along a fixed anatomical hierarchy and along a dynamically rearranged syntactic 
tree, embeddings are not needed: The simpler types of non-embedding recursion 
are sufficient — especially when recursion is expressed along several distinct 
dimensions. A point about embeddings which is often overlooked is that humans 
generally have trouble understanding, and rarely produce, embedded structures 
with more than 3 or 4 levels of embedding. Thus the distinction between infinite 
recursion in humans and finite in other species, proposed by Hauser et al. (2002) 
does not coincide with that informing the experiments of Fitch & Hauser (2004), 
between finite levels of embedding in humans and zero in other species.  
 What the observation of even simple forms of recursion suggests is that one 
should abandon the hypothesis that, during language production, processing 
should occur along an ordered hierarchy of cortical areas, whether or not 
specialized for distinct operations (as ‘modules’ in the Fodorian sense; Fodor, 
1983). Such hypothesis originates in computer science and in the block diagrams 
of early cognitive psychology, but is completely foreign to the world of cortical 
information processing, where recurrence is the rule. If humans were to process 
information along a feed-forward series of stations when they speak, they would 
be singularly handicapped, given that all other mammals, and other amniotes, 
and humans when they do not speak, use complex recurrent circuits all the time. 
It would be very odd if recurrent processing were to be silenced only in order to 
permit, of all things, a prominently recursive functionality such as language! 
 It seems, therefore, that excess reliance on artificial intelligence approaches 
to language, on trying to analyze language as it would be if it had evolved among 
computers and not among humans, has led astray the search for the neuronal 
mechanisms of language production, which conceivably have to be found among 
generic cortical mechanisms. But perhaps with a twist. 
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3. Quantity May Produce Quality 
 
What distinguishes the human cortex from that of other mammals are its dimen-
sions. In the past, it was thought that the human brain was larger than that of 
other mammals only in relation to body weight because in absolute terms, 
elephants (5 kg) and whales (8 kg) have larger brains than humans (1.4 kg). 
Recently, however, Suzana Herculano-Houzel (2009) has discussed the possibility 
that the human cortex may have more neurons, also in absolute number, than 
any other mammal (and any other living organism). Her argument is based on 
the observation that the human cortex appears to scale up linearly with respect to 
other primates, with an approximately constant density of cells per unit volume; 
whereas with rodents the scaling is strongly sub-linear: A large rodent like the 
Capybara has much reduced density, and many fewer cells than expected in a 
linearly scaled up mouse of that body weight. While the scaling laws for the 
density of neurons in proboscidea and cetaceans are not known, it is likely, she 
argues, that they will end up making the largest whale and elephant brains less 
dense, as with rodents, resulting in total number of neurons in their cerebral 
cortices around 3 billion, compared to 16 billion in the human cortex. So, the 
human cortex would be the one with more neurons, after all. 
 Other quantitative parameters that affect the capabilities of neuronal 
networks are those that determine their connectivity. The observation of uniform 
design principles for the cerebral neocortex, across mammalian species and 
cortical areas, should not be taken to imply that the ‘canonical’ cortical circuit 
(Douglas & Martin 1991) is exactly the same, hence tacitly assume it to operate 
always in the same manner (Rakic 2008). Guy Elston, in fact, has argued now for 
a number of years that important quantitative differences exist in the number of 
spines present on the dendrites of pyramidal cells. Focusing on estimating the 
number of spines on basal dendrites, taken to be indicative of the number of 
independent recurrent synaptic inputs from other pyramidal cells nearby, he has 
reported much lower numbers in occipital than in temporal or frontal cortex, e.g., 
1,000 vs. 7,000 or 9,000, respectively, in the macaque. Further, the corresponding 
numbers are all significantly higher in the human cortex, ca. 2,000, 13,000, and 
15,000, respectively (Elston et al. 2001). Such quantitative differences are normally 
overlooked in conceptual reasoning, but they can easily produce qualitative 
differences in the functionality of a neural network. 
 
3.1. Phase Transitions 
 
The physics of phase transitions offers a poignant model for how quantitative 
differences in some parameter describing a complex system of interacting units 
can generate major qualitative differences in the collective behavior of the 
system. This will not be reviewed here, but it suffices to note that conceptual 
causal reasoning alone, where consequences are logically associated to qualities, 
with disregard for quantities, would have had difficulties explaining why water 
is liquid at 33° F, but turns into ice just 2 degrees below, or why a ferromagnetic 
material can suddenly lose its properties upon heating. Conceptual explanations, 
sadly still the dominant epistemological paradigm in the cognitive sciences, are 
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inadequate when dealing with phase transitions. The mathematical techniques 
originally developed to analyze models intended to describe one particularly 
complex type of materials exhibiting phase transitions, the so-called spin glasses, 
have instead been successfully adapted to analyze models of associative memory 
networks, following the suggestion by John Hopfield (1982). Such networks, like 
spin glasses, exhibit phase transitions, for example, when their effective ‘temper-
ature’ — a measure of the variability ascribed to noise — changes a bit, but also 
with changes in their connectivity (Amit et al. 1987, Treves & Rolls 1991). 
Attractor states representing memory items then disappear, if either the effective 
temperature is too high or the connectivity too low in relation to memory load, 
and the network enters a phase in which it cannot function as an associative 
memory. This is the phase transition associated with storage capacity, which we 
can denote with the critical memory load — the maximum number of memory 
items pc above which associative retrieval fails.  
 Most studies of formal/mathematical models of associative memory have 
focused on single networks, which have often been interpreted as representing a 
patch of cortex, for example, 1 mm2, containing of order 105 neurons. Valentino 
Braitenberg, however, has proposed considering the entire cortex, or at least its 
fronto-temporal associative areas, as an “associative memory machine” (Braiten-
berg & Schüz 1991), including, in the human brain, of order 105 patches with 105 
pyramidal cells each (Braitenberg 1978; see Fig. 2). One can consider a mathe-
matical model of such a two-tier associative memory network, in which neurons 
are grouped into compartments with dense internal connectivity and sparse 
connectivity between compartments. A model of this type can be called modular, 
but not in a Fodorian sense, since all the modules, representing real patches but 
as if they had sharp boundaries, have the same structure and mode of operation. 
It shows phase transitions, at least the storage capacity phase transition, in that 
the asymptotic attractor states correlated with each of p stored memory patterns 
are only present when both the internal connectivity and the one between 
modules are sufficiently dense, in relation to p (O’Kane & Treves 1992). 
 Specifically, the memory patterns can be defined across the entire network 
as composed of local patterns stored in each module, which can store S local 
attractors if the number of internal connections per unit, Cs, is sufficient. The 
number of long range connections per unit, Cl, has to be sufficient to support the 
retrieval of the p stored combination of local attractors, against the interference of 
all other possible combinations. The minimal values for Cs and Cl that allow for 
successful retrieval, given p and S, depend in a complex manner on the para-
meters characterizing the architecture of the network and the memory represen-
tations it encodes (Fulvi Mari & Treves 1998). This makes it convenient to analyze 
a simplified model, in which the lower tier of the modules with their internal 
connectivity is replaced by a symbolic representation, in terms of variables which 
can take multiple values standing for the multiple local attractors of the full 
model (Fig. 2). 
 These variables are called Potts units, and can be thought of as tiny vectors 
pointing towards the multiple directions of a hyper-pyramid in S dimensions, 
with its vertex at the origin, a vertex that stands for the inactive state of the local 
module. Such a Potts version of an associative memory network, which then 
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explicitly models only the upper tier of the two-tier architecture, has first been 
analyzed by Kanter (1988) and then by Bollé et al. (1991, 1993). They considered 
discrete Potts units, which can be in a state or another but not partly in a state 
and partly in another. Graded-response units have been considered later (Treves 
2005) and they allow a more realistic modeling of local patch dynamics, including 
firing rate adaptation, i.e. neural fatigue, a pervasive feature of cortical dynamics.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2:  From the cortex to Braitenberg’s ‘skeleton’ model (larger arrow) to the Potts model 

(small arrows), through abstraction and simplification. Each Potts unit has S ‘attractor’ 
states (filled) plus the ‘quiescent’ state (empty circle). 

 
 
3.2. Latching Dynamics 
 
Including a model of firing rate adaptation leads, in the presence of correlations 
among the global attractors, to a new phenomenon: latching dynamics. Latching 
dynamics is the hopping of the network from one attractor state to another, 
where the first, while decaying away due to neuronal fatigue, acts as a cue to re-
trieve the second, due to their being correlated. The process can be repeated a few 
times or even indefinitely, in which case one talks of infinite latching. 
 Latching dynamics are not recursive per se. If the transitions from one at-
tractor σ(n) to the next are random, there are no rules of the type σ(n+1) = Ω[σ(n)] 
being recursively applied at each transition. If the transition probabilities are non-
trivially structured, however, either sculpted by a learning process or at least em-
bedded in the correlations between attractors, then the transition matrix Ω[σ] can 
be regarded as implicitly recursive. It was in fact shown that even for a simple 
non-structured Potts network the transition probabilities are structured, by the 
correlations, and 3 distinct classes of transitions can occur between attractor 
states (Russo et al. 2008). More interestingly, it was shown that these transitions 
cannot be described by a first-order Markov process, as they depend on pre-
ceding states, much as words do in natural languages (Russo et al. 2011), so one 
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has to think in terms of long probabilistic dependencies σ(n+1) = Ω[σ(n), σ(n–1), 
σ(n–2), …]. The Potts network has memory, in its spontaneous gibberish. 
 
3.3. The Phase Transition to Infinite Latching 
 
We have analyzed latching dynamics in a number of studies (Kropff & Treves 
2006, Russo et al. 2008, Russo et al. 2011) to which we refer for a more detailed 
description of this behavior of the Potts associative network model, and of its 
possible relation to neurophysiological observations. The point we want to note 
here is that latching may never occur, terminate by itself after a few steps, or con-
tinue indefinitely. Once the parameters of the Potts network are set, the exact du-
ration of the process, and whether it terminates or not, depend on the exact initial 
conditions. In a large network, however, the dependence on the initial conditions 
may become negligible, and if latching terminates after a while it has a well-
defined length, dependent only on structural parameters. One can then talk 
about a phase of finite latching (which may include a region of zero duration, 
where latching does not even start) and a phase of infinite latching. 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
Figure 3:  Latching dynamics are shown by plotting the time course of the overlaps of the state of 

the Potts network with each of p memory states (in different colors). Ideally, the network 
hops from attractor to attractor, with rapid transitions and protracted permanence in each 
attractor. In practice, with many choices of parameters, the observed dynamics are much 
noisier, a rumble-and-tumble with occasionally several overlaps simultaneously high, and 
many others significantly above chance level. Here, an input cue is presented at time 0, and 
then the network is left to its own dynamics. Time steps are in arbitrary units, but inter-
preting them as msecs, or as fractions of msecs, may be useful to suggest a correspondence 
with cognitive time scales. 

 
 
While our detailed analysis of the boundary between the phases of finite and 
infinite latching will be discussed elsewhere, it is useful to sketch the scenario 
that emerges from the possibility of an abrupt phase transition — a distinct phase 
transition from the storage capacity one, which we had labeled with the critical 
storage load pc. The network in the two phases is identical, and the only differ-
ence is in the numerical values of some parameter, for example the number S of 
local states of each patch/Potts unit or the connectivity C of the Potts units 
(related to the long-range connectivity in the underlying two-tier model, Cl). A 
small change in the value of the parameter then opens the gate for a distinct 
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emergent property, which is manifest in one phase and not in the other. In the 
Potts model of the two-tier cortical network there are therefore two critical boun-
daries. First, there is a boundary between retrieval and non-retrieval phases. The 
network cannot function as an associative memory because it cannot retrieve a 
memory item with a partial cue, when the storage load p is above a value pc pro-
portional to C and to S2 (Kropff & Treves 2005). Second, there is a boundary 
between finite and infinite latching. The network latches indefinitely when the 
memory load is above a certain critical value pl, because correlations among attrac-
tors increase with the memory load. At least in a certain parameter regime, simu-
lations indicate that pl does not depend on C and scales up with S, approximately 
linearly. A phase space for the network has to be drawn in (at least) 3 dimen-
sions, p, C and S, and two orthogonal sections though this phase space are shown 
in Fig. 4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4:  Two schematic cross sections through the 3D phase space of a Potts associative memory. 

In the p-C section, left, the network can operate as an associative memory (AM) below a 
critical value pc which is approximately linear in C. Above a value pl, which does not seem 
to depend on C, the network also latches indefinitely (+L). A quantitative increase in long-
range connectivity, at some point in the evolution of the human brain, may have triggered 
the emergence of indefinite latching. A similar phase transition (also depicted as a graded 
change through orange colors, because its exact nature has not been completely determined 
yet) from the AM to the +L phases may be seen in the p-S section, right. In this case pc is 
taken to be quadratic in S, and pl linear.  

 
 
 Our on-going analyses indicate that the phase diagram of even simple 
unstructured Potts networks is not as simple as suggested by Fig. 4. Still, the 
scenario remains open, that a slowly evolving quantitative increase in the connec-
tivity of the cortex may have suddenly crossed a critical threshold, in the human 
species, several tens of thousands years ago, that brought the cortical network 
into a phase characterized by long spontaneous latching sequences, or by their 
real cortical equivalent, without altering the intrinsic make-up of the network or 
any of its constituent properties. Latching is an emergent property, or a some-
what more complex set of emergent properties, which emerge when crossing 
certain thresholds.  
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4. Conclusion 
 
It is a long shot to extrapolate from transitions produced by randomly generated 
correlations among attractors, in a crude Potts network, to the recursive 
concatenation of linguistic structures in speech, even though latching transitions 
have been shown to display a certain degree of internal complexity (Russo et al. 
2008). Still, the Potts model indicates the possibility that a recursive mechanism 
may emerge through a phase transition, in a manner entirely unrelated to the 
hypothetical appearance, in evolution, of a novel piece of neural circuitry with 
specific language-adaptable properties (the mythical LAD), or to the refinement 
of specific connectional hierarchies among cortical areas. The latter may of course 
encroach on the originally non-hierarchical mechanism and complexify it, but 
they (the LAD and the hierarchy) may have nothing to do with the emergence of 
the mechanism. Further studies are needed in order to understand how latching 
dynamics can be sculpted in a more purposeful manner than by randomly 
generated correlations, through for example temporally asymmetric synaptic 
plasticity. 
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An attentive reader of the cognitive science literature would have noticed that the 
term recursion has appeared in myriad publications, and in many guises, in the 
last 50 or so years. However, it seems to have gained a disproportionate amount 
of attention ever since Hauser et al. (2002) hypothesized (for that is what it was) 
that this property may be the central and unique feature of the faculty of lang-
uage. 
 Indeed, a barrage of publications, conferences, and even critical notes in the 
popular press about recursion has recently flooded academia. The volume under 
review here is the result of one such conference — one that was celebrated in 
2007 at the Illinois State University — and it offers, or so it says, a compendium 
of works that tackle this notion from different perspectives. 
 I will not be following the thematic division underlying this volume as a 
way to frame the “different perspectives” it advertizes. Rather, this critical note 
will focus on four distinct senses of the term recursion that can appropriately be 
applied, or so it will be argued here, to four well-defined theoretical constructs of 
the cognitive sciences. The formal sciences will, naturally, inform most of this 
discussion, but the focus of this note will fall on relating the different 
perspectives of this collection to the four senses of recursion I will outline. Ulti-
mately, this review will press one main point: Contrary to a(n apparently) wide-
spread belief, neatly stated in this book’s back cover, it is simply not true that re-
cursive structures in languages “suggest recursive mechanisms in the grammar” 
(at least not in the sense that is usually intended in the literature — see infra).1 
 The one feature that binds together the four theoretical constructs I will be 
focusing on is the self-reference property that characterizes recursion — a feature 
that is quite unrelated to the uses to which this notion can be applied. This self-

                                                
      My gratitude to Noam Chomsky for comments on an earlier version of this paper. This 

work was partly funded by grants SEJ 2006-11955, 2009 SGR 401, and 2010 FI_B2 00013.  
    1 I will refer to individual chapters by writing the last names of their authors in bold. Thus, 

the first chapter would be referenced as Sakel & Stapert. The editor’s introduction to the 
volume will be the only exception, as I will refer to it as, plainly, the Introduction. When 
addressing a particular chapter in more detail, the first-mention includes the author’s first 
names; two chapters did not make it into this review essay for sake of coherence, the one by 
Hans-Jörg Tiede & Lawrence Neff Stout and the one by Simon D. Levy. 
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reference property is readily demonstrated by the first connotation I will be 
considering (the primary meaning in mathematics, in fact), which consists in “de-
fining a function by specifying each of its values in terms of previously defined 
values” (Cutland 1980: 32); that is, a definition by induction (or recursive defin-
ition). The factorial functions (n!) offer a standard and rather trivial example: 
 
(1)  Def. n!: 
 a. if n = 1 n! = 1     base case 
 b. if n > 1 n! = n x (n-1)!  recursive step 
 
Note that the recursive step involves another invocation of the factorial function. 
Thus, in order to define the factorial of, say, 4 (i.e. 4 x 3!), the function must 
define the factorial of 3, and so on until it reaches the factorial of 1, the base case, 
effectively terminating the recursion. 
 A definition by induction ought not to be confused, however, with a re-
lated construct that receives similar denominations, such as an ‘inductive defini-
tion’, ‘inductive proof’, or ‘mathematical induction’. 
 An inductive definition, a mathematical technique employed to prove if a 
given property applies to an infinite set, proceeds as follows: First, we show that 
a given statement is true for 1; then, we assume it is true for n, a fixed number 
(the inductive hypothesis); lastly, we show that the statement is therefore true for 
n+1 (the inductive step). If every step is followed correctly, we conclude that the 
statement is true for all numbers (Epstein & Carnielli 2008). An inductive defi-
nition, then, also employs recursion, but it additionally includes an inductive 
hypothesis. These two constructs should not be conflated, even if they are closely 
related. In fact, it is important to note that inductive definitions are a central 
feature of recursive definitions in the sense that the former grounds the latter; 
that is, the recursive definition of a function is justified insofar as it ranges over 
the domain established by the inductive definition (Kleene 1952: 260 et seq.).2 
 Recursive and inductive definitions are discussed a few times in this 
collection; this is the case, to a certain extent, for Introduction, Langendoen, 
Kinsella, and, most notably, in Geoffrey Pullum & Barbara C. Scholz. The latter 
take issue with the prevalent belief of what they call the ‘infinitude claim’; that is, 
the claim that, for any language, the set of possible sentences is infinite. Their 
discussion is framed, I believe, alongside three main themes and it is of interest to 
have a closer look at them; these are: a critique of the actual ‘standard’ argument 
supporting infinitude claims, the accompanying assumptions, and a number of 
loosely related obiter dicta that I will not discuss in any detail.  
 The standard argument has three parts, according to them: (i) there are 
some ‘grammatically-preserving extensibility’ syntactic facts of the kind I know 
that I exist, I know that I know that I exist, etc. (p. 115) that lead us to believe that (ii) 
there is no upper bound on the maximal length of possible sentences (at least for 
English); these two facts together, in turn, warrant the conclusion that (iii) the 

                                                
    2 The mathematical literature contains many different types of recursive functions: the primi-

tive class, the general class, and the partial class, among others. They are all recursively 
defined functions, but range over different types of objects; whatever objects/relations they 
subsume should not distract from the fact that recursion remains a central property. 
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collection of all grammatical expressions in a given language is infinite.  
 The argument is well-put together as far as it goes, and their main worry 
falls not on the move from (ii) to (iii) (which is simple mathematics, they tell us), 
but on the transition from (i) to (ii). Interestingly, they do not tell us what is 
actually necessary to warrant the troubled transition; instead, they dismiss three 
different possibilities that could be employed for its justification: the use of an 
inductive generalization, mathematical induction, or by arguing from generative 
grammars (the latter they take to be, strictly speaking, systems of rewrite rules 
only; see infra). It is not clear at all that any of these strategies have ever been 
explicitly employed in the literature in order to support the standard argument 
— at least not in the sense that Pullum & Scholz have in mind. Indeed, the 
examples they do provide are rather strained; specifically, the connection they 
make between mathematical induction and a remark by Pinker in the context of a 
popular science book (see p. 119) seems rather weak.  
 More interestingly, later on in their paper (p. 124 et seq.), they point to the 
(supposedly widely-held) assumption that languages are collections — in a 
strong mathematical sense.3 Given that they take this to be the case, it is no 
surprise the burden they place upon linguists to prove the infinitude claim. In a 
similar vein, Terence Langendoen’s contribution orbits these very issues, and is 
ended by urging the field to come to an agreement “upon a basis for determining 
whether a language is closed under one or more of its iterative size-increasing 
operations” (p. 145). 
 Note that the whole issue, then, turns out to revolve around too close a 
connection between natural languages and mathematical systems, to the point 
that the infinitude of the former is to be proven by the standards that we impose 
upon the latter. This is, however, unwarranted. It is certainly true that many 
linguists have employed mathematical techniques and vocabulary to study 
natural languages, but these were so used because they were useful — certainly 
not to reduce linguistic phenomena to abstraction. In fact, the latter play a rather 
limited role in linguistic explanation, for note that linguists typically focus on in-
formants’ grammatical judgements in order to unearth the underlying structure 
of strings. This kind of study focuses on the structure that a certain mental state 
— viz. the linguistic capacity — imposes upon the strings, and not on the strings 
themselves in isolation from these judgements. 
 Ultimately, it seems that these authors confuse the use of mathematical 
concepts as a useful toolkit for a call to reduce linguistics to mathematics, but no 
such thing ought to be accepted by the working linguist (I will retake the infini-
tude claim below). 
 On another note, one would expect to see the opposite argument (that is, 
the finiteness of a given language) to be placed under the same burden, but this 
                                                
    3 They rank this assumption as one of four factors that may account for the persistent 

presence of infinitude claims in the literature, but in fact only provide three (pp. 124–129). 
The second of these — the connection between recursion and linguistic creativity — rests on 
an obvious misrepresentation, corrected many times before (see Chomsky 2006: xviv). 
Roughly, creativity does not rest on the ability to construct new sentences (p. 126); rather, 
this property points to the fact that linguistic behaviour is generally stimulus-free, and that 
speakers/hearers have the capacity to understand/produce novel sentences that are appro-
priate to context. 
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does not appear to be the case for languages that prima facie lack the 
‘grammatically-preserving extensibility’ syntactic facts mentioned in (i) (p. 130–
131). Surely a similar argument would arise: (i’) There are some syntactic facts of 
language A that suggests this language lacks grammatically-preserving 
extensibility structures (such as self-embedding and coordination), which leads 
to believe that (ii’) there is indeed an upper bound on the maximal length of its 
sentences; therefore, (iii’) this language is a finite collection of sentences. Clearly, 
the transition from (i’) to (ii’) is as troubling as that of (i) to (ii) — but only if we 
grant Pullum & Scholz’s (and Langendoen’s) burden. 
 Be that as it may, I now want to argue that none of this has, in actual fact, 
much to do with the introduction of recursion into linguistics — at least not in 
the sense that Chomsky has treated this notion. 
 A second sense of the term recursion has it as a general and central proper-
ty of algorithms and generative systems. Thus, in the analysis of algorithms disci-
pline, systems of recursive equations have been employed to formalize the notion 
of an algorithm qua formal object (see, especially, McCarthy 1963) and some 
scholars have proposed that these recursive equations subsume a specific map-
ping function, termed a ‘recursor’ (Moschovakis 1998, 2001, Moschovakis & Pas-
chalis 2008). A recursor is said to describe the structure of an algorithm and, in 
this sense, algorithms are recursors. Production systems of rewriting rules also 
contain recursion as a central property, but not simply in those specific cases in 
which the same symbol appears on both the left- and right-hand side of a rewrite 
rule.  
 Consider, for example, the underlying transformation that converts some 
structure φ1...φn into some structure φn+1; the → relation can then be interpreted as 
“expressing the fact that if our process of recursive specification generates the 
structures φ1...φn, then it also generates the structure φn+1” (Chomsky & Miller 
1963: 284). This is basically the successor function, one of the primitive class of 
recursive functions. Whereas the former cases involve an internal application of 
recursion within production systems, the latter is a global property of collections 
of rewriting rules qua production systems (see infra). 
 The successor function also underlies what is known as the ‘iterative con-
ception of set’, a process in which sets are “recursively generated at each stage”, a 
statement that is to be understood as the “repeated application of the successor 
function”, drawing our attention to the analogy between “the way sets are 
inductively generated […] and the way the natural numbers […] are inductively 
generated from 0” (Boolos 1971: 223). The current characterization of Merge, the 
building operation at the heart of the language faculty, as a set-formation 
operator seems to be akin to this interpretation of recursion (see Chomsky 2008 
and Soschen 2008).4 
 This is better understood in the context of the discussion Soare (1996) pro-
vides on the state of the art within mathematical logic. Therein, he argues that the 
field has for long assumed that recursion and computation are synonymous 
terms (and the same would apply for recursive and computable). This, he argues, 

                                                
    4 Particularly, it is in this context that Soschen’s (2008: 199) statement regarding how “single-

ton sets are indispensable for recursion” should be understood. 
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has resulted in what he calls the Recursion Convention (RC), a state of affairs he 
has attempted to reverse in subsequent publications. The RC has three parts: (i) 
Use the terms of the general recursive formalism to describe the results of the 
subject, even if the proofs are based on the formalism of Turing computability; 
(ii) use the term Church Thesis to denote various theses; and (iii) name the sub-
ject using the language of recursion (e.g., Recursion Function Theory). 
 Granted, even if it is commonly conceded that a Turing Machine captures 
the manner in which every conceivable mechanical device computes a calculable 
function (and it is, furthermore, generally accepted as the best formalization in 
the field), Turing’s model did not in actual fact provide a formalization of what 
an algorithm qua formal object is. Indeed, there is a distinction to be had between 
formalising an algorithm qua a ‘model of computation’ — that is, an analysis of 
what actually happens during a computational process — and qua an abstract 
mathematical object. It is to the former construct that Turing’s model appropr-
iately applies, while it is the latter that systems of recursive equations and recur-
sors subsume. Furthermore, it is a well-known result that Turing Machines and 
the partial recursive functions formalism of Church/Kleene (but not the general 
recursive class) are extensionally equivalent in the sense that both identify the 
class of computable functions. From the same inputs, both formalisms return the 
same outputs, albeit in different ways (these ‘intensional differences’ will be of 
some importance later on, though). Finally, it is no surprise that the Turing 
Machine model has been more prominent in cognitive psychology, with its 
emphasis on real-time processes, while the more abstract characterization of 
what a computation is — one based on recursion — has found its natural place in 
theoretical linguistics mainly. Indeed, as Collins (2008) states in the context of an 
introductory book to Chomsky’s thought: “via the Church/Turing thesis, compu-
tation is just recursion defined over a finite set of primitive functions” (p. 49). 
 There is, therefore, a certain consistency in Chomsky’s writings if we 
understand his treatment of recursion in the terms just described. Perhaps rather 
tellingly, he has pointed to the connection between grammatical theory and 
recursive function theory in many writings (e.g., in Piattelli-Palmarini 1980: 101), 
which suggests that he may have been influenced by the RC.5 
 Naturally, the whole point of introducing recursion into linguistics was to 
account for the fact that speakers/hearers show a continuous novelty in linguistic 
behaviour — a novelty that does not appear to be capped in any meaningful 
respect. Further, since speakers/hearers cannot possibly store all the possible 
sentences they understand or utter, the cognitive state accounting for this 
linguistic behaviour must be underlain by a finite mechanical procedure — an 
algorithm. This is one of those properties that one would argue are a matter of 
‘conceptual necessity’. A rather trivial matter, perhaps, but the whole point has 
been muddied by orbiting issues. Just as Pullum & Scholz do, many studies 
focus on the so-called self-embedded sentences (sentences inside other sentences, 
                                                
    5 This is actually confirmed in personal correspondence with Noam Chomsky (May 2009): 

“[T]here is a technical definition of ‘recursion’ in terms of Church’s thesis (Turing machines, 
lambda calculus, Post’s theory, Kleene’s theory, etc.)”, the only one used he’s ever used, “a 
formalization of the notion algorithm/mechanical procedure”. Further, he states that he’s 
“always tacitly followed the RC”. 
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such as I know that I know etc.) as a way to demonstrate the non-finiteness of lang-
uage, and given that self-embedding is sometimes used as a synonym for 
recursive structures (see infra), too close a connection is usually drawn between 
the presence of these syntactic facts and the underlying algorithm of the language 
faculty. However, even if there were a language that did not exhibit self-
embedding but allowed for conjunction, you could run the same sort of argu-
ment and the non-finiteness conclusion would still be licensed. These two aspects 
must be kept separate; one focuses on the sort of expressions that languages 
manifest (or not), while the other is a point about the algorithm that generates all 
natural language structures.  
 There is surprisingly little in the collection under review here that touches 
on these very issues. Both Harry van der Hult’s Introduction and Arie Verhagen 
do discuss global and local applications of recursion, but not quite in the terms 
outlined here. Verhagen describes two roles for recursion, a specific one that 
gives rise to long-distance dependencies (supposedly the self-embedded senten-
ces, see below) and a more general one that delineates a mechanism for embed-
ding phrases inside other phrases. As for the Introduction, and even though the 
discussion presented there is framed in terms of rewriting rules, the main points 
pertain to structures only. Thus, the general application refers to the general 
embedding of phrases into other phrases, while the specific one refers to those 
phrases that are embedded within a constituent of the same kind. I will come 
back to this below, but it is worth pointing out now that this is the closest this 
collection gets to discussing the central role of recursion in the formalization of 
an algorithm — a clear shortcoming, given that the RC, systems of recursive 
equations, recursors, etc form the core of Chomsky’s thought on the matter. 
 There is some tangential discussion regarding Merge by Jan Koster. He 
takes issue with the postulation of a recursive Merge as the syntactic engine that 
generates linguistic expression. His worries seem to be twofold; on the one hand, 
a recursive Merge cannot do anything unless in combination “with external, 
invented cultural objects — lexical items” (p. 289); on the other hand, these lexical 
items come with specific combinatorial properties that already account for the 
hierarchical structure that Merge will, then, redundantly generate “once more” 
(p. 292). The latter is, of course, a valid point that recapitulates the debate 
between representational and derivational views on theories of grammar. The 
former is, however, more troubling. Even if we were to grant Koster that lexical 
items are cultural inventions, we would do well to remind ourselves that there 
cannot be any cultural inventions that are not entertained in the mind first, which 
is perhaps a trivial point. Moreover, we can be sure that external, cultural inven-
tions do not come with “fully-fledged combinatorial properties” (idem.) other 
than the mould that the linguistic capacity imposes — and this is clearly an inter-
nalist explanation. More importantly, this bears very little relation to my des-
cription of the role of recursion in linguistic theory as a general property of the 
underlying mechanical procedure. 
 I have been defending a common thread running through Chomsky’s 
writings, but this is not to say that he has always been consistent — or that the 
focus has not fallen, on many occasions, on the internal applications of recursion 
within production systems.  
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 The characterization of this internal application has changed dramatically 
as the theory progressed. An early characterization of generative grammar divi-
ded the computational system into two components: the base (composed of 
rewriting rules that returned strings with associated phrase markers) and the 
transformational system (a component that would convert some phrase markers 
into other phrase markers, preserving structure). In Chomsky (1957), the 
recursive property of certain rules is ascribed to the latter system, while 
Chomsky (1965) assigns it to the base component. By the 1970s and 1980s, most 
of the rewriting rules were in fact eliminated from syntactic theory, perhaps 
completely so by the time Chomsky (1986) appeared. The latter is an important 
point, given that most discussions on recursive mechanisms — and this is no 
exception in this collection — seems to be centered exclusively on rewriting rules, 
which is rather unfortunate. It should be trivial at this point to remark that 
recursion as a general property of generative systems remains at the center of 
linguistic theory regardless of the replacement of production systems with Merge 
— both, as I have tried to show, are underlain by the successor function.  
 Nevertheless, it is of interest to discuss recursive rewriting rules to some 
extent, given the prominence they receive in the literature — and in this 
collection. Consider the following sample below. 
 
(2) a. S →  NP VP 
 b. NP →  D N 
 c. VP →  V NP 
 d. NP →  N (NP) 
 e. VP →  V S 
 
Rules (2d) and (2e) are recursive, as the category on the left-hand side of the 
arrow is reintroduced on the right-hand side (directly in (2d), indirectly in (2e)). 
These can generate what I for now will call nested constructions (sometimes 
called self-embedding), such as noun phrases inside other noun phrases (such as 
John’s [brother’s [teacher’s book]] is on the table), or sentences inside other sentences 
(as in John thinks (that) [Michael killed the policeman]). In general, it is this sort of 
structures that most linguists have in mind when they talk about recursion. 
 It is sometimes supposed that nested structures and recursive rules are 
very closely connected, to the point that nested constructions cannot be 
generated by anything other than recursive rules. This is mentioned in this 
collection a couple of times, sometimes with (dubious) references to the mathe-
matical linguistics literature on formal grammars. This is clearly not quite correct, 
however. To a first approximation, it is worth noting that recursive rules were 
introduced in order to simplify the grammar. Take a nested string such as 
[a[ab]b], where the a’s stand for subjects and the b’s for verbs. This can easily be 
generated by the employment of rules like (2d) and (2e), while a more compli-
cated generation would involve the repeated application of rules like A→aB, 
B→aC, C→bD, D→b. It is precisely in this context that Chomsky (1956: 115–116) 
states that “if a grammar has no recursive steps […] it will be prohibitely com-
plex”, with danger of reducing it to a list of sentences. 
 Amy Perfors et al. (Josh Tenenbaum, Edward Gibson, and Terry Regie) 
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provide (partial) confirmation for this intuition by employing a qualitative 
Bayesian analysis to calculate the ideal trade-off between simplicity of grammars 
(treated as a prior probability) and the degree of fit to a corpus (treated as the 
likelihood). Even though recursive rules, they tell us, are costly because they 
predict sentences that are not observed in a corpus (which hurts their goodness 
of fit; see pp. 161–164), the calculation ultimately returns, perhaps unenlighten-
ing, a grammar with recursive and non-recursive rules as the preferred choice. I 
qualify these results as uninformative because they do not seem to differ from 
what was being proposed in the 1950s. Granted, this sort of analysis offers a 
much more formal understanding, but one should not mistake formalization for 
insight if the issues were already well-understood. Further, there are two aspects 
of this work that are somewhat troubling. First, the study places too much 
emphasis on the actual ‘observed’ data found in corpora. These are not to be 
disregarded, obviously, but linguists ought not to forget that the actual subject 
matter, that is, the actual phenomenon to be explained, remains the cognitive 
state that underlies the observed linguistic behaviour (this point about corpora 
resurfaces in many other contributions). Secondly, it is an obvious point to make 
that this analysis only applies to those theories that postulate production systems 
as grammars — those linguists close to the generative framework, though, have 
long dispensed with them.  
 Quite clearly, none of this applies to theories that focus on Merge as the 
central syntactic engine. Moreover, it certainly has very little to do with the 
general point made supra; namely, Chomsky’s leitmotif is based on recursion qua 
general property of the computational system underlying language, be this a 
production system or a set-operator like Merge. 
 Despite it all, it is worth delving into the uses (and abuses) that systems of 
rewriting rules have been put to as to unearth some (seemingly) widespread 
mistakes. This will allow me to introduce the third sense I would like to discuss, 
one that pertains to the study of computational processes, which is the interest of 
much of applied computer science. At this point, though, it seems “a reasonable 
conjecture” to claim that at root “there is only one fixed computational procedure 
that underlies all languages” (Chomsky 1995: 11); a ‘recursive’ Merge in this 
sense. 
 It is important to note that there is a significant discontinuity between 
rewriting rules and linguistic expressions. Technically speaking, rewriting rules 
only return strings, not structures, which is presumably one of the reasons why 
rewritings rules were eliminated from linguistic theory (cf. Collins 2008: 58)6. It is 
a point that deserves emphasis, as its neglect hampers clarity. Take Fitch (2010), 
for instance; therein, he puts forward two problematic claims: Firstly, that a 
recursive rule has the property of self-embedding (p. 78), and secondly, that it is 
a “linguistic stipulation” for a self-embedding rule to entail a self-embedded 

                                                
6  I say “technically” in reference to the historical fact that rewriting rules have always been 

employed as string substitution operations. It is sometimes stated, however, that a system of 
rewriting rules strongly generates a set of structures, while it weakly generates a set of strings, 
but there is no obvious difference in the actual rules to merit the distinction — apart from 
the definition. Perhaps this should be rephrased as follows: A computational system such as 
rewriting rules generates weakly but a system like Merge generates strongly.       
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structure (p. 80), which I suppose carries over to simply embedding rules and 
embedded structures. 
 The first claim is simply not correct. A rule is recursive if there is a self-call, 
but this is independent of what operation is in fact executed. There is a distinction 
to be had between what a rule does and how it actually proceeds, and it is to the 
latter than recursion applies. It is this reflexive property that makes the definition 
of the factorial functions recursive, but there is no sense in stating that there is 
any embedding whatsoever. 
 As mentioned, rewriting rules return strings, not structures; a fortiori, there 
is no such thing as a self-embedding rewriting rule. Moreover, Fitch misplaces 
the long-held stipulation he identifies. In previous models, the rules of the base 
component would return simple declarative sentences, and these would be 
converted into more complex structures by the transformational component; the 
latter were not part of the set of rewriting rules. 
 The replacement of Merge for production systems involved the postulation 
of an operation that embeds elements into one another. Merge does this in a 
bottom-up fashion rather than generating strings in the left-to-right manner of 
rewriting rules, but both Merge and a production system are recursive devices 
for the same reason, that is, qua generative systems that are underlain by the 
successor function. 
 The conflation, apropos recursion, between what an operation does and how 
it proceeds is rather common in the literature, and this collection of papers is no 
different. Some contributions (Karlsson, Verhagen, Kinsella, Harder, Hunyadi) 
discuss what they call center-embedding rules, tail-recursive rules, the sort of 
structures these generate, and their relationship. Much like Fitch, these terms 
actually refer to the structures themselves, rather than the actual rules. Thus, a 
center-embedding rule is supposed to generate nested structures in which, say, a 
sentence is embedded in the middle of a bigger sentence, like in the classic (The 
mouse (the cat (the dog bit) chased) ran away). A tail-recursive rule, on the other 
hand, embeds elements at the edge of sentences, either on the left-hand side 
(John’s [brother’s [teacher’s book]] is on the table) or on the right-hand side (The man 
[that wrote the book [that Pat read in the cafe [that Mary owns]]]).  
 These terms, however, have absolutely nothing to do with the recursive 
character of the rules themselves, only to the type of embedding the resultant 
expression manifests. A center-embedding rule, after all, is not one in which the 
reflexive call occurs in the middle of a derivation, but even if it did, this has no 
substantial consequences. As for tail-recursion, this is a widely-used term in 
computer science, and it refers to a process in which the recursive call of the 
algorithm occurs at the very end of the derivation (Abelson et al. 1996). Quite 
clearly, a nested structure on the left-hand side of a sentence cannot be the result 
of a tail-recursive rule if the derivation process undergoes left-to-right 
applications of rewriting rules. In a nutshell, these terms refer to specific 
properties of the structures, not to recursive mechanisms or operations. 
 Rather surprisingly, some of the aforementioned chapters seem to have a 
much stronger point in mind. Fred Karlsson, following Parker (2006; cited 
therein), states that ‘nested recursion’ rules (i.e. center-embedding; Verhagen, p. 
103 tells us that this is sometimes known as ‘true recursion’, but no reference is 
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provided) cannot be reduced to iterations (while tail-recursion can)7, a claim that 
is repeated by Peter Harder (p. 239) and, with qualifications, by Vitor Zimmerer 
& Rosemary A. Varley (p. 397).  
 They could not possibly mean this as a general point about computability 
theory, however. After all, it is a well-established, though often forgotten, result 
of the formal sciences that all tasks that can be solved recursively can also be 
solved iteratively (Roberts 2006). Put bluntly, that is, that “all recursive relations 
can be reduced to recurrence or iterative relations” (Rice 1965: 114). In fact, one of 
the references mentioned in this collection, albeit indirectly (p. 347), namely Liu 
& Stoller (1999), offers a framework that provides automatic transformations of 
any type of recursion into iteration, an “optimization technique” that can cope 
with the most complex of recursive relations, such as multiple base cases or 
multiple recursive steps, of which Fibonacci sequences are an example (contrary 
to what Fitch 2010: 78 seems to think).  
 Perhaps what these authors have in mind is a much narrower point; 
namely, the interrelations between recursion and iteration within sets of rewriting 
rules. In this context, James Rogers & Marc Hauser offer a solid discussion of 
formal grammars and their potential relevance for the study of behaviour. Still, 
the formal literature hardly contains a mention of ‘center-embedding recursion’, 
a term that only seems to appear in some linguistic papers; as I stated above, it 
tends to appear in the context of recursive rewriting rules, even if in reality it 
refers to either an embedding operation of a particular kind, or to a certain type 
of structure.  
 As for the recursion/iteration equivalence in general terms, let us take the 
factorial functions we defined recursively above to clarify this point, which 
brings me to the third sense I would like to focus on. This refers not to the algo-
rithm qua formal object, but to its actual implementation; that is, it is the study of 
the so-called models of computation. A recursive process, then, is one in which 
an operation calls itself, creating chains of deferred operations, which is usefully 
contrasted with an iterative process, wherein an operation reapplies in succession 
(Abelson et al. 1996: 33–34).8 
 The recursive processing (shown on the left-hand side of Table 1) naturally 
follows from the recursive definition, while the iterative solution (shown on the 
right-hand side) necessitates a subtle observation. This is simply that factorials 
can be iteratively computed if we first multiply 1 by 2, then the result by 3, then 
by 4, until we reach n. That is, we keep a running product, together with a 
counter that counts from 1 up to n. Further, we add the stipulation that n! is the 
value of the product when the counter exceeds n. (NB: The first digit of the iter-
ative solution shows the factorial whose number we are calculating, the second 
                                                
    7 Further, he incorrectly states, by misunderstanding the discussion in Tomalin (2006: 64), that 

Bar-Hillel might have reintroduced recursion into linguistics. Rather, Bar-Hillel seems to 
have been interested in a more precise definitional technique for theoretical constructs. 
Chomsky (1955: 45) manifests his agreement in spirit, while two years later sees “success 
along these lines unlikely” (Chomsky 1957: 58). 

   8 This is usefully contrasted with the ‘clear’ definitions of recursion and iteration that Kin-
sella offers on page 182. Note that what she actually provides is a clear example of the con-
flation we discussed supra; namely, between embedding (or not) and recursion (otherwise, 
iteration).   
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digit is the actual counter and the third is the running product.) 
 
4 × (factorial 3) factiter 4 1 1 
4 × (3 × (factorial 2)) factiter 4 2 1 
4 × (3 × (2 × (factorial 1))) factiter 4 3 2 
4 × (3 × (2 × 1)) factiter 4 4 6 
4 × (3 × 2) factiter 4 5 24 
4 × 6  
 
Table 1:  Recursive and Iterative Implementations 
 
As the shape of these implementations show, the material kept in memory at any 
stage differs greatly. In the second line of the recursive processing, the actual op-
eration in course is factorial 2, while what is being kept in memory is 4 × (3 × …). 
This is in great contrast to any stage of the iterative process, as the only things in 
working memory are the operation in course and the variables it operates upon. 
Naturally, an iterative process is in general more efficient; still, there exist clear 
data structures meriting a recursive solution. 
 Three properties must be met for a recursive solution to be the most 
natural: (i) the original problem must be decomposable into simpler instances of 
the same problem; (ii) the sub-problems must be so simple that they can be 
solved without further subdivision; and (iii) it must be possible to combine the 
results of solving these sub-problems into a solution to the original problem 
(Roberts 2006: 8). Of course, recursive structures are naturally (and intuitively) 
the ideal candidates, but this should not distract from the point just made, 
namely that there is nothing intrinsically recursive about the factorial class. That 
is, the suitability of the recursive solution has to do with the nature of the 
solution itself, and not with the structures themselves. The connection between a 
structure and a recursive processing is, therefore, an empirical matter to be 
worked out on an individual basis; it cannot be simply assumed. 
 There is a great confusion about this in the cognitive sciences. Thus, much 
of the literature clearly conflates structures and mechanisms, inevitably 
concluding that recursive structures can only be generated or produced by 
recursive mechanisms, and mutatis mutandis for iterative structures and 
mechanisms. I have already noted above that a general property of implemen-
tations is that any sort of task which can be solved recursively can also be solved 
iteratively. Indeed, at the most general level, any function or task that can 
computed by the partial recursive functions of Church/Kleene (Kleene 1952), 
that is, a recursor, is computable by a Turing Machine, and the latter is an iterator 
(Moschovakis 1998). Translating this general result into actual processes is no 
small matter, but the literature provides many cases (see Liu & Stoller 1999, men-
tioned supra).  
 There is not an awful lot of discussion on real-time recursive processes in 
the collection under review here. Perfors et al. mentioned, in passing, that even 
though syntax may well be fundamentally recursive (in the sense of the grammar 
containing recursive rewriting rules), the parser could “usefully employ non-
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recursive rules” for simpler sentences (p. 170) — a well-taken point about the ef-
ficiency of non-recursive rules in processing.  
 László Hunyadi does offer some data regarding possible recursive perfor-
mance. After correctly stating that recursion and iteration would access (work-
ing) memory differently (p. 347), some experimental evidence is provided on the 
type of prosodic structure associated with some of the structures alluded to 
earlier (self-embedding and tail-recursion; an ‘iterative’ structure is also deline-
ated, viz. John is an excellent, cheerful, good-humoured man). The experiments were 
rather low-key; subjects were to read some sentences aloud, so that tonal phrases 
could then be analysed. They found different pitch levels for the embedded 
sentences in the nested constructions, a phenomenon that was coupled with a 
‘tonal continuity’ — that is, there is a long-distance dependency between two 
discontinuous segments. For example, for [A…[C]…B], the tonal properties of 
[A…B] are identical to a continuous [AB] phrase. Further, this phenomenon is 
accompanied by three other effects: (i) there is no lowering of the pitch contours 
in C (a general tendency called ‘downdrift’), (ii) the phrase C is realized in a 
different pitch, and (iii) there is an ‘upstep’ of B to the initial pitch of A.  
 Hunyadi sees this process as a clear example of recursion, given that the 
tonal properties of A must be kept in memory during C, so that they can be re-
stored at B. This, Hunyadi believes, is a direct probe of memory — a ‘bookmark 
effect’. Further analyses with tail-recursive and iterative structures show that the 
bookmark effect does not appear, which would suggest a principled distinction 
between these and self-embedded structures. 
 Despite couching the whole discussion in terms of the computational 
principles of recursion, tail-recursion and iteration, these results appropriately 
describe structural properties of prosody (or grouping in general; see pp. 361–
365), but not its actual production (let alone the underlying grammar). That is, 
the different memory loads that recursive and iterative processes would incur 
was, in actual fact, not probed at all — there is a distinction, after all, between 
probing structures and probing mechanisms. We can doubtless be certain that the 
prosodic structure is, roughly, isomorphic to the syntactic structure, but not 
much follows about the underlying processing mechanisms. 
 Furthermore, this contribution introduces some confusion regarding the 
relationship between recursion and hierarchy (and iteration), and it might be 
worth our time to clarify it. Take computer science, a discipline which also 
employs ‘trees’ in order to represent nonlinear data structures. Computer scien-
tist Donald Knuth certainly echoes a widely-held view when he writes that “any 
hierarchical classification scheme leads to a tree structure” (Knuth 1997: 312); 
more importantly, we need to understand his contention that “recursion is an 
innate characteristic of tree structures” (idem., p. 308). By ‘innate’, here, is prob-
ably meant intrinsic, and we can clarify what this means by providing a graphic 
representation of the recursive implementation of the factorials, as shown here: 
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(3)        fact 4 
   3 
 4                   fact 3 
                 3 
               3                  fact 2 
                              3 
                            2                  fact 1 
 
Note that the hierarchical structure directly stems from the fact that the imple-
mentation is underlain by a two-equation system: A variable plus a self-call, and 
it is the latter that expands into the base case, effectively terminating the recur-
sion and the overall computation. It is this specific characteristic that explains 
why this type of hierarchy, a binary tree, automatically results from a recursive 
implementation. 
 This hierarchy, however, is among the operations, and not the data struc-
tures. There is no sense in stating, by looking at the tree, that the factorial of 3 is 
embedded into the factorial of 4. This would amount to a definition of a structure 
in terms of how it is generated, but why do that? After all, most people are taught 
at school that the factorial of 4 is calculated by multiplying 4 by 3, then by 2, and 
finally by 1, and this magically eliminates the once-perceived embedding. 
 There is certainly a difference between representing a hierarchy of oper-
ations and representing a complex object; the factorials example is meant to illus-
trate that a recursive implementation automatically results in a binary hierarchy, 
but that one cannot necessarily infer the former from the latter. 
 It is also worth pointing out that an implementation is a real-time compu-
tational process, and we are therefore on a different level of analysis than when 
discussing, say, Merge. Granted, linguistic expressions also exhibit a binary tree 
structure, and it is certainly the case that Merge effects this geometry, but 
crucially it does not do so in the way of a recursive implementation. Recursive 
generation (successor function) and recursive implementations are different 
things, even if they may result in similar ‘forms’. 
 It is to the structural ‘forms’ the language faculty generates that we move 
onto now, the fourth and last sense of recursion. Recursive data structures are 
defined by the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology as any object 
or class ‘that is partially composed of smaller or simpler instances of the same 
data structure’; that is, any structure which includes an abstraction of itself (an X 
within an X). The prototypical cases here are the ‘trees within trees’ so familiar to 
generative grammar. It is important to establish what the X in the ‘X within an X’ 
is, so as to identify a recursive structure that is in fact of some relevance. 
 Note that this is a definition that focuses on properties of structures only, 
independently of the operations/mechanisms that generate/process them. There 
is nothing odd about this, Chomsky & Miller (1963) defined certain constructions 
in these very terms; they defined the tail-recursive sentences as either right- or 
left-recursive (depending on the direction of the embedding), and offered the 
term self-embedding (still used today) for what some call the center-embedding 
constructions (p. 290).  
 It is to actual structures and their properties that a significant amount of 
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papers in this collection focus on. One set of papers focuses on languages that, 
prima facie, lack self-embedding sentences; I will focus on these first.  
 Jeanette Sakel & Eugenie Stapert, then, review the data presented by Dani-
el Everett on Pirahã, an Amazonian language claimed to lack any type of self-
embedding. There are two main points here; one is that Pirahã lacks ‘mental 
state’ verbs (verbs like think, believe, etc); a fortiori, there is no outright clausal 
embedding, but simple juxtaposition of individual sentences. The correctness of 
the latter rests on the status of the verbal suffix –sai, a marker that Everett, in 
earlier work he now considers mistaken, classified either as a nominalizer or as a 
clausal embedding indicator (see p. 5). Ultimately, Sakel & Stapert support Ever-
ett’s contemporary analysis of this suffix as a single marker of semantic cohesion 
between parts of discourse. Sauerland (2010), however, offers some experimental 
data that might cast some doubt on this. After carrying out a maximum pitch 
analysis on the two conditions the –sai marker would appear, according to 
Everett’s earlier study, Sauerland found that the pitch level in the nominalizer 
condition was indeed much greater than in the clausal condition, indicating that 
there are two versions of this marker, one of which marks embedding. 
 Sauerland’s methodology is an interesting one, and can complement more 
traditional ways of determining whether a language exhibits self-embedding. 
Marianne Mithun lists some of the usual formal features that languages with 
self-embedding manifest (viz. complementizers, omission of co-referential argu-
ments, non-finite verb forms; p. 23) and provides an analysis of a variety of lang-
uages, such as central Alaskan Yup’ik, Mongolian Khalkha, and North American 
Mohawak. Apparently, these three languages exhibit some kind of self-
embedding, but in different ways, which suggests, to Mithun at least, that this 
feature manifests cross-linguistic gradience (sic.) and variation (p. 39). Perhaps 
this variation is present within individual languages too. Ljiljana Progovac seems 
to suggest this much for English, given the impossibility of nesting root small 
clauses (e.g., Me first, Case closed; p. 193) into other root small clauses. It is to be 
supposed that even if this is correct, it is so for a small part of the grammar, 
leaving other claims (viz. the presence of self-embedding else-where) virtually 
uncontested.  
 Karlsson, on the other hand, offers a typology of recursive and iterative 
structures (two and six types, respectively; see pp. 43–49 for definitions and 
examples) based on a quantitative analysis of spoken corpora. By recursive 
structures he means self-embedding and tail-recursion, and the central claim of 
his paper is that this sort of corpora analysis provides qualitative data — in the 
form of ‘constraints’ — that explain why recursive structures are so rare in 
spoken language. Karlsson then concludes that multiple nesting is an artificial 
feature of language that “arose with the advent of written language” (p. 64) — it 
is not a central feature of language.  
 A similar rationale informs Ritva Laury & Tsuyoshi Ono. Therein, they 
provide a corpora analysis of conversations conducted in Finnish and Japanese, 
reaching similar results (and conclusion): Nested constructions are not very com-
mon in spoken Finnish and Japanese (pp. 84–55); therefore, recursive structures 
cannot be a central property of language (I will come back to this presently). 
 Another set of papers, on the other hand, focus on self-embedding outside 
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syntax. Thus, Eva Juarros-Daussà argues that there is a restriction (what she calls 
the two-argument restriction) that prevents argument structure (i.e. the predicate 
with its lexically encoded arguments) to be truly recursive. Quite clearly, how-
ever, she is not arguing against the possibility that an element may well be em-
bedded inside an element of the same type (which automatically makes a 
structure recursive). Rather, she is suggesting that this embedding cannot go on 
into infinitude (a slightly different matter) — that is, she is arguing for the 
finitude of argument structure (p. 253). Similarly, Yury A. Lander & Alexander B. 
Letuchiy provide data from a Northwest Caucasian language, Adyghe, that 
seems to allow self-embedding within its verb forms. 
 On a much grander scale, Harry van der Hulst discusses self-embedding in 
phonology, a topic that has generated some heated debate (as he discusses). 
Phonological structure is clearly hierarchical, but whether it also manifests self-
embedding is rather controversial. This chapter defends the controversial view 
(phonology is recursive), and the overall idea seems to be that given that 
recursive structures are principally semantic phenomena (a manner of organizing 
information), there must be an isomorphic structure in morphology (p. 303). The 
remainder of the chapter offers a long discussion of phono-morphotactic struc-
ture, phonotactic structure, and prosodic structure, concluding that there is, after 
all, self-embedding at the syllable/foot, word, phrase and prosodic level. Pretty 
grand claims, and it will certainly be interesting to see what the literature makes 
of it (a thorough discussion of these issues is beyond the present review).  
 It will have been noticed that I have discussed all these papers in the con-
text of structures only. Indeed, the study of self-embedded structures in natural 
language is an important one, but it ought to be clear that this phenomenon tells 
us much more about semantics than about syntax. Such structures, it is clear, 
provide the linguistic system with a way of “organizing and constraining seman-
tic information”, and their distribution appears to be construction- and language-
specific (Hinzen 2008: 358–359).  
 Once the dubious connection between these structures and specific 
rewriting rules is disregarded, it is not at all clear why some contributors believe 
that self-embedding cannot be converted into other types of phrases — a claim 
that is in fact explicitly denied in Kinsella (p. 188). Therein, Anna Kinsella makes 
clear that languages like Pirahã, even if they really do not manifest self-
embedding, do not come at an ‘expressive’ loss to their speakers. That is, there is 
no reason to believe that Pirahã cannot “express [similar] concepts using alter-
native means”. Indeed, a self-embedded sentence such as The mouse [the cat [the 
dog chased] bit] ran away seems to be easily converted into either The dog chased the 
cat that bit the mouse that ran away (which some would call, I suppose, tail-
recursive) or The dog chased the cat and the cat bit the mouse and the mouse ran away 
(a type of iterative structure, according to Karlsson).   
 Furthermore, there is a lot of interesting work regarding the concomitant 
properties that self-embedded structures exhibit, which range from their role in 
language acquisition and their cross-linguistic distribution, to their connection to 
the conceptual system (see, for example, Roeper 2009). Be that as it may, Merge 
remains a simple, recursive generator for reasons that lie elsewhere — the 
presence (or not) of self-embedded structures in a particular language is an ancil-
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lary matter. 
 As a final point in this lengthy review, I might as well mention that there 
are, in fact, grounds to believe that language manifests a much more general type 
of recursive structure. At the appropriate level of abstraction, a structure that 
contains an instance of itself (i.e. an X within an X) appears to be a feature of any 
type of syntactic structure. That is, every syntactic phrase, as Moro (2008: 68) 
shows, accords to the same geometry, an asymmetric structure [Specifier [Head – 
Complement]]. This is shown below: 
 
(4)                YP 
          3 
 Spec                   XP 
                      3 
            Head                   Complement 
 
Therefore, a Complementizer Phrase (viz. the top node of a clause) is a complex 
[S[H–C]] structure composed of a number of architecturally-equivalent but simp-
ler [S[H–C]] structures. As Moro (2008: 205 et seq.) shows, all human languages 
appear to follow this scheme, despite some variation in the linear order. Linear 
order is not the key property; rather, the central point is the basic hierarchical 
configuration: S is always more prominent than [H–C] and H is always more pro-
minent than C.9 
 At this level, then, structural recursion appears to come for free, but 
remains an interesting and surprising fact about language. It in fact identifies 
natural language as a subcategory of infinite systems, one that manifests a 
specific type of embedding: endocentric and asymmetric X structures. As such, 
category recursion is a subtype of structural recursion (in the same way that self-
embedding is a subtype of general embedding), and it is perhaps in this sense 
that contemporary debates on the universality of embedding ought to be under-
stood.  
 Certainly, an extensive terminological clean-up is in order, as much of the 
nomenclature currently in use (such as ‘true, nested or center-embedding recur-
sion’, ‘tail-recursion’, ‘self-embedding rules’, et alia) is likely to create confusion 
rather than anything else. 
 

Epilogue 
 
It appears that the word recursion entered the English language in the 17th 
century as an adaptation of the past participle of the Latin verb recurrere ‘to go 
back’. Thus in his An English Expositor (1616) — that compendium of the “hardest 
words” — John Bullokar defined recursion as “a running back”. A convoluted 
term it remains, but for different reasons.  

                                                
9  The S–H–C schema invokes X-bar configurations. However, current linguistic theory doubts 

the existence of the specifier position. If so, the overall architecture would be something like 
this: [… Head … (Compl) … [… Head … (Compl) …] …]. The point I am making still applies; 
that is, this sort of general recursive structure is present in all languages, independently of 
the most usual form of self-embedding.  
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 This critical note has attempted to outline four contemporary senses of this 
term that appropriately applies to well-established theoretical constructs of the 
cognitive sciences. An attempt was made to encompass the material of this 
collection around these four connotations as to elucidate a number of issues. 
Naturally, many topics went untreated, and the focus of this review has befallen 
on two main points. 
 Firstly, I have claimed that Chomsky, like many in the mathematical liter-
ature, takes recursion to be a central property of what a mechanical procedure is. 
Despite the different applications recursion has received within his vast output, a 
recent paper states that linguistic “competence is expressed by a generative 
grammar that recursively enumerates structural descriptions of sentences” 
(Chomsky 2006: 165; my emphasis) — a very close statement to the spirit of the 
Recursion Convention.  
 Secondly, I have tried to show that there is a clear conflation between, on 
the one hand, recursion and (self)-embedding and, on the other, recursive 
structures and recursive mechanisms. All these should in fact be kept separate 
unless there are principled reasons (and there might well be) to link them. Their 
connection, however, cannot be simply assumed. 
 It is rather clear that the present collection completely disregards the first 
point, while being guilty, for the most part, of the second. Perhaps we can 
concoct an explanation for why this collection so utterly fails to address 
Chomsky’s actual introduction of recursion in linguistics — the overarching 
effect of one paper: Hauser et al. (2002). 
 It is undeniable that this paper has generated an incredible amount of 
discussion, but recursion was certainly not its main topic; indeed, to a certain 
extent, it received a rather indefinite characterization. This has had the 
unfortunate result that many recent publications on the role of recursion in 
cognition (and this is true for many of the contributions of the collection under 
review) come up with rather outlandish definitions, which are then loosely 
related to the aforementioned piece, even if on closer inspection, the actual work 
presented has very little to do with it — or more importantly, with Chomsky’s 
leitmotif.10 
 Unfortunately, the literature is steadily moving towards an increasingly 
confused study of recursive structures in conflation with mechanisms, obscuring 
what ought to be a rather straightforward and uncontroversial point: The 
centrality of recursion within the formalization of the mechanical procedure that 
underlies the language faculty. 
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